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ABSTRACT

Custodian of the Specie: White Women, Capital, and Slavery in the Hemispheric South
by
Jenny LeRoy

Advisor: Eric Lott

My dissertation argues that white women played crucial roles in the economic, political, and
cultural circuits that linked the United States and Cuba, and the hemisphere broadly, during the
nineteenth century. It inserts white women into a historical account of U.S. imperialism by
analyzing the literary works of a number of American women who traveled to or simply
fantasized about Cuba during this period of intense and widespread interest in the island. It
identifies white women not just as providing the symbolic rationale for Cuban annexation or
intervention – the preservation of their chastity being a common justification for the suppression
of people of color – but also as instruments of imperial beckoning in their own right. In short,
this dissertation complicates the dominant narrative of power in the Americas, which pits a
white, masculinized North against a black, feminized South, foregrounding white men’s
megalomaniac quest for supremacy and the abjection of the people of color left in his wake.
Against such a binaristic narrative, the white women who did extensive symbolic, economic, and
reproductive work to advance imperialistic networks in the hemi-sphere all but disappear from
the record, are “denied bodies.” They are, consequently, absolved and suppressed in equal parts.
I read white women’s literary treatments of Cuba to understand how, in the words of Luce
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Irigaray, during the various “emergencies” comprising U.S. engagements with Cuba, women
came to stand in for a flagging white masculinity – propping up its currencies, exchange rates,
and stocks while wielding each, when possible, to their own aims.
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CHAPTER ONE
SWITCHPOINTS IN THE SOUTH:
AN INTRODUCTION TO U.S. WOMEN IN CUBA

I was fearfully burdened afterward
by his appointing me custodian of the specie.
—Eliza McHatton, From Flag to Flag1

In the wake of the U.S. Civil War, thousands of Confederates migrated to Cuba, Brazil,
and Mexico in search of favorable conditions for planting and slaveholding. Eliza McHatton was
one such Confederate. With her husband and young children, she abandoned her Louisiana
plantation and retreated to the U.S.-Mexican border for the duration of the war. The McHattons
then resettled in Cuba for the better part of a decade, purchasing a large sugar plantation and
indenturing thirty Chinese “coolies” to till it.2 By 1874, however, Eliza’s husband James had
passed away and Cuba appeared to be moving towards anti-colonial revolution and gradual
emancipation. The U.S., meanwhile, was quickly abandoning the promises of Radical
Reconstruction and shoring up institutionalized forms of white supremacy. For McHatton, the
choice was clear: it was time to go home. She went not to the South, however, but to Brooklyn,
where high society welcomed the former secessionist without hesitation.

Eliza McHatton, From Flag to Flag: A Woman’s Adventures and Experiences in the South
during the War, in Mexico, and in Cuba, D. Appleton and Co, 1889.
1

“Coolies” were indentured Chinese laborers, brought to the Caribbean to alleviate the
dwindling Atlantic slave trade, and worked just as harshly as enslaved Africans enslaved –
signaling a new economic relationship to labor, but a continuation of the oppressive system of
chattel slavery. See Moon-Ho Jung, “Outlawing ‘Coolies’: Race, Nation, and Empire in the Age
of Emancipation” American Quarterly vol. 7, no. 3, 2005.
2
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It makes sense that McHatton would be right at home in New York City, where she had
attended boarding school and visited periodically during her Cuba years. New York was a major
trading hub within the circum-Atlantic world – sending manufactured goods to the West Indies,
importing vast amounts of sugar and tobacco, and building the slave ships that would start the
whole atrocity anew. In this concise overview, Greg Grandin illustrates the futility of any
North/South, free/slave compartmentalization:
Banks capitalized the slave trade and insurance companies underwrote it.
Covering slave voyages helped start Rhode Island’s insurance industry, while in
Connecticut, some of the first policies written by Aetna were on slave lives. In
turn, profits made from loans and insurance policies were plowed into other
northern businesses. Fathers who “made their fortunes outfitting ships for distant
voyages” left their money to sons who “built factories, chartered banks,
incorporated canal and railroad enterprises, invested in government securities, and
speculated in new financial instruments” and donated to build libraries, lecture
halls, universities and botanical gardens.3
Thus, the coldly calculating and supposedly meritocratic system of capitalism, imagined to be
advancing and modernizing the nation, was indistinguishable from a backwards, sadistic, and
oftentimes explosive regime of chattel slavery. Exigencies of the transatlantic slave trade
produced modern-day banking, insurance, infrastructure, academia, and government, all of
which are sustained today by power systems resonant of racialized slavery. For McHatton, the
intertwined nature of finance capital and slave labor meant she was right at home in New York.

3

Greg Grandin, “Capitalism and Slavery.” The Nation, 1 May 2015.
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The paradox of exposing slavery and capitalism as one in the same – which has been
done by C.L.R. James, Eric Williams, Paul Gilroy, Walter Johnson, and Michelle Alexander,
among others – is that because this explains the existence of the republic, it must be disavowed
for the republic to persist.4 The force of disavowal is consequently stronger than all of the blatant
evidence to the contrary. How does a nation built on human bondage repudiate this bondage
without undoing itself? The answer lies in fashioning accounts of space and time. The nineteenth
century is so frequently construed as a crescendo building to the Civil War and a decrescendo
into the failures of Reconstruction that it is difficult to think of U.S. history in any terms other
than as an antagonism between “North” and “South,” Union and Confederacy – rather than as an
open capitalist system that pitted a regime of white violence against black people who wanted to
own themselves (and who, when emancipated, were cast as incompatible with the nation, as
campaigns for their re-colonization suggest). The North/South division and Civil War focus
function mainly as rhetorical device: McHatton’s identity as a southerner enhances her memoir’s
significance as an artifact from a time and place irreparably lost, but in reality her “southernness”
was neither here nor there in the eyes of her acquaintances or her own.
All of this is to say that concretized notions of a North and South are incredibly
productive for white fantasies. They adumbrate a country that is white and fraternal, with
northern and southern brothers coming together to move forward into a more equitable future,
and they nudge enslaved blacks out of the picture. My dissertation enters at this very juncture: an

4

Grandin points out that the connection between slavery and capitalism seems to need repeating
every several years, with critical interventions making this point including C.L.R. James’ The
Black Jacobins: Toussaint L’Ouverture and the San Domingo Revolution, 1938; Eric Williams’
Capitalism and Slavery, 1944; Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and DoubleConsciousness, 1993; Walter Johnson, River of Dark Dreams: Slavery and Empire in the Cotton
Kingdom, 2013; and Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of
Colorblindness, 2010.
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artificial delineation of space, a narrative of white brothers north and south, and a question as to
how something can exist when it is what it defines as antithetical to itself. Amid all of this, I ask
what it means for white women – highly valued property and the only vessel by which whiteness
reproduces itself – to weave in and around these fabricated lines and stories, circulating through
the hemisphere, and adding to this matrix of abjection and horror the oft-denied element of the
feminine.
“The feminine” carries a number of structural parallels with “The South,” which is itself
always feminized as a dainty, gentile realm and one that actually did skew heavily female after
the Civil War. The South is a construct that Jennifer Greeson describes as a means of relegating
abhorrent impulses, prejudices, and desires beyond the nation proper. A geographic and moral
dichotomy between the nation and the Plantation South, she writes, creates the sense of an
“unblemished, virtuous center” in contradistinction to a “stable repository for real conditions that
conflicted with national ideology.”5 The South is a repository for savagery, brutishness, lust,
impurity, abjection, and so on, but it is equally so a repository for the most maligned and
repressed thing of all – the feminine. While The South and “the feminine” function similarly as
repositories for what cannot be allowed within the body politic of the nation, this is not to say
that slavery itself admits a feminine character. Here, another erasure occurs, in which an entire
economic system is imagined as operating only through men. In Grandin’s sweeping
observation, for instance, the entire Atlantic world is a male-peopled ecosystem, wherein fathers
built fortunes on the backs of the enslaved and bequeathed it to sons who invested it in
institutions that further propagated racial violence. Where is the active, and not just ancillary,
presence of white women in this circuit of slavery and capitalism?

5

Jennifer Rae Greeson, Our South: Geographic Fantasy, Harvard University Press, 2010.
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Eliza McHatton’s memoir, From Flag to Flag: A Woman’s Adventures and Experiences
in the South during the War, in Mexico, and in Cuba (1889), relates several occasions in which
she is tasked with gathering, guarding and even smuggling valuables. Examples include
fundraising for the war effort with a “tombola” raffle,6 sewing the family’s gems into her dress,
and devising schemes to ward off robbers. The theme of dealing with money in transit (or
preventing its transit) suggests that there was indeed a crucial role that white women played in
the capitalist system of slavery, one that was not just ancillary but connective. Again and again in
women’s writing about their experiences within this brutal, dynamic, transnational economy,
they describe themselves as repositories of value, safeguards that can be mobilized when needed.
This is not unlike Kathryn Bond Stockton’s definition of a switchpoint. For her purposes the
switchpoint is a black gay bottom, engendering a queerness that can embrace abjection and thus
be a channel to elements that are repressed and disallowed. But Stockton’s term can also be
applied to the white women of Atlantic slavery, figures whose relationship to abjection is not

With her fellow confederate women at the “Campaign Sewing Society,” McHatton mobilized
to raise funds for the Confederacy, at first simply sewing soldier uniforms. They also organized a
raffle night with a spherical “bingo” cage called the Tombola:
6

Every article is donated and every ticket draws a prize…The scheme was discussed with
husbands and brothers; each suggested an advancement or improvement on the other,
until the project expanded so greatly, including all classes and conditions of donors, that
it was quickly found that not only a large hall but a stable and a warehouse also would be
required to hold the contributions, which embraced every imaginable article from a toothpick to a cow! Tickets for a chance at this miscellaneous collection sold for one dollar
each. As is ever the case, the blind goddess was capricious: with the exception of an old
negro woman, who won a set of pearls, I can not remember any one who secured a prize
worth the price of the ticket. I invested in twenty tickets, for which I received nineteen
lead-pencils and a frolicsome old goat (15).
The symbolic significance of the tombola is that the women – with extensive input from the men,
of course – gather all kinds of valuables and fill this almost belly-like barrel with corresponding
balls. But unlike most repositories of value overseen by white women, this one has an air of
caprice, a random redistribution of value.
LeRoy
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openly embraced but in some ways, demanded, by virtue of their role as repositories, as
enclosures for objects of value rather than subjects in and of themselves. Stockton describes the
switchpoint in technical terms, as in a railroad, like a switch, “a movable section of railroad
track” that is “used in transferring a train from one set of tracks to another,”7 but in a broader
sense, the switchpoint is a connector between two signs, two different things that signify,
“lending its connotative spread and signifying force to the other, illuminating it and intensifying
it, but also sometimes shifting it or adulterating it.” This is precisely how white women operated
in the sphere of “capitalism with its clothes off”: they intensified and sometimes adulterated it, in
ways that will be explored here.8
The recurring motif of handling valuables in From Flag to Flag speaks to a
preoccupation with the routes and channels of capital, likely fueled by the near-evaporation of
slaveholding fortunes the instant African Americans were legally permitted to walk off the
plantations where they were enslaved. If black bodies physically underwrote these fortunes,

Kathryn Bond Stockton, Beautiful Bottom, Beautiful Shame: Where “Black” Meets “Queer.”
Durham, N.C.: Duke University, 2006, p 3.
7

Applying Stockton’s theoretical framing of the black male bottom to heterosexual white
women may seem an unjust appropriation, but I am intentionally drawing a connection between
colonizing white women and the realm of abjection. Even as I enlist white women as a case
study for these twin impulses of ordering and policing on one hand, and the wild abandonment of
rational subjectivity on the other, I do not mean to negate the centrality of black women’s labor
to the very possibility of colonialism in the Americas. As Hortense Spillers writes, black women
are the constitutive element of national wealth. Excluded from partaking in this wealth
themselves, they labored, unpaid, under slavery and gave birth to children that were, by law,
slaves, thus replicating the wealth that was applied to their bodies but not to be owned
themselves. The black woman signifies for Spillers “a locus of confounded identities, a meeting
ground of investments and privations in the national treasury of rhetorical wealth” (65). The
economic circuits that black women’s bodies propped up, defended, and perpetuated in no way
gave back to them; this is not the liminal, “para-” relationship of white women to a colonialism
that both uses and benefits them. Hortense Spillers, “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe: An American
Grammar Book,” Culture and Countermemory: The “American” Connection, special issue of
Diacritics, vol. 17, no. 2, 1987, pp. 64-81.
8
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white women’s bodies were promise of wealth’s continuance through posterity. Thus, an anxiety
about scattered fortunes (so to speak) is necessarily also anxiety about white women’s capacity
to preserve or reproduce wealth. At the end of the Civil War, white men feared not just the loss
of their financial capital, but that other kind of capital – whiteness – that was so incumbent upon
white women to protect through their wombs.
In one particularly striking image of McHatton’s experiences safeguarding the fortunes of
men, she is asked by the customs officer at the border town where she’s residing, Piedras Negras,
to watch the tariffs collected on goods crossing the border. There is “no bank, nor any other
place of deposit for valuables,” so she empties her own trunk, pours in the bullion and specie,
and climbs aboard: “two months I sat on money, slept on money, watched by money.” Traders
and teamsters learn there is “an American woman in town,” and pretty soon McHatton is the
custodian to everyone’s specie. She dutifully accepts their deposits “not knowing the amount, the
names, nor often the faces even of the trusting depositors.” The irony of this trust is that it is
based on McHatton’s status as an upper class white woman and therefore an imagined model of
moral and physical impenetrability, yet the high demand on her services renders the operation a
bit penetrable after all. She describes the process almost like objectifying sex work, as she
receives deposits anonymously. “The collector made me feel very important at first,” but she
ends up “fearfully burdened” by this role. After all, it is not one she chose, but one that has been
appointed to her. This exemplifies the ambivalence of white women’s social position, exalted on
a pedestal and, consequently, objectified as a thing to look at or own.

Switchpoints and Specula
In an emergency, should it prove necessary, she will represent the penis. Her
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“phallicized” body will support its currency, prop it up, defend its exchange rate,
guarantee its stock-holdings, while the father, the man, is busy with other
investments.
–Luce Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman.9

This dissertation is about the roles white women played in supporting the economic,
political, and cultural circuits that linked the United States and Cuba during the nineteenthcentury. It inserts white women into a historical account of U.S. imperialism by analyzing the
literary works of a number of American women who traveled to or simply fantasized about Cuba
during this period of intense and widespread interest in the island. It identifies white women not
just as providing the symbolic rationale for Cuban annexation or intervention – the preservation
of their chastity being a common justification for the suppression of people of color – but also as
instruments of imperial beckoning in their own right. In short, this dissertation complicates the
dominant narrative of power in the Americas, which pits a white, masculinized North against a
black, feminized South, foregrounding white men’s megalomaniac quest for supremacy and the
abjection of the people of color left in his wake. Against such a binaristic narrative, the white
women who did extensive symbolic, economic, and reproductive work to advance imperialistic
networks in the hemi-sphere all but disappear from the record, are “denied bodies.” They are,
consequently, absolved and suppressed in equal parts. I read white women’s literary treatments
of Cuba to understand how, in the words of Luce Irigaray, during the various “emergencies”
comprising U.S. engagements with Cuba, women came to stand in for a flagging white

9

Luce Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman. Translated by Gillian C. Gill. Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1985, p 73.
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masculinity – propping up its currencies, exchange rates, and stocks while wielding each, when
possible, to their own aims.
This dissertation focuses on Cuba because of the island’s monopoly on nineteenthcentury fantasies of national power, tropical luxuriance, and profitability. According to Louis
Pérez, there was an “American fixation” with Cuba in the nineteenth century, in which Cuba
“assumed far-reaching strategic and commercial importance.”10 The desire to possess Cuba was
often expressed as an aching need, a sense that the nation would be incomplete without
incorporating Cuba into its borders. And of course, this longing is told as a story of men’s lust
for land that is always already assumed feminine. Evidence of American interest in acquiring
Cuba comes largely from the impassioned declarations of well-known men. John Quincy Adams,
for instance, averred, “the annexation of Cuba to our federal republic will be indispensable to the
continuance and integrity of the Union itself.”11 James Buchanan opined, “We must have Cuba.
We can’t do without Cuba…Cuba is already ours. I feel it in my fingertips.”12 Senator James
Bayard put a universalizing spin on this urgent need, claiming, “the future interests not only of
this country, but of civilization and of human progress, are deeply involved in the acquisition of
Cuba by the United States.”13 These statements figure the U.S. acquisition of Cuba as the
consummation of a perfect union, the fruits of which would signify a great evolutionary step
Louis Pérez, “As Cuba and the United States Reengage: The Presence of the Past.” Origins
vol. 8, no. 9, 2015.
10

11

John Quincy Adams, letter to Hugh Nelson, American minister to Spain, 28 Apr. 1823. Cited
in Louis Pérez, “As Cuba and the United States Reengage.”
12

James Buchanan, letter to Secretary of State John Clayton, 1849, cited in Jean H. Baker, James
Buchanan: The American Presidents Series: The 15th President, 1857-1861, New York:
Macmillan, 2004, 43.
13

Cited in Louis A. Pérez, Cuba in the American Imagination: Metaphor and the Imperial Ethos,
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008, 231.
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forward, or, in Buchanan’s case, the gratification of a deeply erotic passion. To read America’s
“fixation” with Cuba as a familiar heterosexual tale, comprised of merging and reproduction,
however, would only be to get part of the story. My analysis moves beyond such a reading by
reflecting on the fact that these men’s desires are framed as urgent, as inextricably linked to the
survival of the American republic and by extension, the self. What, I ask with a psychoanalytic
framework in mind, underlies this expression of existential precarity? What fantasies of the
inverse – of imminent destruction – must also be embedded within? Relatedly, what alternative
configurations of desire, for building up the self or perhaps dismantling it entirely, emerge when
women’s texts about Cuba are taken into account?
Like men, women wrote longing odes to Cuba, full of conviction that its annexation, or at
very least its liberation from Spain, was the key to ensuring that freedom, truth, and fraternity
reigned supreme. They wrote, as Irigaray says, in such a way as to defend the father as he
extended himself and his phallocentric systems on the tropics; they shored up his currencies and
stock-holdings, worked to validate his authenticity and ward off the contaminating dangers of the
Other. But, at the same time, there are glimpses in nineteenth-century women’s writing of Cuba
as a conduit to get beyond the ideals of the phallic order – Cuba as an escape from the overrationalized structure of a liberal humanism that rendered white women paradoxically free
commodities to be exchanged by men. I’m defining this liberalism, as John C. Harvard does, as
generally “committing to representative government; rejecting aristocratic prerogative; accepting
a notion of a social contract between the government and the people; believing in inalienable,
natural rights; and viewing these tenets as central to maintaining a capitalist order” — but this
central organizing principle of freedom extends so selectively to the bodies within a liberal order,
and it is no wonder that women writing within this order would have ambivalent feelings about
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it. In the novels, diaries, letters, and memoirs that I explore, women leveraged their very
allegiance to “the penis” to send it headlong to the garrote – sometimes metaphorically,
sometimes in actuality, but either way, fantasies of Cuba are rife with subjects losing their heads.
This alternative agenda speaks to Anne McClintock’s sense that so much is uncovered when the
oft-denied possibility of female desire is acknowledged, and particularly female desire that took
on the form of fetishism, as it so clearly did in men’s articulations of desire for Cuba. “Female
fetishism dislodges the centrality of the phallus and parades the presence and legitimacy of a
multiplicity of pleasures, needs and contradictions that cannot be reduced to the ‘desire to
preserve the phallus,’” writes Anne McClintock, contesting Lacan.14 Taking my cue from this
multiplicity of pleasures, I argue not that white women harbored a desire to bring about the
opposite of the phallus’s preservation, i.e. its destruction, but that to understand what they did
desire, we must abandon a phallocentric view in which all drives and repressions emerge out of
men’s castration anxiety. Put simply, nineteenth-century American fantasies of acquiring Cuba
extended beyond white men’s belief that doing so would guarantee their bodily integrity, in
registers both physical and geopolitical.
For the female writers examined in this dissertation, Cuba registers both as a space of
potential mastery, where a bit of American ingenuity could purchase a return of great wealth and
status (likely through the exploitation of slave labor); and, to the contrary, as a scene of liberating
submission, where one might relinquish the seat of one’s faculties to the libidinous economy of
Mother Nature or Spanish colonialism. In what follows, Cuba is entangled in articulations of

Jacques Lacan, “Guiding Remarks for a Congress on Feminine Sexuality.” Feminine
Sexuality: Jacques Lacan and the Ecole Freudienne, edited by Juliet Mitchell and Jacqueline
Rose, New York: Macmillan, 1982, 96. Cited in Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race,
Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest, New York: Routledge, 1996, 183.
14
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desire to, among other things, fuck under a bower, chop off Chinese men’s braids, be assaulted
by a slave, disavow the sciences, and drink and gamble with the married Cuban women that were
in fact quite free to do as they pleased.15 In one short story, a New York heiress disobeys her
father and winds up on the rack, tortured for months by Cuban priests while her husband is
summarily garroted; in another, escape from the Civil War South into Mexico and Cuba begets a
young girl two high-profile proposals and a mob of swarthy men enthralled by her porcelain
skin.16 While men like Adams insisted that Cuba was “indispensable to the continuance and
integrity of the Union,” its widely apparent possibilities for disorder, hedonism, violence, and
disintegration of the self made it, more accurately, indispensible to an array of female desires
that these same men would not have been able to recognize under an imperial telos of
rationalizing, economizing, sorting, and reproducing.
The dissertation is organized as a survey of the various desires that white women – as
perpetrators, beneficiaries, and victims of this imperial telos – expressed towards Cuba. It
follows a roughly chronological order, and, reflecting the increasingly aggressive approaches
that the U.S. took towards acquiring Cuba over the century, moves from desires and fantasies
that were more exploratory to those that were more forceful and violent. The dissertation’s
structure is not teleological, in no way implying a trajectory of U.S.-Cuban relations that moved

15

The understanding that married women had far more freedom and latitude to fraternize is
reiterated in Leonara Sansay, Secret History; or the Horrors of St. Domingo, 1808, and in Mary
Peabody Mann, Juanita: A Romance of Real Life in Cuba Fifty Years Ago, 1887, who writes that
while they must be chaste before marriage, after they are allowed to do and sort with whom they
wish.
16

Narratives such as Sophia Delaplain, A Thrilling and Exciting Account of the Sufferings and
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from a loose relationship to one that was perfectly enjoined. This would not reflect the narratives
contained within, which never manage to follow the ideal imperial telos of conquest and
penetration of the wilds, domestication of the natives, increase of efficiency and eradication of
disease.17 Instead, these narratives demonstrate how Americans’ designs on Cuba fall apart
spectacularly. Even the conclusion, which looks at the symbolic rituals of imperialism enacted at
La Gloria, the first American colony in Cuba, fails to reveal a moment in which Americans’
appetite for Cuba was satisfactorily quenched (the colony disbanded when the environmental
conditions proved unforgiving). If mastery over Cuba’s people and land was the imperialist’s
desire, this is a desire infinitely deferred.
What these texts share is a dance around the will to degeneration and destruction that is
incontrovertibly wrapped up in Cuba. The first chapter analyzes the Peabody sisters’ writing on
Cuba, with Sophia luxuriating in its decadence, inviting potential dangers and erasures of self,
while Mary, horrified by its brutal institution of slavery, pens a novel in which the white
American woman is a heroic safeguard against slavery’s contaminations. The sisters resided with
an affluent slaveowning family in Cuba, and though Mary’s novel took exception to slavery, the
sisters’ texts largely support and uphold the imperialistic order in place, with fantasies of
alternative configurations of agency and desire submitted only as tentative explorations.
In the second chapter, on Eliza Holcombe Pickens’s novel about a Cuban filibustering
mission, there is a much more overt explosion of the phallocentric and white supremacist order
that is only provisionally preserved in the previous chapter. Pickens’s female protagonist shows a

“For many white Americans, the near elimination of yellow fever from Havana, Cuba, and the
Panama Canal Zone while these sites were under U.S. control confirmed the nation’s imperial
benevolence and their own racial superiority.” Catherine Cocks, “The Pleasures of Degeneration:
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proclivity for destruction, advocating for a filibuster that is a surefire way to send young men to
the garrote. She longs to abandon traditional gender roles and scientific empiricism and give
herself over to an awesome, cosmic void, while the narrator admires the intermingling of
filibusterers’ blood in the Cuban soil. It is a strangely fluid text for a cast of southern
slaveholders.
In the third chapter, I analyze a post-Civil War memoir that echoes Mary Peabody
Mann’s construction of the white woman as a stalwart defense against degeneration along the
imperial frontier, but which ultimately succumbs to the kind of terrifying engulfment that
Pickens invites in chapter two. From Flag to Flag chronicles plantation mistress Eliza
McHatton’s host of desires to rule over her dominion – a cotton plantation in Matanzas, Cuba –
and exert complete mastery over the men and women who labor under her. She cannot, however,
ward off all dangers to the patriarchal order she seeks to protect and bend to her own purposes –
“military exactions and ruinous taxation crushed the life out of Cuba;” “the gradual emancipation
of slaves…revolutioniz[ed] the entire financial and domestic status of the island”18 – and, her
husband utterly exhausted and not long for the world, the family abruptly returns to the States. In
each of these texts, Cuba holds the radical potential to do things differently (even if, in
McHatton’s case, doing something differently than in the U.S. – owning slaves after abolition –
actually represents a form of continuity, a stab at preserving the phallus). The rich multiplicities
of desire arise in these women’s approaches to the dizzying possibilities of difference.
The remainder of this introduction surveys the fictions of U.S. imperialism, incorporating
an overview of nineteenth-century U.S. foreign policy with a reflection on the similarities
between imperialism proper and what is euphemistically termed continental expansion. Next, I
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hone in on nineteenth-century Cuba, outlining the conditions that made it so attractive to
Americans. Relatedly, I introduce the concept of paracolonialism, Sean Goudie’s term for the
early American presence in the Caribbean. European empires had long since divvied up the
Antilles when the United States became an independent actor, and Americans’ entrance into
these markets piggybacked off of preexisting colonial structures – hence, a colonialism that was
not head-on, but adjacent or running parallel to.19 First, though, this introduction rounds out,
perhaps incongruously so, with a reading of a modern fictional character that is neither white nor
Cuban. Teresa Mendoza, a Mexican woman caught up in a drug cartel in Arturo Pérez-Reverte’s
novel Queen of the South, nonetheless epitomizes Stockton’s notion of the switchpoint.20 Teresa
can smuggle drugs through airport security with ease and infiltrate enemy soirées simply by
donning a formfitting dress. She literally and symbolically carries on her body what is most
valued to the men that name the terms of transnational economies, which simultaneously makes
her extremely powerful. Finally, an etymological reading of the word smuggler wraps up the
introduction, showing that the feminine is integral to our conception of actions that connect and
bridge, slip and sneak, and weld the economic circuits that make the world go ’round – or, for a
time, fall apart.

Capital Offenses
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The long history of New World colonialism is usually considered Europe’s purview, with
the United States recognized as an imperial player in the region beginning only with the SpanishAmerican War of 1898. But as Jesse Alemán and Shelley Streeby contend, nineteenth-century
U.S. territorial expansion on the continent, and in the Caribbean, was nothing if not
imperialistic.21 Much of our self-exculpation of this imperialistic history has been achieved
through scholarly periodization: the fact that the prevailing organization of the century splits into
an “antebellum” and “postbellum” that refers unquestionably to the Civil War means that we
think in terms of a purportedly domestic space, and are not pressed to recollect other military
conflicts during this century of enormous volatility and growth. What about, Alemán and Streeby
wonder,
the U.S.-Mexico War? The first or second war against the Seminole Indians? The
Texas Rebellion? López’s assaults on Cuba? Walker’s war in Nicaragua? Or the
various armed conflicts against Native Americans, including the 1832 Black
Hawk War, the 1835 Trail of Tears, and the war of extermination that California’s
governor declared against the newly annexed state’s indigenous Indian
population?22
In other words, we recall the bloody history of the United States not as a series of imperialistic
incursions and conflicts, but as a gradual reclamation of territory that was always already ours.23
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This sense of geographic entitlement was enshrined in the legal tradition of terra nullius, in
which land was “simply legally deemed to be uninhabited if the people were not Christian, not
agricultural, not commercial, not ‘sufficiently evolved’ or simply in the way.” Dara Culhane, The
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It is no wonder that the history of the U.S. in the Caribbean is less frequently rehearsed than that
of the U.S. in the continent: there is a marked tendency to tell the story of what came to pass –
the foreign territories that did, ultimately, become states – and not the ventures that failed,
dissolved, or were conquered.
In spite of a rather inward-looking sense of nineteenth-century conflicts, early U.S.
foreign policy was shaped in response to a sense of being dangerously porous. European colonies
surrounded the fledging nation – Spain’s Mexico, Britain’s Canada, France and Denmark’s
Antilles – and an indiscernible world of pirates, smugglers, adventurers, freebooters, and those
escaping enslavement seemed to threaten law and order. Early American foreign policy sought to
limit European encroachment and seize opportunities for territorial expansion, all while
managing the threats posed by these non-state actors.24 Because the U.S. was keen to capitalize
on the weaknesses of surrounding imperial powers, it was disinclined to form alliances that
might inhibit unilateral moves, or, in the case of newly decolonized countries such as Mexico
(1810), Colombia (1810), and Peru (1824) with which the U.S. could have formed an anticolonial coalition, might align it too closely with nonwhite people.25 This commitment to
unilateralism and to white supremacy resulted in conflicts all around, such as a “Quasi-War”
with the French in the Caribbean (1798-1800); the illegal annexation of Spanish West Florida
(1810-1811); assaults on the Seminoles, the Cherokees, the Iroquois and other indigenous
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people; an invasion of Canada in the War of 1812 against Britain; and, numerous times, an
unleashing of the full weight of the U.S. navy on a Caribbean town suspected of harboring
pirates or insulting the wrong American soldier or priest.26
The U.S. government issued statements of neutrality regarding European interests in the
region, but this position was constantly betrayed by an active pursuit of territory. One way that
the U.S. maintained this fiction was by enabling American “merchants, mercenaries,
missionaries, financiers, and freebooters” to serve as the front line of attack.27 Private citizens
poured capital into Cuba, Panama, Nicaragua, the Falkland Islands, Argentina, Peru, and Mexico,
and when social and political unrest threatened to destabilize the economic order in these places,
the American military intervened to protect these interests, appearing defensive rather than
offensive.28 One significant example of this pattern is the case of Cuba, when, after decades of
anticolonial struggle, it seemed that the Spanish might finally be expelled from the island during
the Ten Years’ War (1868-78). At risk in this insurrection, however, was all the foreign capital
pulsing through the colony. Americans owned plantations and trading companies in Cuba, an
investment that had swelled to $50 million by century’s end, with about $100 million of business
done annually in sugar.29 In light of fears that the economy would be upended or that there would
be a revolt of the enslaved, American entrepreneurs worked with the Spanish government to
quell the uprising. Stabilizing these economic interests was prioritized even over the prospect of
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U.S. annexation.30
The U.S. policy of making unilateral moves in the hemisphere while maintaining a
posture of objective neutrality was well synthesized by John O’Sullivan in 1845: it was
America’s “manifest destiny to overspread and to possess the whole of the continent.”31 Any
aggression or act of violence was a necessary evil, foreordained by a providential plan set out for
the United States. What better way to remain neutral and objective than by suggesting one’s
actions were the will of God? At its peak in the 1840s and 50s, a philosophy of Manifest Destiny
presided over the annexation of Texas, the occupation and annexation of parts of Mexico; the
acquisition of Oregon from England; plenty of unofficial filibustering missions to Cuba,
Nicaragua, Hawaii; and the constant, mildly threatening, patrol of the American navy off the
coasts of Hawaii and the Caribbean islands.32 The language of Manifest Destiny also heavily
framed the discourse around acquiring Cuba: “It is because Cuba has been placed by the Maker
of all things in such a position on earth’s surface as to make its possession by the United States a
geographical and political necessity,” as Representative James Clay at mid-century; “we must
have Cuba, from a necessity which the Maker of the world has created.”33
The trouble with this headstrong guiding principle of Manifest Destiny was that there was
never a consensus as to who was included in the collective subject – the United States – that was
to be providence’s beneficiary. The entitlement to possess everything and to spread a system of
chattel slavery, no less, did not extend to everyone who fell within the nation’s boundaries.
30
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Major land acquisitions that fulfilled the mandate of Manifest Destiny – Louisiana
Purchase/Orleans Territory (1803); the Floridas (1819); Texas (1845); Oregon (1846); the
Southwest (1848); California (1848); Alaska (1867), Santo Domingo (1870, was not annexed),
and Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippines (1899) – each triggered lengthy congressional debate,
and each pre-1865 acquisition prompted the question of whether or not the territory would allow
slavery.34 Another question haunting these acquisitions was what would be done with the Native
Americans, Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and so on, who inhabited newly annexed land. Fears that
the Union would be “filled with black, mixed, degraded, and ignorant or inferior races” were
rampant.35 The contradictory impulses of Manifest Destiny – a swing between wanting to
possess everything unilaterally, and spurning the prospect of mixing foreign elements within –
are emblematic of U.S. foreign policy and of the nation’s conflicted conceptions of itself.
Nonetheless, economic interests usually took precedence in debates over foreign policy. As
the primary producer of sugar in the world,36 Cuba was of central interest to nineteenth-century
American planters, merchants, and traders. Even if Cuba was not to be annexed, Americans
wanted to ensure that they would be positioned to benefit economically from its massive sugar
producing capabilities – thus making sure political stability was kept, slave insurrections were
quelled, and that foreign powers kept their distance. During the Ten Years’ War, this prioritizing
of access and stability meant supporting the Spanish colonial regime. But in the last decade of
the century, when the struggle for Cuban independence flared up once again, the U.S. took a
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different tact to guarantee continued economic profits from the island. On February 15, 1898, the
U.S.S. Marine exploded at a port in Havana, giving the American navy a tailor-made excuse to
intervene. American forces made quick work of the Spanish empire in both Atlantic and Pacific
theaters, decisively occupying the Philippines and setting up a blockade around Cuba. The Treaty
of Paris was signed by the U.S. and Spain in December of the same year, granting the United
States ownership of Guam and Puerto Rico and administrative power over Cuba.37 This
inaugurated a period of American occupation of Cuba that, although officially ceded within a few
years, would persist economically until the Revolution of 1959 and militarily, at the site of
Guantanamo Bay, until this very day.

The Pearl of the Antilles
The ambivalence that the United States displayed in its practice of colonialism – going
after territories rapaciously; rejecting the assimilation of nonwhite people vociferously – was
nowhere greater than in regards to Cuba. This was the most desired island of the Antilles, on
account of its proximity to the continent, enormous capacity for profits, and reputation for being
a relatively “whitened” Caribbean island. Enslavers in the South were particularly obsessed with
its acquisition, as a means of expanding their empire of slavery.38At the same time, Cuba was
imagined as a backwards place that could trigger social degeneration and racial mixing of white
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people if incorporated into the Union’s “providential nursery.”39 A racist “climactic
determinism” proffered that “warm climates produced dark-skinned people who were hotblooded, emotional, and indolent,” and that mixing northern white blood into this climate would
cause northerners to become dissolute, promiscuous, cheating, lazy scoundrels.40 Cuba’s hot
climate was, more accurately, a breeding ground of outbreaks of yellow fever and cholera, giving
it the reputation of being infectious in social, racial, and epidemiological ways.
Cuba struck Americans as fairly developed for a West Indian colony, though not without
its deficiencies. Unlike the British in Jamaica or the French in Guadeloupe, many planters
remained year round in Cuba, turning cities like Havana and Santiago de Cuba into bustling
entrepôts.41 The staggering wealth generated by slavery and sugar lead to the construction of
grand opera houses, theaters, municipal buildings, and palatial homes, in ornate European rococo
style.42 Cuba was the desired destination of wealthy Americans accustomed to a certain level of
high society. Moreover, the racial demographics of nineteenth-century Cuba were appealing to
Americans. The free black population was imagined to have been calmly integrated into the
Spanish colonial population, making for a whitened, relaxed, and copacetic environment. The
island’s racial reputation was far from that of Haiti, Cuba’s dark twin of colonial possibility –
violent revolt and annihilation of the white colonizer. For all of these reasons, Cuba was
consistently recommended as the wise destination for American capitalists, home to a calm, lazy,
39
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mixed (yet tilting white) people incapable of an organized uprising against colonial powers.43
A robust system of chattel slavery existed in Cuba during the nineteenth century, due in
part to a Sugar Revolution spurred by the loss of plantation holdings during the Haitian
Revolution.44 Cuba’s environment of fertile soil, adequate rain, and tropical sun offered the
perfect conditions for growing sugar. The United States, such a short steamship ride away,
became Cuba’s principal trading partner, exporting 65% of its sugar to the country in 1865, and
82% of its total exports in 1877.45 The scale of American interests in the island only grew with
time: with the vacuum of power left by the evacuation of Spanish colonialism, Americans
flooded the island with capital investments at the turn of the century.46 The primary arenas of
American investment were sugar mills, land, railroad properties, manufacturing enterprises,
public utilities, mortgages and credits, and mines.47 Americans vacationing or convalescing in
Cuba also made up a large tourism industry; the famed Hôtel Cubano was even owned and run
by “a Southern woman of a respectable family.”48
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American tourists to Cuba who wrote about their travels were invariably dazzled by
Havana’s opulence. One of the tropes of nineteenth-century travel writing was to describe one’s
steamship entering the Havana harbor, with impressions of El Morro castle overlooking it, and a
city core comprised of ornate edifices and grand promenades. An equally common trope was
discussing Cuba’s backwards cultural and legal conventions, crumbling infrastructure, inefficient
technologies, and widespread pauperism. The underlying theme of such a survey was that the
Spanish lacked the managerial know-how to capitalize on the island’s teeming resources. Ex-pat
Eliza McHatton, for instance, surveyed her Cuban neighbor’s plantation in 1865 and claimed,
“Nobody seemed to be working, every living thing had a lazy, idle air”; this neighbor “belonged
to a race that could not economize time, labor, or anything else” even in spite of Americans’ best
advisement.49 Spanish laziness was a comforting notion because on the one hand, it suggested
the locals were too disorganized and lethargic to resist the encroachment of American capital,
and, moreover, because it seemed to beg for American assistance – a warm embrace of the
North’s brand of paracolonialism.
Julia Ward Howe expressed similarly condescending sentiments in her 1860 A Trip to
Cuba. It is interesting to read her appraisal in light of the fact that, twelve years later, she would
accompany her husband to Santo Domingo (present day Dominican Republic) after the American
government commissioned him to assess the merits of annexing it.50 It is clear from Howe’s
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In 1870, President Grant appointed a three-member commission, one of which was Howe’s
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this annexation scheme was never realized, Mr. Howe returned to the island with his family in
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earlier writing on Cuba that she is employing the same evaluative eye, sizing up the island’s
efficiency and profitability, which her husband would be called upon to utilize in an official
capacity.
Of the great sums of money received by the Government through direct and
indirect taxation, little or nothing revisits the people in the shape of
improvements. The Government does not make roads, nor establish schools, nor
reform criminals, nor stretch out its strong arm to prevent the offences of ignorant
and depraved youth. … There is little or no instruction provided for the children
of the poorer classes, and the prisons are abominable with filth, nakedness, and
disorder of every kind. There is the same espionage, the same power of arbitrary
imprisonment as in Austria, Rome, and Naples, only they have America near
them, and in that neighborhood is fear to some, and hope to others. The
administration of justice would seem to be one of the worst of all the social
plagues that abide in the Island. Nowhere in the world have people a more
wholesome terror of going to law. The Government pays for no forms of legal
procedure, and a man once engaged in a civil or criminal suit, is at the mercy of
Judges and Lawyers who plunder him at will, and without redress.51
The takeaway from Howe’s assessment is that Cuba was home to a people with boundless
resources – huge public coffers, and, as the undeveloped nature of the road implies, plenty of
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virgin land – but because they were backwards and provincial, and medieval in their
jurisprudence, these resources were wasted. The implication, then, is that people with an
enterprising spirit ought to lay claim to the island. Americans, whose institutional strength Howe
clams inspires an invigorating mix of fear and hope, ought to be the ones to do so.

Parasites in Paradise
Sean Goudie’s use of the term paracolonial, though in reference to an early American
period, aptly addresses the ambivalence and oddness of the U.S.’s foreign policy in the
Caribbean throughout the nineteenth century.52 Para- denotes that which is beside or adjacent to,
subsidiary or assisting, or that which protects, shields, or wards off. It aptly describes the
extreme degree to which early American economics and culture were tied up in the West Indies
without actually colonizing it. West Indian slavery, in other words, was the backbone of the
American economy, not just through mercantilism but also because U.S. citizens owned major
West Indian plantations.53 Yet, the U.S. possessed no colonies to its south. It was not an imperial
seat, but a “para-site,” jumping on the back of European colonialism, working alongside its
political and economic infrastructures as “a complicit client nation-state that aim[ed] to benefit
economically from the scene of European colonialism without every having to corrupt itself – or
its foundational principles – with overt political sponsorship of those colonies.”54 This is akin to
the role white women played in regards to U.S. imperialism: supportive, complicit, and reaping
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the benefits of exploitation without being identified as the aggressor. As Amy Kaplan argues,
white women, associated with private and domestic spaces, rationalized imperialism through
tropes of their establishment and care for the home, one that had simply been transmuted into an
expansively global dominion.55 The close semantic relationship between white women and U.S.
paracolonialism is worth noting, not just because both parties seem to work to support and
preserve “the phallus.” Like the U.S. paracolonialism that also preys on what it bolsters – with
the U.S. government consistently trying to undermine European authority in the region – white
women articulated desires that represented a dismantling of the phallocentric order they served.
In addition to jeopardizing foundational principles, American dependence on the West
Indian economy caused alarm for the racial mixing it seemed to invite. The strong “interAmerican cosmopolitanisms” that connected elites, irrespective of national citizenship, within a
capitalist network of slaves, sugar, and cotton, was potentially racially destabilizing.56 Afraid of
the “unpredictable and potentially disastrous effects on the Anglo-American national character of
extensive political, economic, and cross-cultural relations between the slave colonies and
democratic states of New Republic,” isolationists such as Thomas Jefferson sought to
disassociate themselves from the Caribbean economies they believed would lead to racial
heterogeneity in the U.S.57 “Typically colonies were seen as sexual playgrounds for men, who
exploited women and young boys,” notes Mary Holmes. A “sexual danger [was] thought to arise
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from being in close contact with ‘natives,’”58 and white women who accompanied colonial,
business, or missionary expeditions were meant, in part, to keep their men from “going native.”59
White women’s policing of potential sites of mixing was one of the most instrumental
ways they supported U.S. paracolonialism. When American planters and businessmen set up
shop in places like Cuba, Mexico, and Brazil, their female counterparts imported a Victorian
obsession with cleanliness and order, a “semiotics of boundary maintenance,” through their
intense labor of “segregating dirt from hygiene, order from disorder, meaning from confusion.”60
This laboring laid the groundwork for metaphors of colonial discourse, by modeling, for
instance, the domestication of “little savages,” i.e. children. Indeed, the texts in this dissertation
are preoccupied with sorting and cleaning in the wake of threatening contaminations. In Mary
Peabody Mann’s Juanita, a white American schoolteacher in Cuba is alarmed that the children of
the plantation masters will be exposed to “contaminating” truths about slavery. Moreover, a
major plot point is that the planter’s son, Ludovico, longs to be with the imperceptibly mixed
servant Juanita, but cannot because she is contaminated with just a drop of black blood.
Contamination is a driving force in Eliza McHatton’s memoir, From Flag to Flag, given
McHatton’s sense that Afro-Cubans are themselves contagions. She refuses to eat the food her
black cook prepared – “[u]ntil a tidy Chinaman was installed in the kitchen I was very dainty.”61
Getting the children vaccinated, she frets that “little dark babies” are being vaccinated at the
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same venue. “The surgeon was kind enough to quiet any anxiety I might have evinced by
announcing that he had white virus and black virus, and he never got them mixed.” For Lucy
Holcombe Pickens, author of the filibustering novel Free Flag of Cuba, the intermingling of
blood is the unconsciously desired outcome, so keen is the narrator to see rationalized
taxonomies of difference eradicated. What awaits American men and a Cuban woman, executed
for the filibustering efforts, is a fantastic intermingling of their blood in the Cuban soil. If the
pleasures and terrors of contamination structure these texts and the very endeavor of American
paracolonialism, it is white women who take on the job of performing the so-called semiotics of
boundary maintenance – or, in some cases, of corrupting those semiotics.

Laughing Proposals
One of the themes running through this dissertation is the crisis in men’s sense of selfworth, a quandary of value that shows up in all of the texts examined here and in just about every
other literary work, nineteenth-century or otherwise. To quickly summarize what gets fleshed out
in subsequent chapters, I begin to account for this perpetual “emergency,” as Irigaray calls it, by
suggesting that the power invested in the phallus, like the social value conferred upon gold, is
spun from whole cloth. “The phallus” is an intangible value established by way of shaky
consensus, hence the ongoing labor women perform in supporting its always-contingent
“currencies” and “exchange rates.” Freud’s hypothesis of an all-consuming castration complex is
thus a misdiagnosis of neuroses. Instead of deep fear that the power of the phallus could be
severed, there is a lingering suspicion that this value never existed in the first place. Freud’s
conviction that women’s bodies were inherently inferior to men’s – lacking as they did “the
phallus” – is also, then, off base. I would suggest that it is not for lack of a phallus that women’s
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bodies are largely erased in psychoanalytic theory, but uneasiness about the provenance of men’s
value and power, which is called into question at the site of the female body. According to Freud,
women’s conduit-laden anatomy, full of confusing channels for expelling babies, urine, and
feces, is for the male infant simultaneously impressive and discomforting. The conviction that
there is no vagina but only a “front-bottom” that produces both feces and babies gives rise to the
upsetting possibility that babies and feces come from the same place. The prospect of originating
from the same place as do feces, the refuse that infants are taught is unclean and without value,
produces the kind of nagging insecurity that can be repressed (with red herrings like the
castration complex) but never be fully overcome.62
The need to prove that the hierarchies of race and gender perpetrated under a liberal
humanism are grounded in a bedrock of true worth is such an unrelenting one that it is hard to
point to a Western text in which this impulse is not present. It is prevalent in even the most
canonical literature of the American Renaissance, which, when examined up close, is shown to
be steeped in a drive to worthlessness and degeneration. Our most heralded writers are white
men wracked with anxiety about their provenance and self-worth. Nathaniel Hawthorne,
preoccupied with the notion of original sin and the birthmark as a metaphor for human’s fallen
state, wrote constantly of disgraced forefathers and illegitimate progeny.63 In his journal, Ralph
Waldo Emerson frets that his lecture series is anything but transcendental; feeling “mechanical,”
he admits that he simply does not have the energy for perfection. In this moment of inadequacy,
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he speaks of himself as a depleted resource: “I spend myself prudently: I economize; I cheapen:
whereof nothing grand ever grew.” If he had more of himself to spend, “I should hate myself
less.”64 This idiom of being a currency of weakened value repeats in the writing of Henry
Adams, who, as a fourth child, may “throw himself away if he likes, and never be missed.”65
Feeling aimlessly out of step, he compares himself with a “coin” that “knew himself to be
worthless and not current,” and later brings this metaphor to a striking degree: “He was for sale.
He wanted to be bought. His price was excessively cheap.”66
Men’s fretting over their limited value, over the little that they, as a currency, would be
able to purchase at the marketplace: these are the sentiments at the heart of canonical American
literature. White men might be the arbiters of the “rhetorical national wealth” of which Spillers
writes, but in a transnational slave economy that sets a price on every body except white men,
their actual worth is quite nebulously, quite terrifyingly, up in the air. Capitalism put a market
value on enslaved Africans; marriage weighed women’s worth with a dowry. White men,
presiding over both these institutions, would seem to transcend valuation. But with the many
incongruous economies and vacillating metrics of the colonial frontier, the invention of the allvaluable phallus, the gold standard, starts to show its seams.
Thus it is no surprise that coincident with the most canonical nineteenth-century
American literature is a welcoming embrace of the abjection of worthlessness. For example,
Henry Adams seems to encourage the idea of being bought, and Nathaniel Hawthorne, overcome
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by horror at what the patriarchs have wrought, often encourages a libidinous descent into
madness and oneness with the pulsing mob, finding in the abject is a portal into transcendence.
In My Kinsman, Major Molineaux, Robin first feels embarrassment that his stately kinsman is
tarred and feathered – the very definition of someone made abject – but this soon becomes an
invitation to transcend subjecthood and let the crowd infiltrate. With a sense of “mental
inebriety,” Robin begins to shout into the night, joining the “tempestuous sea of sound.”67 Loss
of the individual ego is here linked to a scene of profound abjection, which is itself the only
space of freedom. Loss of self is central to the imperial mission: there is a pull to disunion and
disintegration, to oneness with the “tempestuous sea of sound,” in each of the following chapters.
The libidinal negativity of abject origins – the pull towards that which is refused – lies at
the heart of American fantasies about Cuba, which are all about a recuperation, if not rescue, of
the female body, that shameful – perhaps anal – site of origins. To give some context, New
World colonialism was also about delving into the female body. Early European explorers
imagined their violent incursions into the Americas as an immersion into a mythically feminine
body. As Anne McClintock puts it, out on the fringes of the known and mapped world, men were
suspended in a terrifying ambivalence between “imperial megalomania, with its fantasy of
unstoppable rapine – and a contradictory fear of engulfment, with its fantasy of dismemberment
and emasculation.”68 The colonial experience was shaped by contradictory fantasies of gender:
on one hand, the New World was unpopulated, virgin land to be penetrated, and on the other, the
Americas were peopled by lascivious women who ensnared Europeans into their debauched web
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of promiscuity.69 In either configuration – consuming all or being consumed – the boundaries of
the sovereign white male are subject to wild reconfiguration. This radical intermingling with
elements that are disavowed and degraded in European hierarchies of race and gender
represented a great challenge to social, phallocentric constructions of value. As a potentially
blissful return to the undifferentiated, to a space and time before language and society deemed
“the phallus” of great worth and feces of no value, New World exploration offered at least a
fleeting resolution of the problematic equation of the self with worthless refuse.
The pull to abjection and a loss of self is certainly not unique to men – as Freud avers, the
cloaca theory in which the vagina is mistaken for the anus is “universal among children.”70 The
female-authored texts examined in this dissertation contain the same contradictory impulses of
consumption and mastery versus engulfment and nihilism that are the trademark of colonial
writings. White women express their hopes of warding of threats of dismemberment and
emasculation, and, at times, their desire to see these violent ends manifest. In her travel letters to
her mother, for instance, Sophia Peabody Hawthorne revels in a heady, transcendental bliss, so in
love is she with Cuba, but is stopped short one day when she comes face to face with one of the
seldom-mentioned slaves working the plantation where she resides. In this moment, her
constructed fantasy of Cuba’s infinite pleasures ruptures, and the only desire she is able to
express is in her own ruination at the hands of this slave.
The miserable wretches are badly treated...It made my heart sick to look at
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them...one looked like the very spirit of evil; yet even he was courteous, and when
I attempted to get a crust of sugar, moved away the impediments with a
promptitude that wrung my heart a great deal more than if he had flung the
burning fluid in my face. He looked like the untamable obliged to appear tame,
while he was furious with revenge, and if by scalding me he could have given
vent to some of his pent up agony, I could have burned it with more equanimity,
than I bore that little act of courtesy.
As if governed by a drive to see the whole tyrannical system of the West burn down, Hawthorne
would, at least in that moment, like to be done in herself. Resonating with the number of other
castration-like beheadings that appear in this dissertation, Hawthorne specifically imagines her
face being burned. Like the phallus that is man’s prized currency, her face is her entrée into
society and means of advancing in the world. This is therefore quite the fantasy of surrender. If
this weren’t explicit enough, Hawthorne elsewhere evokes a heady dismemberment when
describing her shame at having had her mother share her letters with a literary community back
home. Perhaps out of the guilt she feels for the elation she derived from a luxurious Cuban
lifestyle built on chattel slavery, she tells her mother that her sense of exposure was as if she had
been “stuck up bodily upon a pole & carried about the streets”71 – a writer’s castration turned
public spectacle.
Fantasies of what could go terribly wrong in the pursuit of tropical, libidinal gratification
to be found in Cuba come up frequently enough that they must be part of the fantasy itself. This
is apparent in Eliza McHatton’s From Flag to Flag, a memoir by a Louisianan plantation
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mistress who supports her husband as he keeps his cotton trading business afloat in Mexico
during the Civil War and on a Cuban plantation over the following decade. While they are en
route to Mexico with their children, worldly possessions, and a band of other traders, McHatton
practically tempts fate with this half-nervous, half-cavalier statement:
As we journeyed on with the rest of the little company, we laughingly proposed
that all the money and watches be trusted to my keeping, for, if the Mexican
outlaws should pounce upon us, surely they would not search the only lady in the
party.72
Consider the sleight of hand McHatton performs, implying that the group’s imperialistic venture,
which is less of an escape from Union forces than a preemptive business strategy, is actually
about feminine vulnerability. She claims that as the “the only lady in the party” she is safe from
molestation, but really this special status has everything to do with her performative vulnerability
as a white woman in Indian Country. In polite Louisianan society, perhaps “the gentler sex”
would be free from the violation of a personal search, but along the borderlands, this assurance
only raises the specter of the rape of a white woman by men of color. With this anxiety being the
thinly repressed one, the laughing company manages to obfuscate the fact that all of these bodies
were equally susceptible to unwanted penetration and violation. Perhaps their laughter was out of
nervousness, to disguise a latent anxiety that all their bodies on the rural Mexican road were
vulnerable and weak. The possibility of the men being violated is the Irigaraian emergency, a
breakdown of sexual and racial economies in which he has rendered himself supreme and his
property inviolable.
Masculine fragility is never a passive force, and psychoanalysis prompts a reading of
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men’s nagging fear of self-worthlessness to anal origins, to a need for a motherless or at least
vagina-less birth. With this backdoor channel, we arrive in the realm of the switchpoint, a
Pandora’s box to abjection.

Smuggling Upward
Midway through the second episode of the English-language adaptation of The Queen of
the South is a shocking scene of one woman’s disembowelment and another’s ingestion of the
drug balloons fished from her stomach.73 Teresa Mendoza, the mule that survives, is, like the one
that does not, young, attractive, and light-skinned (despite the fact that Teresa is referred to as
prietita, little dark-skinned one, in the novel by Arturo Pérez-Reverte). Members of the cartel
watch closely as she swallows balloon after balloon, the nearby, gutted corpse of the first mule a
reminder of what happens if a single balloon dissolves. Her handler insists she’ll die, but Teresa
miraculously endures a race to the airport and a security checkpoint before vomiting up the
balloons, undissolved, in a broom closet. The drugs are then seamlessly passed off to the buyer.
With this completed circuit of exchange, Teresa begins the process of proving herself a worthy
asset to the cartel – an instrument of value that transcends her bodily capacity to move drugs. It
has already been intimated that she will succeed in this pursuit, as the series opens with footage
of her living large at a later date. “I run the biggest drug empire in the Western hemisphere,” the
voiceover proclaimed. “You could say, I’m living proof that the American dream is alive and
well.”74 By giving us a glimpse at her future, the show signals that Teresa’s descent into hell will
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be countervailed by a great apotheosis to wealth and power. The work of the mule might be the
lowest, undertaken only by those in the most precarious of situations (indeed, Teresa volunteers
as a mule to avoid being gang-raped by the cartel). But as the structural logic of the narrative
assures, this precarity, this very condition of being a penetrable set of orifices in motion, is, for
the right kind of resourceful woman, the most powerful currency of all.
Part of what makes Teresa so useful to the cartel is her background as a moneychanger,
through which she developed a quick facility with exchanging currencies. In other words, her
utility is not just in carrying goods like drugs and money, but also in conducting and converting
them like an electrical switchpoint. Significantly, it is after Teresa flags counterfeit bills during a
cocaine sale that she begins to impress Camila, the cartel boss, in earnest. Noticing a prospective
buyer fidgeting, Teresa tells her handler that she believes the real bills to be cut with fakes.
James is dubious, reluctant to question the integrity of his gruff buyer. But as a moneychanger in
Culiacán, Mexico, where a great portion of drug money is laundered through casas de cambio,75
Teresa learned not to “make a mistake with the boss’s money” – and she has the scars to prove it.
“The difference between a real one and a fake is the paper,” she advises James, who weighs
some of the bills to discern a microscopic difference in material. Teresa is right about the
counterfeits, but if her hunch had been wrong, weighing the bills would have represented a
significant betrayal of the fraternal trust that buoys these illicit exchanges. Teresa was the
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switchpoint in what Anne McClintock calls a “control frame,” a frame of representation that like
a photograph, play, or, in particular, an exchange of money, is a staging of social risk, in which
“the player stages the delirious loss of control within a situation of extreme control.”76 In fact,
the extreme control that James and the shocked buyer (it was an underling who had switched the
bills) believed themselves to have was an illusion. They each brought a commodity, paper and
powder, into the control frame with the hope of commensurability, but the counterfeit bills and
the woman’s singular ability to identify them explode the riskiness of doing so. I would suggest
that it is not another honor-bound man one wants for this kind of thing, but a woman – one
sufficiently scarred to be deadly accurate, yet respected enough to earn a place at the table –
mediating exchanges, determining values, and sorting what’s counterfeit, useless, out of the pile.
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Figure 1. Teresa (Alice Braga) and James (Peter Gadiot) take on an angry buyer who has
unwittingly paid in counterfeit bills.77
The Queen of the South illustrates how economies of exchange flow through women’s
bodies, which act as vessels for safeguarding valuable deposits (babies, drugs, money) but that
are frequently circulated under conditions of extreme violence. Incursions into the bodies of
women of color are modernity’s constitutive fact and omnipresent fantasy. The brutal treatment
of mules recalls early colonial contact, conceived of as European man’s penetration of ‘virgin’
land, which was “named as female as a passive counterpart to the massive thrust of male
technology.”78 Teresa’s story suggests that the violent uses of indigenous women’s bodies
persists.
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This returns us to Eliza McHatton’s description of her little company trekking into
Mexico at the start of the Civil War. This was scarcely a decade after the violent MexicanAmerican War, in which slaveholders jockeyed for a massive expansion of territory. They meted
out untold violence of territorial expansion, yet her description would suggest that all of this was
far below the surface, away from anyone’s cares. She laughingly proposed that she carry all of
the wealth on her, sewn into her skirts, packed away in her underthings – because the forcible
accosting of her body was inconceivable. In framing the issue like it is about white women’s
protection, their ability both to ward off violence and the ongoing need for their chastity to be
protected, she manages to displace any and all the history of violence of Americans against
Mexicans. It is her band of exiles that are invading Mexico, yet it is framed as their own
precarity. This gesture of displacement is strategic and endlessly repeated: the construction,
coming back to Irigaray, of an emergency against the violable white colonial male self, who goes
out on a limb, sticking his neck out to capitalize on colonial treasures – all of this is reframed as
though it is only for white women that we ought to be concerned. White women are an alibi, a
receptacle for all the things displaced in the colonial story. This displacement of the true
perpetrator of violence is a crucial one – it hides the history of colonial violence, racial mixing,
and what Spillers calls “unofficial families.”79 Thus the body of the white woman takes on an
incredibly weighty symbolic pressure to be the conductor, the entity that appears to be doing all
the circulating, protecting, and reproducing. For as long as she “supports the penis,” she needn’t
only be “a meeting ground of investments and privations,” but may also partake of the “national
treasury of rhetorical wealth.”
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Given this displacement of the histories of violence from the bodies of women of color to
white, it is telling that Teresa is so light-skinned in the television show. Reverte’s novel is not
vague about her complexion. In addition to her nickname, meaning little dark-skinned one,80 she
is described as having facial features shaped by “the ancient, adulterated drops of indigenous
blood” in her lineage.81 This is an adulteration in reverse; it was the so-called white blood of the
Spanish that weakened the beauty of her indigenous ancestry. The description continues: “Her
beauty was incomplete, or distant, as though it had been growing thinner and thinner, more and
more diluted, down through the generations, until finally what was left were isolated traces of an
ancient splendor.”82 In other words, Teresa is an indigenous Mexican adulterated by a few drops
of Spanish blood. This configuration of race draws attention to the originary violence of the
Spanish conquistadors, who diluted the potency of Mexico’s “splendor.” The show’s casting
seems to replicate this act of erasure, with light-skinned Brazilian Alice Braga playing Teresa. Is
a white-complected Teresa meant to stoke sentimental concern for her safe passage in the same
way that it is for say, Eliza McHatton? Perhaps it simply makes her a good mule: by Eliza’s
logic, the whiter you are, the less conceivably you can be patted down.
If the continuity of these motifs from nineteenth-century women’s writing to today’s
television suggests anything, it is that the social construction of gender makes women fantastic
conductors of valuables. They might “support the penis” through creating switchpoints, or,
alternately, through creating an alibi for colonial violence: by white women performing
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vulnerability to rape by the racial other, the actual raping and source of interracial reproduction
was at the hands of white men.

Lurking Holes and Smock Faces
“Smuggler” comes from the seventeenth-century Low German smuggeln (to transport
goods illegally), “apparently a frequentative formation of a word meaning ‘to sneak’ (from
Proto-Germanic smuganan).”83 This sneaky smuganan also provides the base for the Dutch
smuigen (to eat secretly), Swedish smyg (a lurking-hole), and Old English smeogan (to creep), a
striking set of words that cast a connotative web around smuggeln as an action akin to the furtive
insertion of something into a cavity – a lurking hole – or the clandestine consumption of a morsel
– eating secretly – all of which, creeping and sneaking along, would seem to happen on the
move. Douglas Harper suggests that smuggeln might have literally meant “to slip (contraband
through),” due to its connection with the Old English smoc.84 The smoc, “a garment worn by
women, corresponding to the shirt on men,” fits within this web of slipping, inserting, creeping
actions since it is an article that is slipped on, comprised as it is simply of a sheet with a round
hole for the head.
Ernest Klein relates smoc to a group of Germanic sm- words having to do with creeping,
clinging, nestling, or pressing close (smuigen, smiegen, schmiegen, smykati), as well as the Old
Norse smjuga (to creep through an opening, or, to put on a garment) and the German schmuck
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(jewelry, adornments).85 This unusual linguistic intersection – smoc as creeping, clinging and as
dressing, adorning with jewelry – conjures to mind Eliza McHatton, who “hastily” absconded
from her estate in advance of the Union Army, but not before ransacking her bedroom for “two
large pockets quilted thick with jewels which I secured about my person.”86 Through the
borderlands of Texas and Mexico, she traveled with these riches sewn into her skirts, an instance
of adornment totally contrary to the usual, conspicuous way one dresses the body in gold and
jewels. Her pockets contained
not only my own and my husband’s jewels, but the pins, studs, and chains of four
soldier brothers, left with me for safe-keeping when they marched to the front. All
these valuables were separately wrapped in soft cotton, and stitched into the
pockets, secured to strong belts, I wore on either side often for weeks at a time,
day and night, never feeling that they could be laid aside even for an hour during
the dangers of camping out and temporary residence, in strange and more or less
exposed places.87
In Irigarian terms, McHatton provides support and protection for “the penis” at every turn,
safeguarding its valuable accouterments while “the father” is busy with war and cotton
investments. McHatton’s anecdote offers an unlikely way that self-adornment can intersect with
smuggling, but there are ways this intersection is quite commonplace. We might even think of
pregnancy in terms of a concealment of men’s goods. As Irigaray puts it, “woman’s job is to tend
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to the seed man ‘gives’ her, to watch over the interest of this ‘gift’ deposited with her and to
return it to its owner in due course.”88 Pregnancy is the ultimate act of “nestling” and “pressing
close,” shoring up the phallus with a line of succession. Interestingly, when the McHattons fled
Louisiana, they had a weeks-old baby who quickly succumbed to measles along the journey.
Perhaps it was for this reason that Eliza holds so desperately to her other deposits. Soon enough,
though, she gives birth to another child, an event about which readers learn with the pithy
statement, “The next morning Henry heard he had a baby sister” – a gift, in this formulation, for
her male son.
The notion of pregnancy as a loose cousin of smuggling is reinforced with another
possible cognate of smoc, the Germanic smuk (wetness, slipperiness, slimy like mucus).89 Smuk
evokes the quality of a pregnancy and a birth, perhaps even descriptive of a “lurking hole.”
Whether it takes after the slightly more elegant cluster of words relating to self-adornment or to
those denoting the wet, slimy quality of mucus, smoc maintains its signification as a slipping in
or on (of the garment) through a hole. This slipping action, like the garment, is incontrovertibly
feminine. Harper writes of the evolution of smoc:
Now replaced by the euphemistic shift, smock was the common word down to the
eighteenth century, and was emblematic of womanhood generally, as in verb
smock “to render (a man) effeminate or womanish” (1610s); smocker “man who
consorts with women” (18c.); smock-face “person having a pale, effeminate face”
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(c. 1600).90
Apparently, at the site of these slimy holes and feminine adornments is a grave danger of
conversion, of slipping between the feminine and the masculine, which we might presume, is the
distinction drawn out between who furtively conceals and who unapologetically protrudes forth.
To smuggle (jewels onto one’s body, food into one’s mouth, a baby in one’s uterus) is an
incontrovertibly feminine action. For a man to do anything but lead, unhindered, by the phallus,
was to render oneself a smock-face. Be careful of lurking crevices, then, and put nothing
“secretly” in one’s mouth: to smuggle, to slip through a hole, is to be the abject, ancillary
support, nothing but a switchpoint along a circuit.
Transnational capitalism is, in a sense, an elaborate system of smuggling, constituted as it
was by the African slave trade, covert operations to steal land, and, in times of distress such as
the Civil War, blockade running through enemy lines (which is what the McHattons did from
Mexico, in order to sell their cotton). All of this is a furtive, sneaky business, a sniffing out of
nooks and crannies with which to grab hold and gain entrance, creep through, move around: like
the lurking hole that is the feminine scene that threatens to smocker a man, these switchpoints of
capitalism along a smugglers route are control frames of transfer and conversion, money for
goods. Is the whole capitalistic endeavor not feminine in this sense? If early American
involvement in the Caribbean was more transnational capitalism that it was overt colonialism –
paracolonialism, in Goudie’s sense – is it not fair to understand this as a feminized function? The
whole phallogocentric order of the male rests on the belief that the body of the male is not open
for smuggling, an absolute rejection of this option that is feminizing, and potentially castrating
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(being on the receiving end of a penetration rather the giver). Recall, to wear a smock would be
to render a man effeminate or womanish. In contemporary parlance, white women are the last
we’d think of as smugglers – there is the privileged position to not have to work in such
surreptitious ways. But then we have to remember that U.S. imperialism, this long history of a
paracolonialism in the Caribbean, is a surreptitious trade, an illicit economy, build on the
violation and exploitation of others – operating as a parasite – and that when this needs work and
support, women are there to “protect the penis,” warding off dangers. But, as I explore this, I also
want to open up the possibility that this slipperiness is not always in the service of protecting the
economies of white men. In white women’s cases, their ancillary role to white men can be turned
around, used for their own aims.
Thinking about Queen of the South, for example, in which we know Teresa leverages her
despondent situation for mastery over the hemisphere’s drug empire: there’s a slipperiness to the
women – they can slip in and out. This is mirrored by Camila Vargas, cartel boss. A phallic
creature herself, her body a sharp weapon in designer dresses, she is capable of the most slippery
action of all – smuggling her husband’s empire, slowly but surely, up to Texas to take over it
herself. While her husband, the major Mexican cartel boss, is “busy with other investments” –
trying to go legitimate to became governor of Sinaloa, Camila leaves him for Texas to begin her
own drug empire. She wants to castrate him: “The only thing my husband cannot afford is to
fight a war. So while he’s distracted, I’m gonna take over.” Camila will reconfigure these
networks of colonial violence, taking the bloody position of jefe into her own hands.
In sum, transnational capitalism can open up unexpected routes out of a phallocentric
order, even if it is rooted in that. There was a multiplicity of ways in which American women
went to Cuba or trafficked various forms of value throughout the hemispheric South.
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CHAPTER TWO
“DO YOU WISH TO BE LIKE THE PEOPLE?”
IMAGINING NATIONAL BODIES IN THE PEABODY’S CUBA TRAVELS

The last decade or so has witnessed the publication of numerous studies of the Peabody
sisters, with scholars revisiting archives to reconstruct the nineteenth-century social and literary
networks to which Sophia (1809-71), Mary (1806-87), and Elizabeth Peabody (1804-94) were
absolutely vital.1 What is noteworthy about this resurgence in Peabody scholarship is how
directly it contributes to an ongoing remapping of the location of American literary studies.
Megan Marshall’s The Peabody Sisters (2005) and the collection of essays in Reinventing the

Louise Hall Tharp’s foundational The Peabody Sisters of Salem tended to position the Peabody
women in relation to their famous male associates. However, in the intervening years, we’ve
seen more works about the Peabodys on their own terms: Bruce Ronda, Elizabeth Palmer
Peabody: A Reformer on Her Own Terms, 1999; Patricia Valenti’s Sophia Peabody Hawthorne:
1809-1847, 2004; Megan Marshall, The Peabody Sisters: Three Women Who Ignited American
Romanticism, 2005; and Reinventing the Peabody Sisters, edited by Monika M. Elbert, Julie E.
Hall, and Katharine Rodier. University of Iowa, 2006.
1
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Peabody Sisters (2006), to name two excellent works, plot webs of friendship and influence not
only among the New England literati or across predictable transatlantic channels, but also into
Mexico and the West Indies. The aforementioned essay collection analyzes issues of gender,
slavery, and colonialism in the writing Sophia and Mary produced in Cuba,2 while Anna
Brickhouse and Patricia Ard describe Mary’s longstanding correspondence with Domingo
Sarmiento, writer and later president of Argentina, as a powerfully hemispheric cross-pollination.
Her translations of his novel introduced him to an Anglo-America readership, while his receptive
ear to her views on culture, politics, and education brought a New England woman’s voice into
the highest political office of Argentina.3 Thus in reconsidering the Peabody sisters, our sense of
the field of New England literary production necessarily broadens: nineteenth-century New
England was no transcendent, self-contained ecosystem but merely a nodal point within the vast
Atlantic world.
When it comes to nineteenth-century circum-Atlantic cultural exchange, Mary and
Sophia were prominent switchpoints, hinges between two different “fields of signification,” as
Kathryn Bond Stockton would say. From 1833 to 1835, the sisters resided at La Recompensa, a
coffee plantation owned by the Morrell family, in order for Sophia to recuperate from chronic
migraines. Mary worked as a governess for the Morrells’ children in exchange for their room and
board. Though the cultural differences between their native Boston and rural Cuba were stark

See essays by Michaela Cooper, “Should not these things be known? Mary Mann’s Juanita and
the limits of domesticity”; Pamela Lee, “Queen of all I surveyed: Sophia Peabody Hawthorne's
‘Cuba journal’ and the imperial gaze”; and Rodrigo Lazo, “Against the Cuba guide: the ‘Cuba
journal,’ Juanita, and travel writing” in Reinventing the Peabody Sisters.
2

3

As noted by Patricia Ard, introduction. Juanita, 2000, and Anna Brickhouse, Transamerican
(2004).
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and at times, taxing – for Mary especially – the experience opened up great vistas of thought and
experience:
Notwithstanding its sophisticated and enlightened cultural development, [their
New England] milieu did suffer from a self-referential ethos, biased as it was
towards the affirmation of its Puritan American identity and, at the same time, a
still lively fascination for European culture. Cuba offered Sophia the touch of an
unknown leisurely tenor of life, which she reported in great detail, thus stirring
the curiosity of her Bostonian friends, who were enthralled by her descriptions.4
The novel’s protagonist, Helen is out to perform this function as well, to enter these
shadowy and illicit networks of the Cuban sugar economy, and to do so in order to she can “be a
humble instrument for enlightening society on the fearful topic” of slavery (36). What motivates
her is the simple question of “Is this Right? Should not these things be known?” (36). Her
intention then, really is to connect the clandestine world of Cuba with the discerning readers of
the Northeast. The narrator notes, “A new aspect of human duty had presented itself to her. She
determined to hush every selfish feeling, and look with a keen eye - a calm one, if possible - into
this monster iniquity” (37). Not entirely just passive observation though; as a switchpoint figure,
the idea is that through observer, she’ll be able to be a more active activist for slaves or any other
groups needing support.5

Daniela Ciani Forza, “Sophia Peabody Hawthorne’s “Cuba Journal”: A Link between Cultures”
Nathaniel Hawthorne Review vol. 37, no. 2, 2011.
4

Heidi M. Hanrahan, “[W]orthy the imitation of the whites”: Sarah Winnemucca and Mary
Peabody Mann’s Collaboration.” MELUS: Multi-Ethnic Literature of the U.S., vol. 38, no. 1,
2013, pp. 119-136.
5
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While Mary struggled with the implications of living amid the bloody regime of chattel
slavery, finding it “astonishing how long people could live on the surface of a volcano without
realizing its dangers” (52), Sophia took to the life of the master class right away. She sunk into
its opulent pleasures and tried to ignore the fact of slavery as much as she could. There was so
much else that could be reported to her mother: silly dinner games, horseback riding adventures,
new foods, strange customs, and of course, the stunning beauty of the island. Given her
Transcendentalist predispositions, Sophia relished the act of transcribing the natural world into
language that could be carried back to New England: “the dews are so heavy here that the world
seems just made every morning;” the environment “allows you to penetrate further into the
infinite above and around than it is possible to do in our climate;” she extols a sunset as
“unspeakably magnificent!” In fact, her writing was so effusive she is better described as a
medium or conduit than a switchpoint. Her eldest sister Elizabeth helped to circulate her
impressions of Cuba further, by binding them and sharing them throughout Boston literary circle.
Though Sophia claimed this was a mortifying intrusion of her privacy, her animated
remonstrations suggests this excited her, too:
I think Betty is VERY naughty to send it around...I feel as if the nation were
feeling my pulse. There are a great many little bursts and enthusiasm and opinions
and notions in it which I do not relish having exposed to such congregations – if I
were stuck up bodily upon a pole and carried about the streets I couldn’t feel more
exposed than I do at the idea of everybody’s reading over my journal to you.6

Sophia Peabody Hawthorne. “The Cuba journal.” Edited by Claire Badaracco, dissertation,
Rutgers U., 1978, pp. 470-71.
6
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Mary did not have the same blissful impressions of Cuba to relay back home. She cut a
more serious figure than her younger sister, and often had to bear more responsibility – teaching
on the plantation so Sophia could convalesce, for instance. Mary was intensely scholarly, having
mastered multiple languages and pioneered theories of early childhood education. It is no wonder
that her reflections on Cuba came in the form of a novel, written after she returned home and
published some fifty years later. Juanita: A Romance of Real Life in Cuba Fifty Years Ago is the
antidote to Sophia’s ebullient letters. In the novel, any illusions about the island’s prelapsarian
beauty are immediately dashed with the advent of a brutal slave beating. In other words, it is
almost as if Mary crafted a narrative that actively rejected her sister’s blinkered view of Cuban
society, suppressing the impulse to glory in the environment because of all that its beauty
obscured. She shelved the manuscript for some time and completed the majority of it in 1858.
However, she held off publishing the work out of fear it might offend or even endanger the
Morrells. It was not until after Mary’s death in 1887 that Elizabeth revised and published the
novel. It did not have the reach that it would have in the mid century, when the debate over
abolition was raging, and it sank into obscurity until reprinted by editor Patricia Ard in 2000.

Narrating National Difference
Juanita is composed of three intersecting storylines relating to the fictional La
Consolacion plantation, home of the Marquis and Marchioness Rodriguez. In one storyline, the
eponymous character, a beautiful Moorish woman, harbors an ill-fated love for the elder
Rodriguez son, Ludovico. Juanita is a technically free emancipada, but, born and raised on the
plantation, she is a fixture of the family with no intention of leaving. Her impossible desire to be
with Ludovico also informs her decision to remain. Their difference in caste makes the prospect
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of a romance unthinkable, but, according to the Marchioness, any happy union is unthinkable for
Juanita: “Our purpose is to give her her freedom; but the taint of African blood would remain,
and if she were free to dispose of her self, all the chances are that she would be led into
temptation by the wicked” (174). In other words, Juanita’s mixed race is enough of a fait
accompli that she will end up a tragic mulatta,7 and therefore she ought to remain on the
plantation, rendering services for the Rodriguez family for free. Juanita echoes this sentiment,
asking herself what difference being free would make if “the ban of caste would also still have
been upon her” (97)? This reasoning implies that the evils of the caste system outweigh those of
enslavement. This is an attractive point for Mann to make, since caste was an arena in which the
United States was discernibly less oppressive than in Cuba.
The novel’s ongoing comparison of which society is morally superior brings us to the
second storyline. Helen Wentworth, a friend of the Marchioness Isabella from boarding school in
the States, arrives at La Consolacion for an extended visit. Helen is obviously a surrogate for
Mann, with biographical and intellectual similarities abounding. Helen is a middle-aged,
Unitarian New Englander and consummate children’s educator. Cuba’s natural splendor only
seduces Helen for a moment, before she sees it for what it is: blood-soaked. She cannot find a
single aspect of Cuban society that assuages to her conscience. The narrator describes it as
densely corrupt and unlawful in some respects – with a judicial system in tatters, violent gangs of

7

In setting up a tale about Ludovico and Juanita, Mann does not simply regurgitate the familiar
American genre of the tragic mulatta, but implicitly frames it in a discernibly Latin American
fashion. According to Julia Paulk, quintessential Latin American novels deploy interracial
romances as “a means by which divided nations could come together. In this way, an idealized
and often interracial future could be imagined.” By the same token, Paulk points out, Mary
Peabody Mann was not Latin American, much as she was not Native American when she
testified to the authenticity of Winnemucca’s narrative. Julia C. Paulk, Visions of Cuba: Mary
Peabody Mann’s Juanita: A Romance of Real Life in Cuba Fifty Years Ago, 2nd International
Conference on Caribbean Studies, October 2009.
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bandits governing the countryside, and a transatlantic slave trafficking operation carrying on in
secret – yet utterly draconian and tyrannical in others – General Miguel Tacón cared little for a
criminal’s station; he “had a large standing army at his beck, and exercised his despotic power
without regard even to the remonstrance of his nobility, which had hitherto been lawless” (16).
Helen understands this particular combination of anarchy and tyranny as a denigration of liberal
humanism, a charge that implies all of the clichéd stereotypes Anglo-Americans levied against
the Spanish – mainly, that they were a degenerated people as a result of racial mixing in the
colonies. Helen can only mildly disguise her disapproval.
Helen initiates several difficult conversations with Isabella, expecting that the bold
woman she knew in Philadelphia, who “drank in the spirit of freedom wherever it is lucky
enough to escape the narrowing effects of a bigoted creed’ (49), would have more to say about
the evils of slavery. Helen knew Isabella from their school days as liberal and intellectually
curious, and is disheartened by the passivity she witnesses in her. Isabella readily admits that the
system is brutal, but intends to stay out of it. She was born to a wealthy slaveowning family in
which she was shielded her from the trade’s most nightmarish scenes; now her husband, the
Marquis, shields her and the children. “Oh, my dear Helen,” she pleads apologetically, “I felt just
as you do when I first came home, but I have resigned myself to necessity. What else can women
do?” (35). “We women cannot help this thing,” she adds. Almost ominously, she cautions that
she “soon learned not to inquire too curiously” (50). Helen certainly thinks otherwise, and wants
to be present to observe conditions of Cuban slavery with the intention of being able expose
hidden practices and, ideally, to improve the lives of the enslaved.
Helen is aware that the United States is contending with its own humanitarian crises, and
that she cannot unequivocally condemn Cuba’s brutal regime without addressing her own
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country’s problems. Helen takes pains to marginalize the institution of slavery, and for her the
United States is reform-minded New England, with its intellectual reverends and socially active
writers. Her home state of Massachusetts is located “in the freest nation of the earth, and in the
most advanced portion of that nation” (14). To go North is to ascend the ladder of morality: “The
general elevation of society in the northern and middle states of America, which allows great
freedom to young people, can only be rightly estimated when compared with an opposite state of
things, where public morals are so corrupt that no one can be trusted” (127). Even the difference
in flora is a sign of one country’s superiority. The narrator argues that although landscapes in the
U.S. South and Cuba look alike – although “vegetation clothed the earth there as here” – Cuba’s
“rank luxuriance, where untamed, typified the unbridled sweep of human propensities.” Where it
is tamed is not much better: “the curbs and restraints that a certain measure of civilization
imposed upon it only concealed the fens and marshes that were the product of a decay as
pestiferous to the physical as the corruptions of the heaven-born passions are to the moral
atmosphere” (49). The logic of environmental determinism is undone here with the idea that
even a nicely “curbed” landscape in Cuba ordains a social pestilence, but this suggests that
advocates of U.S. engagement in Cuba would arrange facts in any sequence needed to make their
case.
Of course, there was plenty land in the United States that was uncurbed and untamed, but
this very basic fact is just not present in geographically deterministic hierarchies. For the
patriotic Helen, slaveholding can be compartmentalized, tucked away in a place called the South,
which was most certainly a blight, “a plague-spot festering in the heart of her own country,” but
it is not the heart itself. Helen also concedes that there were financial ties between the regions
that kept the institution in place: “the northern portion of her country proved to have been deeply
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involved in the pecuniary gains of slavery, and therefore blinded to its heinousness” (26). Still,
though, she describes slavery as something outside of the North, a thing that can be turned away
from, as opposed to the constitutive element of the country’s structures of power. “Through its
creation of a national allegory that idealizes Protestant New England while demonizing colonial
Cuba,” writes Julia Paulk, “the novel’s expressed desire to condemn the practice of slavery is
ultimately compromised by the author’s inability to abandon her hierarchical view of the position
of the U.S. in the Americas” (2). In this hierarchy, the atrocities of Cuban slavery are lower
hanging fruit than those of American slavery. Shifting critiques of “one’s South,” to use Jennifer
Greeson’s possessive syntax, onto a foreign country is a way to advocate for universal liberalism
without fully reckoning with one’s own subject position, as a beneficiary of liberalism’s deep
and abiding contradictions.
This strain in meaning also has to do with temporality. That the novel was composed over
so many decades – the 1830s, 50s, and 80s – and over the course of immense social change and
abolition in both the U.S. and Cuba, means that the final draft had to make its moralistic appeals
extremely flexible. This sense of juggling even appears in the title – a “romance” of “real life”
from fifty years ago. Is this fiction, according to the romance genre, or veracious reporting on
real life in Cuba? The whole reason Mann held off on publishing the manuscript was that it
would likely expose her hosts to censure, or at very least offend them. Was this close enough to
non-fiction to give them away?8 The title suggests genre and periodization will be hazy concepts

8

In a fascinating explanatory note after the text, Elizabeth Peabody tries to resolve this
contradiction by asserting, “Not one of that family [the Morrells with whom the sisters resided]
is portrayed in the book, for the Marquis and Marchioness Rodriguez, Carolina, Ludovico, Dona
Lucia, Tulita, and Carlito are creatures entirely of her [Mann’s] imagination, and their story her
Romance. Every other personage named, whether white or black, was real, and also very incident
and scene described – even Juanita, though her story is idealized. And the action of Ludovico, at
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in the work to come. Juanita’s late-nineteenth-century publication date allowed Elizabeth
hindsight into its content, particularly the issue of U.S. interest in the island.
Given the vantage point of the overt U.S. imperialism towards Cuba at the end of the
century – essentially a propaganda campaign for “Cuban liberation” from Spanish colonists that
culminated in actual U.S. occupation of the island for several years – Helen’s advocacy for
American leadership is less convincing. Although drafts of the manuscript are no longer
available, thus making it hard to identify Elizabeth’s edits, it is likely she was bringing to bear
what she knew about U.S. imperialism in 1887 to this much-older manuscript. Take, for
example, Ludovico’s statement that he would repudiate his vast inheritance of slaveholdings, or
at very least begin a program of gradual emancipation.
I wish I knew what to do for the cause of freedom for all men…Wherever I travel,
I see men free in proportion to their enlightenment, and so I wish to give those in
my power the help of supporting themselves, which is the first step. Cuba is in a
sad state of anarchy, as we see when we look at it from abroad, and I wish it could
be annexed to the United States, as the first step in reform. (214)
This was likely drafted by Mann, who toyed with the possibility of annexation and, based on the
recurring theme of the United States’ superiority to Cuba, probably supported it. But then an
abrupt about-face occurs, and with the next line, one has to wonder if Elizabeth performed an
editorial interjection:

the end, which lights up the tragedy with a moral glory, is copied from actual life” (223). If this
wasn’t reassuring enough, she adds that everyone in the Morrell family has died.
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Little did the friends then know that the responsive wish for annexation, which the
States had so clearly expressed, had far different objects in view in forming that
wish. To extend the area of slavery was their aim of the day. (214)
As I explore in the next chapter about pro-slavery filibustering efforts into Nicaragua, Panama,
and especially Cuba, Americans’ “responsive wish for annexation” was largely a ploy to extend
the empire of slavery.9 Mann may not have sense this in 1835 when she returned to Boston and
started drafting her manuscript, for interest in the island as a sugar production powerhouse and
desirable vacation spot was only just heating up. Elizabeth, on the other hand, would have seen
at least a decades’ worth of aggressive U.S. political and military tactics to take over Cuba.
The third plotline running through Juanita is that of a fictional tribe of Africans who are
violently captured in their native village, trafficked on the Middle Passage, and sold to La
Consolacion. The novel opens with the brutal scene of capture, allowing readers just an instant to
survey their idyllic world – “war and rapine had never invaded this little valley of peace” (2) –
before gunshots rent the air. Specifically, the slavers interrupt a scene of wedding nuptials
between Pedro and tribe’s princess, Dolores. This becomes a point of contention when they are
split up on the auction block and denied the possibility of ever having a legal union. The
Protestant Mann had a sticking point in regards to extramarital sex, even when it came to those
who had been enslaved. That people, prohibited from marrying, would have to give up their
souls “amid the temptations and degradations of bondage” was another strike against chattel
slavery (6). The separation of Dolores and Pedro is horrifying, bringing the young son of their
slaver into an existential panic. Soon enough, though, the reader is preoccupied with other plots
and only belatedly recognizes a mangled escaped slave discovered at La Consolacion as Pedro, a

9

See Walter Johnson, Empire of Slavery.
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the grief-stricken female slave as Dolores. They manage to escape together, but in the end only
Dolores evades capture and takes to the mountains to join the resistance.
Though the Dolores/Pedro plotline is not well fleshed out or terribly coherent, it does
have the jarring effect of humanizing those that are enslaved. Such figures are not backdrops to
the sagas of white characters, but fully dimensional actors with their own back-stories and secret
thoughts. Thus Mann’s authorial decision to weave the forlorn lovers throughout the novel is an
effective one, what with their popping up unexpectedly just when other plotlines have taken
over. Still, her writing about the Africans is a reminder of how much of a fictional romance this
is. One has to wonder at the names Dolores and Pedro, for starters. Elsewhere, verisimilitude is
in question: the narrator claims that the shackled Ayetans were marched to a barracoon, a large
holding cell, and buried to their chins in deep holes in the ground, like an upright grave. They
would stay this way until the ship was ready to embark, fed just enough to stay alive but severely
weakened and atrophied. I cannot verify this practice anywhere. Descriptions of their lives in
Africa and the trials of capture and the Middle Passage reveal how unknown such spaces are for
Mann, how she cannot, in reality, colonize them textually. Every fabricated fact and ill-fitting
detail is a subtle reminder of the impossibility of taking on the viewpoint of the Other.

Mothers as Concealment
Juanita can at times read like a succession of American women going to Cuba, and, in its
final chapters, a succession of Cuban women and children going to the U.S. There are many exits
and entrances; La Consolacion is a busy hub. Given my interest in the functions white women
perform in travelling through a space like Cuba – what kind of capital or intellectual traditions
they traffic with them, or how their bodies/reproductive capacity are read – it is worth identifying
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the types of women arriving at the Marchioness’ doorstep. There is the New England Protestant
educator, older white woman, unattached, and staunchly anti-slavery – essentially just Mann’s
type. This type applies to the characters Helen Wentworth, Mrs. Warwick, and Mme. Cazneau. A
second type could be characterized as young, pretty, eligible Cuban women who accept slavery
as it is, or simply do not reflect on it – not a far stretch from Mann’s sister, Sophia. Carolina
Rodriguez and Tulita Arbrides fall into this category, as does the Marchioness, loosely.
In the world of La Consolacion, it is mothers who pose the most threat to their children’s
development – and indeed, Mann kills off most of them – while reserved, New England school
teachers offer children the best chance at functional and ethical adulthood. A recurring theme is
that the children are dangerously impressionable, meaning both that they will sop up the traumas
of slavery and slaveholding like a sponge, but also that new social outlooks can have a great
impact. Helen continually tries to expose the plantation master’s children, Carlito, Manuel, and
an unnamed girl, to the truth. Her push for transparency stands in contradistinction to the actions
of slaveholding mothers, who smother, protect, confuse, and ultimately, in Mann’s eyes, disrupt
a sacred moral order. This order, theorized in New England treatises on the role of mothers to in
cultivating fine citizen-subjects of a sovereign republic,10 is already perverted by the presence of
people who have been enslaved – who throw into crisis the decree that man is sovereign – and
certainly by a social and legal system characterized by opacity, contradiction, and concealment.
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An endless amount of ink was spilled on this topic, but the genre is quintessentially Catherine
Beecher, 1800-78. Her writings include An Essay on Slavery and Abolitionism with reference to
the Duty of American Females, 1837; The Moral Instructor for Schools and Families:
Containing Lessons on the Duties of life, 1838; A Treatise on Domestic Economy for the Use of
Young Ladies at Home and at School, 1842; and The Duty of American Women to Their Country
1845.
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Patricia Ard argues that a system that operates in darkness, much as a childrearing strategy that
depends on occlusion, fulfills the definition of the Gothic as “the dark side, the world of cruelty,
lust, perversion, and crime.”11 She writes that
the institutions that should foster morality – religion and the family – are
perversely corrupted in Juanita in the service of slavery. The Cuban priesthood
promotes slavery and simultaneously ignores “the very semblance of celibacy,”
and male slaveholders often have to families – one free, the other blasphemously
referred to as “holy.”12
Fairly early on in life, children must have the uncanny impression that their world is topsy-turvy,
with concepts and rules meaning their exact opposite. Given that this is also a society in which
power is distributed according to absolutes – being all-powerful, versus having none – white
children must have had the gnawing suspicion that their purported sovereignty and mastery could
invert on a dime. It is no wonder, with frequent formulations such as this one, offered by
Isabella: “The bondage of the master is as veritable a fact as the bondage of the slave; the one
being a moral bondage only, while the other is both a moral, and intellectual, and a physical one”
(54). Whether or not a master’s bondage is a veritable fact is up for debate, but either way, this
type of sentiment – we are all bonded – is jarring for a young person working out the systems of
power in which he or she is entrenched. The notion that assignations of the forms of bondage are
not mutable, that bondage could be moral in one moment and physical in the next, is actually
explicitly shared with the children as rationale for any instances of extreme violence used against
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enslaved Africans: “we are few against many, and must convince them of our superior power”
(38). The ambivalence created by the constant threat of a world inverted causes the Rodriguez
children crippling neuroses. Their mother’s role in spinning damaging narratives, and then
working overtime to rectify them, is central to my questions about the (sometimes competing)
function of white women in such a space.
Isabella cannot say it enough: Cuban life is a contamination (although one wonders if this
is Mann herself slipping in). She claims this is a culture of rampant extramarital affairs, and not
just by husbands, but wives as well. The narrator suggests that in spite of the fact that Isabella’s
“confidence in her husband’s affection and fidelity had kept her happy,” it was this social
practice of wanton licentiousness “which reconciled her to exposing her children, even in their
early years, to the contamination of Cuban life” (153) – a strange claim given that she does not
actually try and tell them the truth, nor does she do anything except try to keep contaminations at
bay. The issue of extramarital affairs is such a sticking point for Isabella – and again, perhaps for
Mann – and seems to give voice to a direct anxiety about the circulation of men and women in a
social circle: “marriage in these [upper] classes is but a nominal thing, and if these ties are
violated within the circle of one’s visiting cards little opprobrium is attached to the violation”
(55) – an incredible charge. Interestingly, it is not just that sexual promiscuity hits too close to
home, with friends of the same “circle of one’s visiting cards” casually exchanging their spouses.
There is also the rampant culture of slave-owners raping the women and men they have enslaved.
Isabella claims that it is this abhorrent violation so close to home that “deepens and extends these
social evils in all communities.” Slavery itself, in which men have the right to rape at will,
spreads a contagion to all other aspects of society: “where married women are obliged to
reconcile themselves to the facts of concubine, prevalent in all slave communities” – a set of
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relations that she admits could be “without the excuse or sanction of affection” – all the virtues
of a society are “poisoned” (55).13

An Excruciating Becoming
Walter Johnson is instructive on the question of slavery’s physical geographies – the
architecture of homes, slave quarters, natural landscapes, systems of surveillance and bondage –
all of the infrastructure that serves to shroud horrors in plain sight, and, importantly, to control
what lies just beyond the purview of the master’s sight:
slaveholders sensed their own vulnerability just beyond their purview, the
landscape they themselves owned and materially controlled. This was a landscape
that defied the slaveholders’ visual field of power, a landscape that disclosed itself
to them only in pieces, its woods and bayous occluding their sight lines. It was a
landscape that transformed from the sensory terrain of mastery and resistance. At
the moments when these slaveholders followed their dogs into the woods or beat a
confession out of one of their slaves, the encountered the spatially embedded
character of their power (and the material thickness of their slaves’ resistance) as
the fearful edge of their own apprehension. At the margins of the fields – whether
in the residual frontier spaces of post-capitalist fields – it was clear that the Cotton
Kingdom was less an accomplished fact than an ongoing project, less a fixed
bastion of slaveholding power than an excruciating becoming: a landscape being

Isabella claims, in fact, that the “fountains of all virtue are poisoned” – evoking imagery of the
well poisonings of slave masters during the Haitian Revolution. One wonders if the point she is
implicitly making is that racial violence against the enslaved poisons not just masters’
comportment in all other aspects of life, but might actually lead to the rising of a violent
rebellion.
13
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fiercely cleared in a counterinsurgency campaign to which there could be no
end.14
There is a direct parallel between Johnson’s description of enslavers’ need to contain and control
the murky, liminal spaces beyond their purview, and psychoanalytic repression. The repression
of one’s consciousness of the anarchy embedded at the core of the supposedly perfectly
systematized institution of slavery thus happens on physical and psychological planes. Though
this spatial analysis is tailored to the U.S. Cotton Kingdom, an expanding frontier and not a
demarcated island, it applies to Juanita. The optics at La Consolacion, for instance, are designed
to keep slavery secret from wives and children living at the estate: when a beloved house slave is
beaten senseless one night, “all traces of the fearful scene had been carefully removed” by
morning (39). When a man who had escaped enslavement elsewhere stumbles onto the property,
half dead, it truly is stunning to the children who have never witnessed such a thing.
Mann depicts Cuba as a clandestine network, a shadowy realm of civil and familial
corruption in which children cannot mature properly because they misjudge themselves and their
circumstances so profoundly. Per Johnson, it follows that this kind of structural occlusion, and
resulting confusion, can be relatively easily turned against the master. The enslaved can leverage
the fuzziness of laws, rights, caste, and the landscape to run away, cross-dress, pass, organize,
and revolt. It is a possibility in a constant cycle of repression and irruption. The opaquely gothic
society cultivated by Spanish colonists stands to do them in, externally in the sense that a
Haitian-Revolution-like storm could be brewing without their knowledge,15 and internally in the
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Walter Johnson, River of Dark Dreams, p. 243.
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See Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past: Power and the Production of History. Boston:
Beacon Press, 1995.
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sense that the level of repression required to “live on the surface of a volcano” is brutal on the
psyche.
I am attempting to sketch out a landscape in which enslavers are at war with themselves,
in order to lay the groundwork for an analysis of the white children on the plantation and their
compromised relationships to parental figures – in particular, their mothers. It is not through their
fathers that these children experience the world, as these men are often absent, on slaving
expeditions, business trips, or enjoying various entertainments outside the home. However, an
absent patriarch does not preclude a transference of his sins, and Mann underscores the ways that
the trauma of repression is passed down. Left with their mothers and other female figures to
navigate the confusing world of pious slaveholders, the switchpoint that is femininity –a conduit
between the coherent Real of the womb and a shattered Symbolic that threatens to turn signifiers
upside down. There can be no seamless transition into maturity, as this maternal nexus between
coherence and, essentially, cacophony, can only be an irrational space. A linear arc of progress
disrupted, many of the boys in Cuban slaveholding class:
All development in those genial climes is premature…A youth of sixteen enters
society on a certain footing of equality with older men. Low and degrading
pleasures; hunting, and card-playing that has no intellectual excitement in it,
cock-fighting, idle visiting, and dancing, and some cultivation of music are the
chief diversions of country life. (54)
Men pursue pastimes that make them, more or less, brutes, rather unfit to be home and in the
company of women. This was not the path Ludovico desired at all. The narrator reflects at length
about his latency, sexual and otherwise:
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Thus far, Ludovico’s existence was but a luxurious dream. He had not approached
the solution to the great problem of slavery. As yet it was only his instincts that
were arrayed against it. It was a subject never discussed, rarely touched upon, and
the customs of society around him were such that the germ had not yet expanded.
Except in his father’s house, books and literature were subjects scarce alluded to.
The best standard works, and all the periodical literature of the day, were at his
command, and he lived with his mother in the world of intellectual beauty. Life
itself had hitherto been enjoyment enough, in that most delicious of all climates,
surrounded by every luxury; and Ludovico had scarcely yet separated himself
from balmy air and soft skies, nature in all its loveliest aspects, happy affections,
and gratified wishes, and become a conscious, independent existence. Passion had
not yet awakened into being any unsatisfied cravings, for his mother had never
left him to prey upon himself,—but Ludovico’s slumber was nearly at an end. (54)
Ludovico has steered clear of the corrupting influences of a slave society in which white men
conduct themselves like irreproachable gods, intellectual and sensitive as he is, but the narrator
seems hesitant to give a full-throated approval of his comportment. He is so domestic, so
swathed in an embrace of “balmy air and soft skies…happy affections, and gratified wishes,”
that he hasn’t come into a consciousness of his self and his position in the world – a slave-owner
in a brutal capitalist economy. With his mother, he can savor a “world of intellectual beauty,”
and avoid scary thoughts about sex and bondage. In order to guard this period of latency, Isabella
had “never left him to prey upon himself,” surely a euphemism for masturbation. That she could
ensure his celibacy suggests a strikingly intimate filial relationship, one that could use a bit of
card playing and cock fighting.
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It was not just masturbation Isabella feared, but the aforementioned contaminants rising
like vapor out of a culture of promiscuity to touch upon her children’s life. One of the major
threats, she feels, is through the people who give early childhood caretaking or teaching. In the
earlier days of Spanish colonialism on the island, tutor positions were generally filled by men,
apparently “sources of absolute corruption” (47). Soon enough the fashion became to have an
American governess come to live in the home. She was generally treated with more respect,
whereas the tutor position was that of a glorified servant. In any case, the threat of some
violation always loomed:
The Rodriguez children were never left in their babyhood without the
superintendence of their mother or their nurse. Manuel had but lately emerged
from the nursery to ride with his father and Ludovico, who were equally careful to
keep him from contaminating exposure. It takes but a word or two of an
uncultivated nurse to put an image into the mind of a child….
Beyond the fact that it is unclear the nature of these contaminants – a word, or a sexual advance,
or perhaps both – it is somewhat staggering how much of a prophylactic Isabella must create
around her children, who are literally surrounded by enslaved people who might have an
uncultivated word or two to share. The Cuban plantation mistress must be a heavily oppressive
mother, essentially keeping her offspring in the womb until they are full-grown men. In a sense,
Isabella will be punished for her domineering ways, if not for her cowardice in permitting the
enslavement of humans to continue – why not sell the plantation and move the children to an
environment where they didn’t need to be wrapped in cellophane? Because Ludovico is
prohibited from exploring his “consciousness” even mildly, learning who and what he is in a
world where humans are trafficked and reduced to machine parts, he is utterly lacking the
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faculties to navigate the arrival of a beautiful, blond “Americana” at La Consolacion – an
introduction that, tornado-like, will result in a string of dead mothers.

The Relation of the Whole: Knowing Slavery
“He had tasted the pleasures of knowledge
sufficiently to crave it for his only child”
– Isabella’s father, on wanting her to have an education

Though Ludovico’s ill-fated affair with the Carolina Rodriguez, his Cuban-born but U.S.educated cousin, is a central plot point, as is his slow “coming to” in recognizing it is Juanita he
loves, Mann makes sure to include numerous other vignettes about the deleterious effects of
slavery on the development of children. In order to conceal the realities of this trade, strange
omissions, euphemisms, and paradoxes abound. Things are what they are, and what they are not.
It is devastating to grow up in this environment. Take, for example, an instance in which Helen
admonishes Isabella’s young son, Manuel, for his rudeness towards a slave. “I would not call
people fools,” she warns, inadvertently stopping Manuel in his tracks.
“People! Is Camilla a people?”
“Just as much as you are, I think. You would not like to be called a fool.”
“No, indeed; but I never thought Camilla was like us. But then she is, only
she has a black face, and is a stupid—I won’t again.” (83)
With its cutting specificity, this exchange could have reliably happened verbatim during Mann’s
visit to La Consolacion. Manuel – literally – did not realize that the household help, the laborers
in the field, were human. To be “a person” is to have sovereignty, but to be a member of “the
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people” is to have, and warrant, none. This is a deliberate rhetorical strategy in order to convey
to children that enslavement only happens to abject things:
Children are taught to look upon “la gente,” or “the people,” as upon a race of
inferior beings, not to be imitated in anything. The strongest expression of
disapprobation is: “Do you wish to be like the people?” who are a synonym for all
evil. Even Manuel thought of [those enslaved at La Consolacion] as people (in
contradistinction to the people) for the first time when Helen suggested the idea.
(84)
Children are brought up hearing and using the designation without considering what it means for
they, themselves, to be “a person” but never one of “the people.” “The people” are not imagined
as people, thus they do not have feelings, thoughts, or needs. After a day of harvest festivities,
Manuel, “rousing himself,” announces that “‘Even the people looked happy,’ […] as if he had
mused upon the fact” (173). Helen’s presence is wearing off on him!
Carlito is the young son of the slaver who trafficked Pedro and Dolores. He is so
distraught and enervated by the sight of the arriving human cargo – his first exposure to this
heinous scene – that his parents send him to recuperate at La Consolacion. The sight of Dolores
and Pedro’s separation “had so affected his happiness that he could not sleep” (27), and his
distress only worsens. First, he hopes to escape slavery by leaving the country. “‘Momma, I
mean to go and live in Miss Wentworth’s country;’” he insists, having heard from his sister that
“‘there are no slaves there. I won’t live in a place where people are sold!’” (22). The terrible
irony is, of course, that enslaved people were bought and sold in “Miss Wentworth’s country.”
Changing settings to the country ameliorate the matter. On his first night at La Consolacion, an
old beloved slave is nearly beaten to death for refusing to inflict a lashing on someone else.
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Isabella’s young son, Manuel, is despondent the next morning, bemoaning “the cruel wrong that
had been done to Carlo [the slave], whom he really loved, and about which he knew enough to
demand the relation of the whole, which his mother had reluctantly given” (41). His tears catch
on amongst the children, and Carlito starts to see how immersed he is this theretofore concealed
nightmare.
Not long after, the sight of another badly mangled slave, this time a runaway, sets the
children off again. Carlito begins to think that the only way to fully escape this system is to die.
“Must I live forever and ever?” he sobs. “I don’t want to live so long. I want to die and never
wake up again when I hear of anything cruel, cruel, cruel” (142). Helen assures him that in
heaven, those that are enslaved and killed get to live on forever, but the idea of living at all, in
any dimension, sounds torturous to Carlito. “Am I going to live so long, too?” he asks,
disheartened (151). Readers eventually realize that the mangled runaway – who is left to bleed
out on the porch, lest his owner accuse the Rodriguez family of meddling with his property – is
Pedro, a process of uncanny revelation that mirrors what the children are experiencing.
Two young girls, presumably Isabella’s children, respond to the aftershocks of seeing the
runaway with a different articulation of the death drive, and that is as a longing to return to the
mother, to the coherence of the Real, to a state of (non-)being untroubled by existential horror.
This longing bubbles up and pops like an emotional outburst: Luisa tells Isabella she wants to “to
hug you and kiss you, and I love you a hundred and a hundred and a hundred times” (142).
Which is all to say, white women performed a very strange function in navigating an irrational
space of human bondage and Western liberalism for their children. Isabella’s response has
largely been to hide it from them – acting as a prophylactic rather than a switchpoint. But the
repressed returns in its invariably ghoulish form, and in this novel, comes to take out the mother.
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Carolina, of Sparkling Wit and Sprightly Gayety
Without preamble, midway through the novel, three Americans show up at La
Consolacion. These are Carolina Rodriguez, Cuban-born and heiress of an enormous sugar
plantation nearby; Mme. Cazneau, her schoolteacher and chaperon in Philadelphia; and Fanchon,
born to an emancipated slave, formerly Mme. Cazneau’s family servant but now the owner of a
cake shop that doubles as an multiracial orphanage. For Fanchon, who is assigned to sleep in a
slave cabin with no cot, the visit is a devastating and solemn affair. She objects to her
accommodations, and the Marquis has her on a steamship back to the U.S. promptly, so
concerned was he of what was essentially “an inflammable torch in the present condition of the
plantation” (102). In spite of these genuinely disturbing events, Carolina is all spontaneous
outpouring. She laughs and romps around, discarding the formalities of polite society and
becoming immediately familiar with Ludovico, who is practically stupefied by her. Her giddy
excitement is not unlike Sophia’s, who also averted her gaze from slavery to more fully enjoy the
scenery. Her “delight was not to be expressed in words;” playing at the beach, “she shouted her
girlish transports…and gathered tropical shells and sea-weeds like the child that she was” (131).
When she takes a tour of her sugar estate, she is moved at the sight of young children powering
the mills manually. When she learns that many children have died this season, she “knew that
this sugar estate supplied the wealth that she enjoyed, but she made no remark” (130), instead
praising the custodian of her plantation. “What a splendid home! What a good steward you have
been, M. Larimon!” (132). She is a Cuban Marie St. Clare, a callous plantation mistress who
thinks only of her own luxury.
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While Ludovico falls deeper and deeper in with Carolina, who, as it stands, is on the hunt
for the first man who will marry her and grant her entrée into that wildly permissive realm
reserved for married women, Juanita feels her heart pangs more and more palpably. There’s this
sense of something incestuous, because she’s so close to being the same – its almost as if the
“drop” of moor blood is a grateful thing – keeps a film of reparation in place. In its peripatetic
fashion, the novel then jumps to another illustration of plantation life in Cuba. Count Muller is an
extensive plantation owner, has become quite creole; lots of offspring. There is some bantering
that his mistress, a slave, has him as her slave. Where are we meant to assume Helen’s
sympathies fall on the slavery spectrum? She does present many images of a “benevolent”
planter – the kinder, gentler breed of enslavers that supposedly get compliance from their slaves
not through what’s funny is that this contradicts the rosy picture that the novel ends on, in which
the island is on track to gradual emancipation. German count is benevolent, and apparently kind
to whites too because dogs trained to spare them. Still, the rules have to be very rigid and severe:
“With true Anglo-Saxon sagacity, he saw that slackness of government produced slackness of
service in the gentle race he domineered over.” This does suggest, like in end, that he should
have given them interest in their labors, he might have struck something out of human souls”
...sense that there’s nowhere to escape, no north star; only mountains. “The blue eyes could look
soft and amiable upon an admiring friend, but they were pitiless when they looked upon the
chattel whose blood and sinew he would transmute into gold”. So, no such thing as a truly
“benevolent” enslavers. Can be less brutal, but still empty, evil, and hollow. Yet, really want, at
the end, to advocate for some sort of gradual emancipation. If you cannot work out an answer for
abolition (since your country perpetrates the same crimes) then the answer comes in the form of
a bad white woman – who does not fulfill her duty.
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Fanchon is “an independent power” (102), one who actually will perform the task of
witnessing and reporting back, even if Helen at times forgets to. Fanchon intends to “go into
every hut on the place and see for myself ” (101), whether or not there can be a humane form of
enslavement, as her hosts would like to believe. She is assigned one such hut to sleep in, without
even a cot, and this degradation for her is beyond the pail. But when she loudly raises her
objection to being treated like chattel, the Marquis is quick to put out what he sees an
“inflammable torch” (103) spreading like wildfire across the plantation, and so he demands that
Fanchon leave. He forces her to return to Havana on a mule, in spite of her absolute terror at
riding. The scene becomes one not just of indignity but also abjection and humiliation, as
Fanchon is lead off against her will, screaming.
Carolina is privy to this horrifying incident and does not bat an eyelash. In this way she
reminds of Sophia, who was able to spew only effusive odes to the landscape as she lived amidst
the most bone-chilling conditions of slavery. In Carolina’s absolute indifference to Fanchon, who
traveled all the way to Cuba with her, and her relentless excitement about the possibilities of
raucous revelry, she has the interesting effect of bringing Ludovico from his slumbering latency
to a state of real consciousness about his status and position in society. She may be able to spin a
dreamy existence in which the horrors of slavery do not penetrate, and this jolts Ludovico out of
his – only to come to the conclusion that she is perfect for him. Carolina is a revelation to him,
the first triangulation into his softened, veiled relationship to his mother and to slavery. “To
Ludovico it opened a new world of at least present happiness” (96). This devastates Juanita, who
nursed a love for him greater than as a sibling. “To Juanita it opened an abyss of woe into which
her life was fated to descend--how deep?” “Neither had had a conscious life till now in one
sense. Juanita’s existence was wrapped up in that of Ludovico, but she did not know it till she
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saw his meeting with Carolina, and heard his rapturous expressions to Helen.” Juanita had been
raised with Ludovico, in the same nursery, with the same instructors, and same amusements and
pastimes.
Juanita worshipped with all the depth of her tropical nature. To Ludovico she had
been a part of nature, a thing of course, one who never thwarted him but obeyed
his slightest wish. He had never tyrannized over her, but he had never questioned
her allegiance.
This is all a bit striking, given how convinced Isabella is that everything about Cuban society is a
threatening contaminant. It is almost as if Juanita’s ability to pass made the friendship
acceptable, as though they could have been biological siblings. At the same time, her “drop” of
Moorish blood was a convenient differentiator, in that as they matured to a point where such an
intimate coed relationship might have been inappropriate, it threw up the social wall of caste and
made a union impossible. As Isabella watches her son fall in love and Juanita suffer, he chides
herself for letting their friendship go on for so long and so intensely. It is clear that Isabella loves
Juanita like a daughter and would celebrate the opportunity to marry her off to Ludovico. The
strangeness of this sentence – a sister who becomes the wife – is intended here, given Isabella’s
intense need to keep it all in the family. In fact, this is so much so that she sees Juanita as a
stand-in for herself: “Isabella felt scarcely less pain when she saw that her own influence was for
the time being null and void” (107). Isabella has essentially been broken up with by her son.
Ludovico’s individuation from his mother and into his conscious sexuality is so
revelatory, that her barely knows his own body, specifically where it stops and the cosmos
begins. This is not just his excitement for Carolina, but also his confusion about being a discrete
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entity from his mother – like a man going through the infantile mirror stage at the ripe age of
eighteen.
Ludovico could hardly have told whether he was a bird, a flower, a favorite book,
or anything separated from the nature which he instinctively loved and
investigated. Juanita was a part of him, as his mother was, associated with all his
childish plays and youthful enjoyments, and even intellectual pleasures. He knew
she was a slave, if he had been asked, but he had never thought anything about it.
She was nothing to him now—still less was she an obstruction in his way.
Henceforth Carolina was all in all.
His sexual awakening brings into stark relief a number of other things that had to live on in an
ambivalent state of fuzziness and obscurity, the result of his mother’s efforts to protect him from
the contamination of his immediate environment. In other words, this awakening is also about
the profound realization that he is of the master class, which enslaves a good many of the people
around him. He can see neither that Juanita quietly pines over him, nor that Carolina is a
completely unsuitable match. He sees only the good in her despite her callous and flippant
behavior.
One of the ways Ludovico defends Carolina to his mother is to point out that she lacked
the proper maternal influences. “Remember, dear mama, she never had a mother to confess to
and account to for her daily deeds – you must not expect prudence of her. She thinks everybody
is good” (107). This is a recurring theme in the texts discussed throughout this dissertation:
women who are badly behaved, who dive into the messiness of slavery without batting an
eyelash – did not grow up with mothers.16 They have lacked maternal restraint, a repressive force
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to tame the libido and passions. Carolina truly was unrestrained in the past: motherless, and sent
to the U.S. for an education, she was corrupted at her “fashionable boarding-school.” Even if the
nuns were disciplinarian, the girls found their own ways around the rules. Carolina “was made
the instrument of the older girls to obtain hidden pleasures, and to take cake and sweetmeats up
to that when she was old enough to carry notes, and to take them from the post-office under false
names” (190). The narrator goes further, casting more blame at Carolina’s deceased parents’ feet.
“Her half-Catholic, half-Protestant education—for the former mode of faith had been kept up
request during her school life—had resulted in a confused mingling of ideas upon the subject,
both of this life and the future one” (196). Her multifaceted upbringing, a form of mixture so
common within the Cuban landscape, has been turned into a source of ambivalence and conflict,
eroding Isabella’s capacity to detect right from wrong. The mention of her being an “instrument
of the older girls to obtain hidden pleasures” is especially telling: she is the willing, or at least
unrepentant, switchpoint between the more mature schoolgirls and their beaus, a seemingly
innocent interface used for acquiring sweetmeats. If Mann has a bias towards the homogenous
ethics and religiosity of New England – which, of course, are the result of education (Carolina
has received “half-Catholic, half-Protestant education”) – it certainly shows in her ascription of
Carolina’s trespasses to her “confused” religion. In other words, women make ideal conduits for
knowledge and enlightenment when they use their capacity to connect various “fields of
signification” for good, but they can also be instruments of vice if not educated properly. This
miseducation carries significant material and emotional consequences: in her enthusiasm to fast
forward, past the obstacle of marriage, to the realm of debauched partying, Carolina pushes one
social boundary after the next. Most egregious, in Isabella’s view, is that Carolina links up with a
disreputable woman who nonetheless acquired a title of nobility through marriage. When this
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social pariah, Dona Josefa, drops by La Consolacion to introduce her own houseguest – Tulita,
Carlito’s older sister – Carolina breezes past Isabella to give the guests a warm reception. Dona
Josepfa, she knows, is her conduit to the good times. Isabella nearly collapses from this sudden
insurgence of a polluted network, one she might not be able to guard against: dramatically, Helen
observes that Isabella’s “trials were thickening around her with the growth of her children, and
strength to bear them might fail” (127).
Tulita is, like Carlito, cursed with having the brute Don Miguel as a father. One night,
after he subjects her to gross whisperings about marrying her off to a disgraced nobleman, she
goes to bed hiding her tears form the servant, a gossip. She feels that, like the slave, “she was
destined to be made the tool of the ambitious and the selfish…Yet such are the fetters of custom
that she suffered more when she thought of the disgrace and momentary suffering of a favorite
than for the despair of the bondswoman, for whose fate there was no redemption.” Her thought
process is telling: it is worse to be a “favorite,” presumably a concubine or prostitute, than a
slave. The stain of prostitution, of generating capital from sexual encounters, is worse than the
despair of a bondswoman who is without redemption. For Tulita to be passed between two men,
her father gaining a title and her husband acquiring untold riches, feels unmistakably like
prostitution to her even if it is marriage. Indeed, in a society such as this there has been a
“prostitution of marriage” (166). Don Miguel has sent Tulita to stay with the disreputable Dona
Josefa, to mix the Count of Carova and other titled men. “It is difficult for an American to realize
the desire for a title, in a land of titles” (165). This is completely unsatisfying for Tulita, and
incites in her the kind of crisis of faith that her brother is facing about slavery. Tulita does not
like being attended to for her father’s money; can’t trust the count (167). This is a terribly literal
example of putting women in circle, armed with bottomless sums of capital from the slave trade,
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in order to generate value for the patriarch. He will stop at nothing for a title, and will send Tulita
out into the world to “uphold the value of the penis, maintain its stock rating,” to borrow from
Irigaray.
Things come to a head when all of the young people set out for a horseback ride. When
Tulita falls and sprains her ankle, Ludovico and Carolina are required to be in the presence of the
Countess, being compelled to escort Tulita to her residence. Isabella deems this interaction
wildly damning, but far worse is that the young couple surreptitiously return to the Countess’s
later, to check in on Tulita. This second visit, insisted on by Caroline, deals a fatal blow to
Isabella. Mann underscores Adam and Eve imagery, with Eve not merely the seduced appleeater, but the very serpent. “It was the first time any one had come between him and his beloved
parent, or trend him aside from his life-long allegiance to her. But the serpent had fascinated
him, and more than once the baleful influence overcame him” (189). Though Ludovico and
Carolina proceed with their marriage, the magic spell is irreparably broken. Once they marry,
Carolina continues to socialize with the Countess, creating an absolutely untenable situation for
Isabella. In an almost comically protracted death – several expirations over the course of a few
pages – Isabella dies. Ludovico immediately takes the blame, wailing that “It is I—I killed her”
(194).
Carolina continues on in her dissolute lifestyle, eager to party and entertain at La
Modesta, her inherited estate. She won’t move back into La Consolacion, even though Ludovico
needs to be there to mourn, and she takes up socializing and leisure with a determination that can
only be explained as an attempt to ward off some great revelation or oblivion:
Carolina had never shown the least interest in [Ludovico’s family], and was now
too much occupied with her independent pleasures to give them either her time or
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her thoughts. She could hardly find leisure to dwell upon her own expectations of
becoming a mother, and when she did think of it, it was only a vague terror, and
this dread made her rush more recklessly than ever into dissipation. (206)
This vague terror of becoming a mother keeps Carolina in avoidance of her husband and in the
company of fallen women like Dona Josefa, which might appear to create a homosocial space,
plenty of dissolute men would have joined their company. Carolina was thus never protected
from becoming a mother – just a mother in wedlock. Her tailspin coincides with the exodus of
just about all the remaining mother figures, as Helen and another New England governess travel
back to the US. In spite of all her hard partying and long absences, Carolina becomes pregnant –
it is so sudden that we learn of her pregnancy, delivery, and consequent death in a single
sentence. “Before morning she was the mother of a daughter” (206), the narrator reports, with
passive syntax that raises the question of whether or not the baby is even Ludovico’s, and
whether or not Carolina had a clue about her pregnancy until the birth. Either way, Carolina is
the unambiguous villain, who must pay “the dearest price for the reckless imprudence she had
indulged in” (206). She is dead instantly.
Just as instantly, Ludovico returns his focus to Juanita, who will now have to stand in for
mother and wife. Before Carolina has even fully expired, Ludovico asks, “Will you take care of
it [the baby] for me, Juanita? I fear its mother is dying.” In the rapid succession of losses,
Ludovico comes to see his love for Juanita, which is now sanctioned by Carolina’s sudden death.
At this point, the narrator offers a disquisition about the resemblance of a mother’s role and a
wife’s, which further sanctions this new pairing.
When a son ceases to be in the attitude of a child who must be reproved if need
be, his intercourse with his mother gradually becomes signally like that of lover,
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with only this difference, that the confidence is more unwavering—that, whatever
may be the mood of the moment, or the apparent neglect growing out of the very
assurance of love, no suspicion of love’s alteration occurs; whereas, between
lovers, even after marriage, there is always a sensitiveness in each party lest the
other, just in proportion as his or her ideal becomes more fair, may see a
discrepancy or want. Ludovico had left his mother’s side to cleave to that of his
wife, and in that natural act there was no implication of want of affection, but, in
this instance, all sympathy with the wife had long ceased, and he often had left his
mother’s side with regret. (197)
When a boy grows up and no longer needs mothering, that mother “becomes signally like that of
lover,” only more steadfast. A romantic relationship will always have its volatilities. Ludovico
took a risk by opting for a volatile romance over the constancy of his mother, and he comes to
regret this sorely. Evidently, Ludovico The implication is that a mother is a more steadfast
partner than a lover, and Juanita is the most steadfast friend of all. the groundwork to position
Juanita as a surrogate mother in Isabella’s absence. Juanita will now also have to step in for
Carolina, and bring up the children. But, not unlike Carlito, she perceives her position of
symbolic wife and mother to Ludovico – without being either – as untenable. When he asks if
she loves him and offers her her freedom, she can’t see the good in a response. “Oh, I want to
die. That is the only freedom I can have” (198).
Whether Carolina’s death in childbirth was what she had dreaded so instinctively, or
death had been a sweet release from the obligations of motherhood she knew she could not meet,
the narrative moves quickly to position Juanita as the natural mother of Ludovico’s offspring.
The eponymous Juanita may have been the love interest all along, but Mann was not willing to
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make this a story of interracial reproduction. Conveniently, Carolina enters the familial
landscape and is promptly dismissed (even before her death, “he truly felt that he had had no
wife, that he was the victim of an empty delusion”). Juanita joins Helen in New England with
Isabella’s children as well as Ludovico’s daughter while the patriarchs of La Consalacion take a
years-long European tour. Eventually, Ludovico reunites with his family in New England and
meets a pleasant surprise: his young daughter has grown to resemble just him, without a trace of
Caroline. This is a heavy-handed underscoring that the child is, in fact, his. If Ludovico needed
any more reason to be able to move forward with his interest in Juanita, this erasure of Carolina’s
trace is a good omen. The narrator repeats that there was no resemblance to mother (210), which
might be taken as a kind of reverse tragic mulatta plot in which it is the white mother’s DNA that
must be erased. Usually, the plot goes such that a white man and woman with a “drop” of black
blood procreate, but he has to renounce that family to take up with a white woman. Here, we’ve
circumvented the actual act of interracial procreation, but still get to wind up as a family unit.
Juanita’s body physically takes on the role of motherhood: she starts to glow and grow, rounds
out. Focuses on child, people marvel that she “turned into a mother!” (207). But if we are reading
for a small sliver of hope for joy in the future, a healthy union to build out less inequitable
domestic, national, and global spheres…then this is ultimately denied. Ludovico asks if Juanita is
happy to be free, and her response is reminiscent of the maddened cries of the children after
witnessing horror: “Happy, Yes—no—I do not know. Oh, my God! If I could only die!” (211).
The will to void out untenable dichotomies of black and white, free and enslaved, is torturous.
He responds to her nihilism with the assurance that “the world is big enough” (211) for the two
of them to be together, at which point he pulls her into him, “where she gradually sobbed herself
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into calmness” (211). She tears out her hair trying to figure out what is right, but ultimately
refuses to “ruin” Ludovico’s life by marrying him.
Though Juanita, Ludovico, and the rest of the brood might have settled into a happy and
free familial life in New England, the Marquis insists that Ludovico and his children returning to
Cuba. He used to want a life of medicine for Ludovico son in Europe, not the inevitable moral
corruption of slaveholding. But these aspirations shift, and he summons his oldest son home
from New England, where he might have found matrimonial bliss and given the children a
chance at healthy development. But the Marquis believes, like many elite Cuban enslavers did,
that they were dealing with an increasingly tyrannical Spanish government – Tácon’s ambitions
to “overhaul the slave trade” – and the elite showed a “strong inclination to be annexed to the
United States” (208). Though Juanita won’t marry Ludovico, she will serve him faithfully until
the end. Returning to Cuba automatically classifies her as an unfree bondswoman again, leading
her right back into the figurative fire. Tragically, the fire is also literal. Immediately upon their
arrival in Havana, in a chaotic flurry of events, she is accidentally taken as a rebel and killed in a
large pyre with other rebels. She dies chaste, pure of heart, like a martyr. Though the
composition here is rushed, this plot event does serve the purpose of bringing Pedro and Dolores’
storyline back into the fold. Juanita learns from a rebel that the two had escaped and reunited, but
only Dolores was still living.
At long last, Juanita grasps for a resolution to its “romance.” Ludovico and Helen,
devastated by Juanita’s death, vow to advocate against the caste system, so damaging and
unnecessary as it is. The Marquis is inspired by Juanita’s death, and his son’s mourning, to
improve conditions on his plantation. “If he count not educate his slaves, he could lighten their
labors by the introduction of the mills worked by the steam-engine which some American
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planters had, with Yankee energy, brought into use there” (202). The indomitable American
spirit wins again. The American teachers arrive to teach Cubans to access their humanity; the
American mills arrive to till the land and work the slaves all the more efficiently. Eventually
Ludovico takes up the helm at La Consolacion as a “good” slave-owner. He employs a humane
overseer and begins to compensate for skilled labor (220). Suddenly, in the final pages, Mann
provides an alternative view of chattel slavery that could not have been predicted by the
narrator’s harsh indictment of all forms of bondage. Here is a benign version of slavery, which
discards the oppressive prejudices of caste and provides incentive to those enslaved to acquire
specialized skill. It is, for all intents and purposes, a system that is non-coerced and operating
without violent enforcement. Best of all, this placid set-up allows him to eventually remove his
family from the milieu of slavery altogether. They move to Switzerland, but continue to profit
from the plantation. We might take from this the lesson that all of Helen’s didactic interventions,
coupled with the tragedy of Juanita’s death, had the effect of large improvements in the lives of
slaves. But it is difficult to accept this message of affirmation. Whereas the novel started by
glorying the free character of the States, pushing the belief that the essential condition of a
human is his inalienable right to own himself and his labor. When this division in national
identities does not necessarily bear out over the course of novel as well as history, it seems that
Mann has to settle with the idea not of universal sovereignty but a slightly improved version of
chattel slavery. The implication of such a resolution is that the States, full of well-meaning
teachers like Helen, indubitably maintains this kinder, superior version of slavery as well.
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CHAPTER THREE
“ONE DEATHLESS DREAM OF JOY”:
LUCY HOLCOMBE PICKENS AND THE CONFEDERATE WILL TO ANNEXATION

Fig. 3: Hiram Powers, American, 1805–1873. The Greek Slave 1850, after an original of 1844
Marble. Yale. 1962.43.
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Fig. 4. John Tenniel, “The Virginian Slave, Intended as a Companion to Power’s [sic] ‘Greek
Slave’” Punch 20, June 7, 1851: 236.
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In 1845, three years after Narcisco López’s fatal attempt to invade Cuba and overthrow
its Spanish ruling class, Lucy Holcombe Pickens published The Free Flag of Cuba; or, The
Martyrdom of López.1 She did so, under the pseudonym H.M. Hardiman, because she hoped the
power of literature could rouse Americans to reconsider the widely maligned López as a martyr
for freedom and storm Cuba’s shores once again. “Dry historical records” had left Americans
unmoved by the filibusterers’ valor and hostile towards the idea of private citizens intervening in
Cuban affairs. “Could we see the champions of freedom mercilessly slaughtered by the unions of
tyranny,” Pickens wagers, “then would our indignation burst all bounds” (53). She volunteers to
“supply this vivid picture” through her writing (53). Thus with bombast and sentimentality, The
Free Flag of Cuba recounts López’s doomed filibuster and frames it within a fictionalized
domestic plot. This framing enables Pickens to include representations of white female
characters responding to the loss of their beloved men with appropriate emotion – a
recapitulation of Pickens’s literary undertaking broadly, as she lost her own beau in the filibuster
and was writing to model the desired emotional, and, she hoped, political, response.2 As Amy
Kaplan argues and Pickens’s novel rehearses, white women play an instrumental role in
modeling and spreading the feelings that are to shape the political sphere.3
Sentimental literature is not the only aesthetic mode Pickens leverages in making her

1

H.M. Hardiman, The Free Flag of Cuba; or, The Martyrdom of López: A Tale of the Liberating
Expedition of 1851. (New York: DeWitt & Davenport, 1854). Republished by Georganne B.
Burton and Orville Vernon Burton, eds, The Free Flag of Cuba: The Lost Novel of Lucy
Holcombe Pickens, Louisiana State University Press, 2002.
López’s executed colonel, William Crittenden, was rumored to be her beau. Elizabeth
Wittenmyer Lewis, Queen of the Confederacy: The Innocent Deceits of Lucy Holcombe Pickens
(Denton: University of North Texas Press, 2002), 43.
2

Amy Kaplan, “Manifest Domesticity.” No More Separate Spheres!, special issue of American
Literature, vol. 70, No. 3, 1998, pp. 581-606, 582.
3
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appeal to the American public. The Free Flag of Cuba references popular visual art, deploys the
conventions of minstrel theater, and incorporates the language of phrenology in a pastiche of
idioms meant to lend the text a sense of cultural relevance and exigency. I will explore these
influences and backdrops, but would first point out that, amid all of the creative license Pickens
takes in mixing genres, allusions, and idioms, she does not reimagine the course of the disastrous
filibuster one iota. She portrays López’s expedition as the manifestly bad idea it had been in real
life. Characters express their misgivings and see their worst fears realized; Pickens even
dedicates the novel to General John Quitman, who, in actuality, sat the mission out, and, in the
novel, offers the most sound reasoning against it. In spite of this, Pickens calls for future
attempts to secure Cuba’s freedom – in truth, for more gore and disaster. Considering her
authorial intention to shape the affective sphere and bring geopolitical action to bear, her staging
of López’s filibuster might as well be a marching order to the garrote. In this way, in addition to
waging an abstract battle for freedom, the novel wades into a sea of libidinal negativities,
governed as it is by a drive to access the negative of what it appears to champion. A woman who
performs the sentiment of lovingly wishing to bring her men home is also perversely invested in
sending them off to die. A study in pursuing ends that are patently contradictory, The Free Flag
of Cuba offers an escape from the presumed rationality of the liberal subject. White women are
not just instruments of a sentimental education, then, but also a direct channel to its undoing.

Backdrops I: Sculpture
As part of its campaign to optimize emotional impact, The Free Flag of Cuba makes
several references to the most galvanizing artwork of its day – Hiram Powers’s The Greek Slave
(Fig. 1). The first reference appears in a description of the novel’s female protagonist. Mabel
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Royal is said to have “the smallest, haughtiest mouth and a chin so perfect, that the world has
never seen one like it, only in Powers’s Greek Slave” (65). A second reference to the sculpture
provides a simile for Cuba. “As she stands on her ocean-laved pedestal,” the narrator says of the
island, “like the Greek Slave, her charms win our admiration, not more than her chains awaken
our sympathy” (210). Powers’s marble nude was first cast in 1844 and, due to popular demand,
was cast five more times over the next decade. It was exhibited to packed galleries across the
U.S. and England, and prompted an “outpouring of commentary” wherever it was exhibited.4
The work depicts one of the women taken captive by the Turkish during the Greek War of
Independence some three decades prior. The smooth white figure leans on a banister, its chin
turning softly from the viewer. Classicized features suggest calm repose while a limp, chained
wrist obscures the figure’s privates. The sculpture’s subdued affect makes its imagined scenario
no less calamitous. As Powers describes it,
During the struggle the Turks took many prisoners, male and female, and among
the latter were beautiful girls, who were sold in the slave markets of Turkey and
Egypt. These were Christian women, and it is not difficult to imagine the distress
and even despair of the sufferers while exposed to be sold to the highest bidder.5
The sentimental circuit Powers describes here – the distress and despair circulating between the
sculpture of a nude Christian woman and the audience members imagining her plight – serves
Pickens’s rhetorical purposes well. Her appeal to free Cuba is organized around the same sense

4

Even the queen of England sat still, for thirty minutes, looking at her. See Joy Kasson,
“Narratives of the Female Body: The Greek Slave.” The Culture of Sentiment: Race, Gender,
and Sentimentality in Nineteenth-Century America. Edited by Shirley Samuels. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1992.
Powers writes in an 1869 letter to his patron. Cited in Linda Hyman, “The Greek Slave by
Hiram Powers: High Art as Popular Culture,” Art Journal, vol. 35, no. 3, 1976, p. 216.
5
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of besieged whiteness that animates The Greek Slave, the same titillating arrangement of sexual
purity on the cusp of violation by the racial Other. Readers of Pickens’s fiction, just like
audiences of Power’s sculpture, would need to stake out a clear position against tyranny, lest
their consumption of the art before them identify them too closely with another keenly interested
audience: the bidders at the Turkish market.
Another reason The Greek Slave makes for a fitting citation for Pickens’s novel is that the
struggle to which it refers, the Greek War of Independence, was widely hailed as a triumph of
liberalism and a vindication of the principles of the American Revolution. Met with “universal
enthusiasm” in the U.S., the conflict would also seem to condone the intervention of foreign
powers in securing a nation’s liberty: a coalition of Russian, French, and British armies brought
Greece to victory, and ironically enough, selected its next leader.6 Finally, as an event situated in
a distant time and place, the Greek War of Independence offered Pickens a means of talking
about slavery in a way that was remote from the expansive system of chattel slavery in the
United States, a system that permeated every aspect of her life and one by which she was greatly
enriched.7 By placing slavery into an abstract register, she could decry the metaphorical
enslavement of Cuba by Spain, while utterly ignoring the fact of a system of chattel slavery
throughout the island.
While these allusions to Powers’s sculpture are rhetorically effective, their signifying
logic only holds to a degree. The association of The Greek Slave with Cuba, standing “on her
ocean-laved pedestal,” tracks insofar as Pickens conceives of both as feminized objects of desire,

David Roessel, In Byron’s Shadow: Modern Greece in the English and American Imagination.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001.
6

7

Elizabeth Lewis, Queen of the Confederacy.
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imprisoned and violated by dark men. But Cuba personified as a white woman was a long way
off from the island’s broadly racially mixed population, one that, due to slavery, tilted heavily
male.8 By supplanting the reality of Cuba’s racial demographics with the figure of the white
slave girl, Pickens shut actual Cubans out of the sentimental circuit she sought to cultivate
between reader and text, directing readers instead to sympathize with an image of the aggrieved
party as, essentially, herself. Pickens’s self-identification as the sufferer is even more
pronounced in the first reference to The Greek Slave, whose chin is as perfect as Mabel’s. Mabel
is in countless ways a proxy for Pickens. Establishing symbolic parity amongst slave girl and
Cuba; slave girl and self; and therefore self and Cuba, might seem to promote the most direct
form of sympathy, since it forces Pickens’s white readers to imagine themselves in the terrible
circumstances of “Cubans” (verily, a shackled white woman). But such a symbolic equation is as
slippery as it is inaccurate. Self-identification with the object of suffering may mean a reader in
the U.S. feels the pangs of tyranny inflicted on the island nation as if on herself, but this
effectively subsumes the abject Other – what one character in the novel describes as a
“miserable, cowardly race” (68) – into the self – the free, white, United States of America. Amy
Kaplan writes that the impulse to become one under an imperialistic agenda is always contested
by its negative imprint, the terror of self erasure:
If the fantasy of American imperialism aspires to a borderless world where it
finds its own refection everywhere, then the fruition of this dream shatters the
coherence of national identity, as the boundaries that distinguish if from the

According to the Burtons’ introduction, there were approximately 460,000 enslaved Africans in
Cuba at this time.
8
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outside world promise to collapse.9
As it turns out, even as Pickens calls for this borderless, self-reflecting world – a patriotism “not
bound by mountains or rivers, [one that] rises superior to self, [spreading] beyond the land of
nativity,” (185) – she is unwilling to fully surrender to an equation of parity that would make her
synonymous with abject, shackled Cuba. The comparison of Mabel and The Greek Slave breaks
down at the point of Mabel’s personality. A northerner and a staunch supporter of filibustering,
Mabel is radically free in sharing what is on her mind. She rejects romance and refuses to take up
needlepoint, knowing that, as “the freest thing of earth,” she cannot be hemmed in (115). Mabel
and her mouth no less – that hallowed vehicle of self-expression – might be brought into
proximity with the very picture of female subjugation, but this is only a temporary flirtation with
otherness.
The novel’s references to The Greek Slave point to the utility of white women in
constructing ambivalent flirtations with the Other, and suggest how crucial white women, and
specifically those whose freedom hangs in the balance, are to the long project of European
imperialism. This central function of the white, female slave has evolved over the course of
European imperialism. According to Angela Woollacott, it was white male captives that
populated the early literatures of British imperialism, reflecting the intense anxieties men in the
contact zones of colonial encounter harbored about being raped, castrated, or eaten.10 By the
nineteenth century, due to rigid proscriptions against men expressing fear, colonial narratives
shifted to feature female captives, effectively locating “women’s supposed particular

9

Amy Kaplan, The Anarchy of Empire in the Making of U.S. Culture. Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2002, p. 16.
10

Angela Woollacott, Gender and Empire. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006, p. 42.
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vulnerabilities as an admissible site of settlers’ fears.”11 Countless American captivity narratives
feature white women, such as those of Mary Rowlandson, Mary Jemison, the Oatman Girls, and
Fanny Wiggins Kelly.12 By mid-nineteenth-century, fears of indigenous conflict had been
eclipsed by anxieties about the volatility of chattel slavery, and so the white slave trope appeared
more literally as a white woman sold wrongly into the institution, with such vignettes appearing
in William Wells Brown’s Clotel (1853), Mary Denison’s Old Hepsy (1858), and E.D.E.N.
Southworth’s A Fortune Seeker (1866). Following Emancipation, anxieties about the bodily
integrity of the white liberal subject were transmuted into exposés of the brutality of city life,
with white girls finding themselves caught in webs of prostitution and sexual slavery, as depicted
in Joaquin Miller’s The Destruction of Gotham (1886) and Reginald Wright Kauffman’s House
of Bondage (1910). This last iteration of the white slave trope is also connected to the dramatic
postbellum characterizations of black men as violent predators, imagined as posing a new threat
to white women’s chastity now that the pacifying bonds of slavery had been broken.13 Evidently
in times of heightened change and tension, or pushback against white men’s unquestioned
authority – times, in other words, when imperialist advances and capitalistic violence risk being
outed as tyrannical rather than as expelling tyranny – in these moments, the figure of the white
female slave is reliably present.
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Ibid., p. 43.
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Mary Rowlandson, A Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson,
1682; James E. Seaver, A Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Mary Jemison, 1824; Royal B. Stratton,
Captivity of the Oatman Girls: Being an Interesting Narrative of Life among the Apache and
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If anxiety over the illegitimacy of imperialist incursions propels the circulation of the
white slave girl trope, it’s no surprise that this trope is ubiquitous in Americans’ visions of Cuba.
For what else was the presence of Americans in Cuba, other than an illegitimate incursion into a
foreign territory, undertaken for the sake of shoring up white manhood and seeking profit?14 The
Spanish-American War (1898), for instance, was triggered in large part because William
Randolph Hearst’s brand of yellow journalism had successfully characterized Cuba as an
enslaved white girl in need of rescuing.15 This inspired many other novelists, journalists, and
cartoonists to produce images to this effect.16 A powerful illustration of this is F.W. Guerin’s
photograph Cuba Libre (Fig. 2), of two American generals flanking the newly unshackled Cuba
after the Spanish-American War. Cuba is portrayed as a small, blond child, her broken chains
still tightly coiled around her wrist. With no conceivable argument to be made against this young
girl’s emancipation, what political consensus could possibly be mounted against the American
invasion? Even though her image reflects approximately no one on this creole island, this kind of
transitive metaphorical thinking makes a case for seeing oneself where one isn’t.
Part of the airtight appeal mounted by the white slave girl trope is that it effectively
articulates what Cuba’s role ought to be following its emancipation. Even after the “enslaved
country” (176) was to be freed from Spain, in Pickens’s view, Cuba-as-a-white-woman would
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Kristin L. Hoganson, Fighting for American Manhood: How Gender Politics Provoked the
Spanish-American and Philippine-American Wars (New Haven: Yale, 1998); Amy Kaplan,
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and Donald Pease (Durham, NC: Duke University Press).
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remain subservient to her liberator’s needs, just as a good woman was supposed to. As one
filibusterer in the novel puts it, ridding Cuba of Spanish colonialism would ensure
not only her [Cuba’s] own happiness, but also the future safety and prosperity of
America. Thus opening a door through which her [America’s] free institutions may pass
to the southern continent, strengthening the power of our government, and doing infinite
service in the cause of humanity by shedding the ennobling light of freedom on the now
degraded children of tyranny. (68)
Postcolonial Cuba, free of her shackles, would function like a conduit or switchpoint, allowing
U.S. institutions to infiltrate territories further south, and grow much richer thanks to this
utilitarian relationship to Cuba. Cuba would simply be performing the corollary to the apparently
uncoerced services rendered by white women since time immemorial. Gender, as an already
naturalized order of unequal power relations, provides an enduringly effective template for
rationalizing imperialism. The figure of the white woman flexibly shuttles between metaphorical
positions of enslavement and liberation, demonstrating that both ought to be rendered in the
service of white men.17

Backdrops II: Phrenology
In spite of the abstractions required to cast Cuba as feminized and enslaved, The Free
Flag of Cuba also deals concretely with masters and slaves. It thus moves between an abstract
plane in which meanings expand and collide with abandon and a material one in which
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Jennifer Greeson considers New World colonialism as a gendered conflict. White settlers
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designations of personhood are etched in stone.18 In the novel’s settings of Louisiana and Cuba,
the bonding of African descended people is a fait accompli, granted not a moment of
consideration amid the grand overtures to release Cuba from her metaphorical shackles. This
contradiction is not an oversight: black characters’ servitude is not only a given, it is also crucial
to the plot. One devoted slave rescues a filibusterer from certain death in Cuba, while another
rescues him from financial ruin and dishonor. These slaves’ station of enslavement is so
naturalized and overt, that their characters can safely be crucial to a plot about a “Liberating
Expedition.” Such a contradiction is quite easily accommodated by the extensive tradition of
U.S. intellectual and cultural work that naturalizes the station of black people as one of
subservience. Thomas Jefferson’s characterization of African Americans as unimaginative and
animal-like a few years after his drafting the Declaration of Independence is just one salient
example, in an infinite archive, of how black people are barred from calls to secure life and
liberty for all men. In light of this lapse, one begins to wonder if the knotted representations of
white women’s perilous enslavement and rescue, as in The Free Flag of Cuba, are in fact the
distraction from, elision of, this fundamental flaw at the heart of liberalism.19
What I am terming an infinite archive of liberalism’s racializing texts is very much the
literary backdrop of Pickens’s novel. In particular, the decades leading up to The Free Flag of
Cuba’s publication in 1854 saw an explosion of writings on eugenics and hypodescent, which

Susan Buck-Morss describes how slavery and its antithesis, freedom, became a “root
metaphor” within western political philosophy by the eighteenth century, at “precisely the time
that the economic practice of slavery – the systematic, highly sophisticated capitalist
enslavement of non-Europeans as a labor force in the colonies – was increasing [to such an
extent that it] came to underwrite the entire economic system of the West.” Hegel, Haiti, and
Universal History (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2009), 21.
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represented a collective and anxious attempt to sketch a blueprint for understanding race. The
reign of the one-drop rule, with its designations of mulatto, quadroon, octoroon, and the like,
reflected an intense need to divine beneath the surface of the skin, past the deceptive appearance
of things, to suss out a single “drop” of “black blood” – though it was hard to prove such things
even existed – and associate it unequivocally with servitude.20 The Free Flag of Cuba certainly
participates in this tradition, with descriptions of characters containing the utmost racial
specificity. Genevieve Clifton of Louisiana has delicate features and a full, round forehead. Her
skin displayed “extreme whiteness” and temple-veins “blue with Louisiana’s oldest and richest
blood” (62). Mabel Royal has blue eyes, and auburn hair that, in an echo of the frequently
mentioned waves encircling Cuba, “lies in rippling waves on a forehead so high, so white and
broad” (65). It is almost as if a taxonomy of decidedly white racial characteristics makes it safe
to associate Mabel with Cuba (and thus with a state of enslavement) abstractly.21 The male
characters are just as emphatically white. Ralph Dudley, Genevieve’s suitor, has “a regal brow”
(92) with dark brown hair, and fine, “Grecian” facial features. His hand “told its own story of
high birth, it was so small and white” (92). General John Quitman has “clear searching eyes of
patriotism’s ‘true blue’” and a stiff mustache that “gave the curved upper lip of his haughty

Jeffrey Clymer writes of the period that it was indicative of “a culture in which racial science
tried to make clear distinctions between black and white racial characteristics, while Southern
lawmakers aimed to equate blackness with slavery by making it more and more difficult for
owners to manumit slaves at all.” Family Money: Property, Race, and Literature in the
Nineteenth Century (New York: Oxford University Press), 43.
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Even in the description of Mabel as having “the smallest, haughtiest mouth and a chin so
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mouth an expression still more determined” (57). These characters are granted all the dignity and
grace of neoclassical statues – as though to tie them into a genealogy of whiteness that reaches
back, in a single strand, to Greek and Roman ancestors who originated the Enlightenment of the
west.
In a similar vein, the black characters are heavily caricatured, childlike, or animalistic, as
though their blackness naturally manifested in a range of easily observable behaviors and
physiognomies. The black Spanish servant who beheads a Cuban rebel – who is, notably, an
aristocratic, white-complected woman – is described as a “low, thick, misshapen negro, of the
most revolting appearance” (153). Hidalgo Gonzales, advisor to the Captain General of Cuba
José Gutiérrez de la Concha, brings Ralph Dudley false reports of Cuba’s readiness to join in a
revolution, and the narrator observes, “how different they were, the occupants of that room.”
Gonzales, a “Spaniard and a traitor,” has “small down-looking eyes” with a “low brow retreated,
as if to hide its want of beauty in the blackness of the straight over-hanging hair” (93). Concha
himself possesses a “crafty cunning, which in some measure supplies the want of intellect of his
race” (130). This denigration of the Spanish on the basis of race is fraught, given that Pickens’s
appeal for Americans’ common cause with Cuba is grounded in a fantasy of the island’s
whiteness. These Spaniards, the lightest of the island’s occupants, throw a phrenological wrench
in claims of racial commonality with their so-called want of beauty and intellect
One exception to the characters’ over-stated racial classification is Eugene de France,
Mabel’s love interest. Eugene is described in such a way as to potentially encode him as mixed
race: he is “foreign-looking” with black eyes, full, red lips, and “heavy clustering curls” (86). As
I later unpack, Pickens describes Eugene’s hasty courtship of Mabel in precisely the same terms
as she does the Spanish invasion of Cuba, thus aligning Eugene with the dark captors of a
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pristine white beauty. Also suggestive is the fact that Eugene is almost immediately killed off
upon arriving in Cuba, curtailing any hopes of sexual reproduction with his belle back home. His
air of foreignness thus goes uninterrogated – a tragic mulatto narrative that never came to light.
Finally, Orville and Georganne Burton, editors of the recently recovered edition of Pickens’s
text, suggest that the possibility of Eugene’s mixed race is underscored by a comment made by
Ralph’s slave, Scipio, in Cuba. Scipio manages to recover Eugene’s body after his execution,
doing so out of “half love, half duty” to his master’s friend.22 “Eugene was not his master,”
Scipio acknowledges, which is “a tie that cannot be appreciated by one unaccustomed to slavery”
(148). There is evidently a feeling of kinship between Scipio and Eugene, one that might have
been racial since it was not, after all, legal. For a novel that works to delineate racial
classification beyond a shred of doubt, organizing descriptions around phrenological key words
relating to physiognomy, build, and skin color, Eugene’s character blurs such boundaries.

Backdrops III: Minstrelsy
The sentimental circuit of “half love, half duty” that binds Scipio to Eugene speaks to the
complexity of power relations under slavery, a constellation of affection, envy, and desire in
excess of the institution’s clearly legible physical and legal coercions. It is not ambivalence,
however, but uncomplicated love that Pickens seeks to underscore in the slaves’ regard for their
masters. With nothing but love in their hearts, the slave characters enter the narrative like a
merry chorus of minstrel players. For instance, Eugene’s death is immediately followed by a
ragtag scene in which we learn that Scipio has stowed himself away to the island, and gotten
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around by pretending to be mute. In an unlikely series of events, he has run into an old slave
friend from Louisiana, José, and the two carry on in an animated conversation heavy in dialect.
Their recovery of Eugene’s body has the air of a caper, with these black men, as if posturing
absurdly, performing the valiant heroics of war that are meant to be the indisputable domain of
white men. This tone of minstrel levity turns the high stakes of the Cuban invasion on its head,
making black men erstwhile heroes and adumbrating a topsy-turvy world that will have to be
righted by the novel’s end.
Scipio’s antics point to another major backdrop of the novel, which is the minstrel show.
This wildly popular, nineteenth-century theatrical musical tradition featured white men, “blacked
up” and performing outlandish caricatures of slaves and free blacks. This aesthetic form was
deeply connected to social and class issues in addition to racial politics.23 Far from solely being
an expression of virulent racism, blackface contains a deep longing for blackness, for inhabiting
what has been made so abject. During a period in which the American cultural sphere was
imagined as increasingly feminized,24 and in which an expanding system of chattel slavery
disrupted the imaginary of a country of independent white yeoman farmers, the explosive
debates about acquiring new territories in the west carried enormous weight for issues of race
and gender. Would these states be free or slave territories? Where would white men fit in this
heterogeneous mix of a country, contending with black, indigenous, and Hispanic people? The
colonial frontier, with its encounter of the “savage other” and its numerous opportunities for
bloody conflict, provided opportunities for asserting masculine dominance and agency – the
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drive to preserve white masculinity being a primary force behind imperialism – but it was
unclear what the racial and social consequences of such intermingling would be.
Minstrelsy is a space in which the threat of such intermingling could erupt, “in which
transgression and containment coexisted, in which improbably threatening or startlingly
sympathetic racial meanings were simultaneously produced and dissolved.”25 It is this penchant
for the improbably threatening and the startlingly sympathetic that leads Pickens, whether
consciously or not, to endow Scipio with all the heroics of the archetypal white knight at the
same moment that white men’s ploy to annex Cuba and recuperate their manhood goes
stunningly awry. Pickens may not consciously revere black masculinity, but Scipio’s minstrel
heroics are a roundabout admission of admiration for black people, which is not admissible for
Pickens anywhere else. Pickens thus participates in the “mixed erotic economy of celebration
and exploitation” that minstrel conventions offer.26 The spirit of minstrelsy is apparent in
Pickens’s very choice to displace the primary site of slavery from the bodies of black people to
those of white women who are repeatedly described as being shackled and enchained
metaphorically.
The Greek Slave to which the novel makes numerous direct and indirect references might
be invoked with gravitas, but it is perfectly ripe for jest in the “mixed erotic economy” of the
minstrel show. A parody of The Greek Slave, printed in Punch magazine in 1851, draws out the
irony of such a displacement (fig. 3). John Tenniel’s cartoon of the “Virginian slave,” which was
“intended as a companion to Powers’s ‘Greek Slave,’” reworks the sculpture to reflect its far
likelier manifestation in antebellum America, as a black woman in manacles. The cartoon
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follows minstrel conventions insofar as it displays a black person “aping” white behaviors and
mores to comical effect. The “Virginian slave” puts on neoclassical whiteness, standing
contrapposto on an ornate pedestal, making demure eyes as hefty manacles weigh down her
wrists. The punch line is not that she is enchained – a source of dramatic tension in the original –
but that this scene of enslavement was ever represented with the trappings of high European
aestheticism in the first place. Perhaps this is more aptly a kind of reverse minstrelsy. This is not
the minstrel setting of a “black” person ludicrously pretending to be a gentleman, doctor,
statesman – those favored scenarios in which white people poked fun at how ill-fitting black
people were in those roles.27 In Tenniel’s cartoon, it is the high neoclassicism whiteness
performed by the Virginian slave that is sorely out of place, and not the Virginian herself.
Tenniel’s cartoon also sends up the astonishing myopia of the pro-slavery audiences that
flocked to see Powers’s sculpture. They admired it as an abstract representation of beauty and
innocence corrupted, of the travesty of freedom stolen, but read her victimhood in a vacuum.
Any mileage the pathos of The Greek Slave gained by exploiting the abstraction of slavery
comes, in the cartoon’s frame, hurtling back to material reality. In the instant that audiences of
Powers’s work acknowledged what haunts the periphery of the sculpture – the Turkish men who
raped, beat, and sold their Greek captives – they would be forced to recall that they, the whites of
the slaveholding class, occupied this position. In Tenniel’s rendition, the actual slave woman
returns to the frame of vision, dragging with her the astonishing question of how she, so central
to the reproduction of slavery and its doubly abjected victim, could have been so easily
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supplanted by a metaphor.28 With this reminder of who the real terrorizers of slave women were,
the cartoon dashes the psychic work of these projections I have identified – white women as
slaves and black people as minstrel caricatures.

Delirious with an Irrepressible Joy: Mabel’s Ego
The white slave girl and the minstrelized black man might be projections of a
beleaguered white masculinity, but they can be wielded by women just the same. This chapter
reads psychoanalytic theories of sexuality alongside Pickens’s novel to examine the ways in
which accounts of maturation and coming into proper heterosexual desire are centered –
fallaciously – around the phallus, and returns some of the agency by which white women
capitalized on these psychic projections to achieve their own aims. This relates to my initial
assertion about Pickens’s novel, which is that the white women’s function as sentimental
educators exists beyond the role of cultivating good subject-citizens (i.e., a phallogocentric
account of society) to include the negative potentiality of this very thing. Pickens’s fatalistic text
attests to a misattribution in psychoanalytic and sentimental narratives in which women’s
development is necessarily a move towards self-abnegation, alignment with men, and the
circulation of good sentiments. Pickens uses her liminal position as a white woman not to
provide ancillary support to men, but to animate a plotline in which the phallic order is pulled
into a primordially feminine, violent morass. The filibusterers embark on return to an exotic
(mother) nature that, far being from shackled into subjugation, meets their charge with a spate of
executions and beheadings. In light of Pickens’s rather productive, active expression of desire, I
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contend that white women’s liminality does not signify some lesser degree of self-actualization
on a trajectory towards full freedom and autonomy. Rather, women’s liminality in The Free Flag
of Cuba engenders a sense of immanent boundlessness, something akin to Jacques Lacan’s
conception of the Real, full of boundary erasure and oblivion. The possibility of such
boundlessness is generally denied, in deference to the empirical taxonomies that order and
literally bound the natural and social worlds, but it is available in Pickens’s novel.
Mabel is as close to a symbol of boundlessness as can be captured in language, and her
desire to access Cuba must be understood in this light – i.e., not just avarice or an echo of the
masculine drive to shore up power, but as a deep conviction that possessing Cuba would unleash
a flood of powerful connectivity. Hers is not the phallogocentric, Oedipal account of
imperialism, in which an erotic desire for the mother (nature) is framed as a desire to keep the
phallus in tact by castrating or killing the father before he accomplishes the same. Mabel’s
motives for possessing Cuba are about the pleasures she would feel by communing with the
mother, even if death, castration, annihilation are all prerequisites for doing so. Pickens’s novel
embraces that which is degraded or erased in order to secure the illusion of masculine supremacy
– feminine pleasure – suggesting that the pleasures of the interstitial, the liminal, and the
switchpoint are bound to return.29
Shortly before Mabel’s arrival from the North at the Louisianan plantation of Ellawarre,
her hostess and good friend Genevieve Clifton raves about her in a way that registers the
difficulty of putting Mabel’s essence into language:
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Mabel’s are diamond eyes, not only in brilliancy, but in color; they dazzle with the
clearness of their light till she speaks, till she feels; then the iris dilates, it expands, and
you are bewildered with the strange dark beauty of those glorious eyes. Then the
inexpressible charm of her love-drawing manner. You must see and know that, to feel its
power. Her whole being is the very essence of fascination. (65)
Magic abounds in Mabel’s presence. Her looks stun, and her charisma seduces. An offhanded
glance her way might leave one with the impression that she’s merely dazzling – that, like a
valuable crystal or diamond, her eyes are simply a self-evident beauty to behold. But there is
dizzying depth, Genevieve argues, beneath the initial impression of Mabel’s clear, transparent
attractiveness. An expansive “love-drawing” takes over – with irises dilated – and onlookers fall
under the charm of her “strange dark beauty.” This contradicts Mabel’s later self-description as
pale and light, which more closely follows the nineteenth-century racial schematic associating
everything that is good with lightness, brightness, and clarity, expunged of all darkness. 30 She
notes her own paleness and claims to prefer “a dark style of loveliness” (103). This might be key
to her predilections for López, Cuba, and Eugene de France, as all are described as possessing
dark beauty.
The two friends reunite to much jubilation, eager to compliment one another and soak in
the other’s presence. In spite of Mabel’s self-deprecating remark that she does “not think [she] is
beautiful” because she lacks a certain “dark style,” Genevieve bristles at another reference Mabel
makes to her own attractiveness. “Mabel, how strange it is to hear you acknowledge yourself ‘a
beauty and a belle,’” she chides (103). Apparently, it is acceptable for women to get lost in the
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beauty of another and to relinquish the ego in the presence of an enrapturing spirit, as Genevieve
does so effusively in regards to Mabel. But to claim beauty for oneself, to stand unquestionably
solid in one’s ego, is not. Mabel brashly defies this unwritten rule of femininity. Her beauty is
such a manifest truth that it would be dishonest to deny it.31 In fact, so abundant are the
compliments she receives that she will only accept them if they are particularly well wrought. At
a ball, for instance, the lack of artistry in men’s compliments frustrates her: “I know I am
beautiful, divine, and all that; but I shall detest the first man that tells me so” (163). With that
affirmation of self, she perks right up. “I am delirious with an irrepressible joy to-night,” she
exclaims in the same breath, and warns Genevieve that if they don’t begin dancing, “I shall make
myself absurd and disagreeable” (163). Mabel is so full of herself – literally, brimming over with
the joy of her own person – that she breaks with the most hallowed imperative of womanhood,
which is to hand over everything of oneself and keep nothing.
Mabel will not give herself over to anyone – as Genevieve counsels her, “Love is not for
you; put it away, Mabel. It is necessary to fill up the measure of my being; yours is in itself
complete. Why should you love, oh Mabel! – why?” (115) – but she still functions as a
switchpoint or conduit. She may never step foot in Cuba, but her exhortations to spread freedom
there certainly establish the grounds upon which her male compatriots find themselves invading
the island.32 Genevieve’s effusive description of Mabel, too, portrays her as conductive, a
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transformer storing and directing cosmic energy; the “inexpressible charm of her love-drawing,”
needs to be experienced in person “to feel its power” (65). The idea of Mabel as a conductive
switchpoint rather than a discretely formed subject works psychoanalytically, as well, as she
lingers between the discrete stages of development through which Freud determines women
pass. Although he figures women as unformed men, never capable of becoming fully rational
subjects, Freud does endow them with an evolution from self-directed interest towards outward
serving womanhood.33 Mabel clings to this earlier phallic stage, unwilling to renounce the
pleasures of communion with the mother and active masturbation to become a passive,
penetrated helpmate.34 The psychoanalytic understanding of women’s maturation hinges on a
girl’s response to the discovery that she is castrated, left without the apparatus that brings power
and worth. If she is overly distressed by this discovery, she might become neurotic, obsessed
with her inferiority. If she is blasé in her response, she is likely to be too masculine, refusing to
acknowledge her manifest shortcomings. To get it just right is to acknowledge and renounce
phallic, masturbatory activity, and align oneself with the phallus by turning to men in an
ancillary manner. Mabel would fall in the second camp, refusing to concede to any lack, thus
keeping her, in Freudian terms, from proper maturation as a woman.
Luce Irigaray savages Freud’s presumption that women willingly renounce the pleasures
of the phallic stage. She demands to know how an account of women’s psychosexual
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development could revolve entirely around the penis, especially if girls’ discovery and use of
their clitoris was working so well for them.
Not a trace, in this “development,” of a desire for female pleasure. The girl’s only
objective in the formation of femininity, the only “sufficient reason” that could decide her
to become a (so-called) woman, would be that thereby she appropriated in her turn the
instrument of sexual pleasure, and possessed – whether by imitation, replica, or
duplication – the sex organ that seems to hold the monopoly on sexual use as well as the
power to determine the value of sexual exchange. But in doing so, what extra pleasure
she gives to the father, the man-father, who is thus (re)assured of having the penis! He
will even have the leisure to invest in such lofty pursuits as making laws since she at
least, is upholding the value of the penis, maintaining its stock rating, keeping it from
overspending in different specula(riza)tions.35
At stake here, in both Irigaray’s critique of Freud’s theory and Mabel’s intransigent self love, is
the question of willing subservience. Each poke holes in the assumption of women’s happy selfabnegation. The notion that women are happy to serve, to renounce pleasure, and to “uphold the
value of the penis” is as fundamental to the conception of femininity as is active agency to the
conception of masculinity. But Irigaray’s sardonic tone tips us off to how ludicrous this is,
especially in the context of a staunch liberal humanism in which the individual’s will is to be
free. As Irigaray denaturalizes the idea that women are eager to be aligned with “the sex organ
that seems to hold the monopoly on sexual use as well as the power to determine the value of
sexual exchange,” it is apparent that the entire model of an imperialism that requires the equation
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of blackness and femininity with willful subservience could easily crumble.

Women as the Deathless Dream
Mabel is a compelling agent of resistance. She disregards the teleology of development
that is supposed to render her, if not fully rational and sovereign, then at least a prime helpmate
to one who is. Instead, she generates passion and energy with herself at the fulcrum, managing to
send men from her presence and remain at home with her bosom friend Genevieve, glorying in
the feminine. It is worth noting that this homosocial communion is an explicitly stated motive for
writing – as the narrator candidly notes, “It is not, I know, the fashion to describe your
heroine…but I have a strong fancy for seeing or reading of a beautiful woman” (62). Pickens
certainly writes this comment under the guise of her male pseudonym, but it is still a revealing
admission, and suggests that Pickens, like Mabel, is inclined to buck social convention to pursue
what carries her “strong fancy.” It is also quite fitting that this introduction of the heroine, which
happens to be of the beautiful Genevieve Clifton, finds her standing “at evening’s hushed hour,
within the recess of a deep window” (62) – a liminal portal, suspended between moments of
action, a sort of precursor for Mabel’s station as suspended between stages of psychosexual
development.
Far from abnegating pleasure to align herself with men, implicit in Mabel’s quest to
possess Cuba is revelry in the self. For others in the novel the filibustering mission is about a
transcendence of the self, what the narrator describes as an abstract love of “truth and good” that
cannot be found in selfish, “local patriotism” (141). For Mabel, though, the self is so capacious,
so connected with the cosmos, that accessing Cuba would only be a solidification of the self, and
need not negate it. The self is an unbounded entity, and it is her inclination for “irrepressible joy”
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that takes her outside of herself, outside of the boundaries between self and other, outside,
therefore, the purview of the classifying, empirical eye.36 In this vein, she is adamant in rejecting
scientific theories that might force her to ground her pronouncements in reason, logic, or material
realities. For instance, she recalls how resistant she had been to learn astronomy, preferring to
look to the skies in
utter ignorance of that knowledge which has reduced them to a science, to read
the lessons written by the gods on their calm, eternal faces, without a vision of
figures and distances to bring me again to earth. For this reason I detest botany; to
think of dissecting a lovely flower to define the philosophy of its mechanism. I
object to reducing the beautiful to science. (113)
To Mabel the earth is teeming with wonders. “Creation itself is one deathless dream of joy”
(113) that she refuses to submit to a microscope or in any way subjugate by seeking academic
mastery over it. Holding on to this “deathless dream,” is, translated into psychoanalytic terms,
tantamount to rejecting heterosexual courtship, for the fantasy of communion with Cuba which
emerges out of this dream is in fact full of death, specifically deaths that impede courtship. In
reality, many of López’s young male filibusterers were shot, sentenced to hard labor, or
garroted.37 Eugene counts among these fatalities, which enables Mabel to flout Freud’s
hypothesis that women renounce their sources of pleasure in a concession to the anatomical
superiority of men. As an alternative, women can always just campaign for men to pursue what
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Tom Chaffin calls the filibuster’s “fatal glory,” and stay at home to relish in the beauty of their
friends.
Mabel’s resistance to heterosexual romance is not just about her refusal to renounce the
phallic stage in which she pleasures herself rather than act as an instrument of pleasure for
someone else. It is also about her lack of a mother, or in Freudian parlance, the absence of a
maternal force to chastise her for masturbation. Mabel claims that unlike Genevieve, who takes
the good with the bad in her relationship with Ralph Dudley, she would never be able to settle
for such a mixed bag because she never had a maternal influence to teach her to be an earnest
compromiser. “You are pure, unalloyed gold,” she explains to Genevieve – who, fittingly, has
her mother by her side throughout the novel. “I am precious metal with any amount of dross. I
fear it will take the hot fire of misfortune to make me the earnest woman that I feel I ought to be.
If I had ever known a mother, who would have guided and controlled me by her love, I am sure I
would have been so much better and happier” (102). Mabel is unwilling to give up the parts of
herself that contain “any amount of dross,” or rubbish. She possesses an overriding sense of ego
and self-love, and her conviction of her own completeness means that she cannot conceive of
needing another mortal. She has no sense of lack. Her emphatic interest in unshackling Cuba has
nothing to do with recuperating something that is lacking or that has already been cut off. Rather,
it’s about plunging into a mixed alloy, a space devoid of differentiation.
Jacques Lacan’s notion of the Real is particularly apt for theorizing the “deathless dream
of joy” that Mabel perceives in the unempiricized universe. The Real accounts for the central
role of the mother in calibrating a subject’s desire, even if, for Lacan, that role is the creation of
lack. As Mabel concedes, the reason she cannot imagine settling for the mundane contentment of
a heterosexual relationship is that she lacks a mother. No maternal governess coaxed her to give
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up the phallic pursuit of pleasure (masturbation), and so she remains in the throes of a burning
desire to possess Cuba, the “Island Queen” (157), and to spend time with Genevieve in a
homosocial world of the home front.38 Lacan’s Real is the time and space of the mother, a realm
of undifferentiated wholeness preceding the triangulation of signs and systems. As with any
relationship between a child and mother, the Real is characterized by “excesses and lacks,
surpluses and deficits, flooding presences and draining absences.”39 The mother may be the
origin point of all life and desire, but as a looming figure she also oscillates between being
“overwhelmingly, stiflingly present” and, “in her strange, impenetrable alterity, also
frustratingly, uncontrollably absent or inaccessible.”40 Lacan thereby describes a dialectical
struggle in which our most innate desire to possess the mother is always unattainable. His
conclusion is that we are always inherently lacking, struggling to stem this tide of painful
absence.
As feminist critics have long argued, however, Lacan’s interpretation of the human
condition invites – necessitates, even – the mother’s erasure from the trajectory of psychosexual
development. She is inaccessible, a libidinal negativity, and therefore exempt from
psychoanalytic formulations about how our drives operate. Conveniently, then, it is the phallus
and the supposed omnipresent anxiety over its destruction, which is made to account for every
motive or complex in human nature. The mother’s slow fade to the background, then, her decline
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of significance as a human after instilling good moral and civic behavior in her children, is a
highly constructed and not at all naturally occurring erasure. In tandem with this erasure is a
embargo imposed on the Real. As Joseph Indaimo writes, the phallus stands to impede access to
the Real in order to
shield the subject from the catastrophe of self-annihilating love and return. The
Real is the forbidden object necessarily cut from the subject. From this Lacanian,
psychoanalytic perspective, the function of law, of functional moral law and
genuine ethics, is to keep the subject separate from the Real, to shield the subject
from being “swallowed up” by the Real…The function of the phallus is to deny
from what is good (deny any ethics of the Real) the Real object of desire, the
destructive force of unconscious desire against the conscious self.41
It is, accordingly, the Law of the Father that mandates a boundary against the Real. For the
wellbeing of a subject that doesn’t know what’s good for itself, a bit of a revision to the standard
liberal account of the sovereign and rational subject. What we want most of all, apparently, is an
oblivion that would swallow us up, that would destroy the conscious self. The following section
demonstrates how actual, judicial law as propagated by a “father” – the president -- bars subjects
from consummating their unconsciously self-destructive desires. This is not to say, however, that
all rules are followed, and the filibuster certainly represents one such instance.

Father Talks
Even if Pickens presents Mabel as a challenge to phallogocentric accounts of
psychosexual development, the Law of the Father remains a force to be reckoned with. The
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novel’s opening dialogue is between two generals, Narcisco López and John Quitman, discussing
the U.S. President’s prohibition of filibustering. The former is trying to convince the latter to
disobey the father, the President, and join the impending filibuster. This conversation reflects the
men’s real-life positions. López, whose 1851 filibuster was his second invasion of Cuba, had
appealed to his allies in the U.S. South to disobey the law and join the fun.42 Quitman, though
financially supportive of the expedition, was too concerned about his prospects for governor to
join in earnest. On August 11, 1851, with 400 recruits in tow and William Crittenden rather than
John Quitman serving as leading general, López sailed to Cuba on the Pampero,43 carrying the
banner whose design he had had commissioned by poet José Teurbe Tolón, which would become
the modern Cuban flag.44 López’s departure had been rushed, however. The U.S. government,
recently having decreed an anti-filibustering act,45 had gotten wind of their plans. López arrived
in Cuba, lacking in supplies and troops, and encountering a populace far from ready to take up
arms. Upon landing in El Morrillo on Cuba’s northwestern coast, López divided forces with
Colonel William Crittenden.46 Crittenden remained on the northern part of the island to protect
the supplies while López took the other half of the troops into the interior. Both divisions were

López’s native land was not Cuba, but Venezuela: fighting for Simon Bolivar’s army, he
found himself dispatched to Cuba, where he married the sister of a prominent U.S.-educated
creole planter (38). His annexation efforts from there on out would be in the service of an elite
network of planters. Cheating and gambling, however, he eventually separated from his wife in
1836 (39). Fatal Glory.
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attacked by the Spanish army, and while López’s band managed to escape further inland,
Crittenden’s faction quickly set sail for Key West. They were intercepted at sea and brought back
to Havana to be executed. Refusing to take a knee before execution by firearm, Crittenden
famously declared, “An American kneels but to his God” (143).
In Pickens’s rendering of the filibuster preparations, López insists that Cuba is in the
throes of insurrection, and that Quitman should take up a commanding position in the filibuster.
Quitman declines, but speaks at length about the injustice of the U.S. government banning
filibustering.47 Private filibustering missions had been very fruitful in acquiring land in Mexico,
and Quitman, who had in actuality lead the military during those conflicts, saw no validity in
President Fillmore’s decree. To Quitman he was simply the jealous father, blocking his son’s
drive to live out his masculine duty.
The President of the United States cannot, with propriety, by any act of his own,
estop himself from claiming the right to protect the life of an American citizen
under all circumstance; he has no right to will away the lives of freemen. If,
through his mistaken policy, he deems them erring, they are still the sons of
Washington, and their error is on the generous side of freedom. It is his duty, and
should be his pride, to shield and protect American interest. It is not his province
to wantonly assign away to a foreign power the lies and liberties of men by whose
sufferance he holds his position of limited – not absolute – power. He is not their
master, nor are they his slaves, to be thus delivered up at pleasure to the mercy of
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a despotic oppressor. (60)
Here, Quitman configures the President as a father who has an obligation to protect the young
American men who venture out into conflict in an uncertain world, irrespective of those men’s
motives. The monologue belies a sense that even if the son breaks the father’s proscription not to
meddle in Cuba, he ought to be treated like a raffish boy, simply having been mischievous and
given the benefit of the doubt, the “generous side of freedom.” As soon as this father takes a hard
stand, extending beyond his limited power to dictate the son’s actions, he effectively becomes a
master to enslaved subjects.
In the same breath that he paints a picture of the father’s unjust obstruction, Quitman
slips into a different pronoun use, moving from a subject of male president/father tyrannically
wielding his power to a “government,” suddenly feminized, doing wrong by her sons:
This assumption of absolute control – this taking on himself the right to withdraw
a government’s protection from her free-born sons, is unlawful and most
derogatory to the patriotic dignity of the man who stands in that position once
held by the ‘immortal lover of the people.’ It is an unnatural mother who forsakes
her child, and permits him to be harshly dealt with by a stranger. (60)
Quitman asserts that to allow Spain to punish and kill the filibusterers would be unnatural for a
loving mother, and that, in the case of a calamity, the government should swoop in and protect
the defenseless children of the republic. If she failed to protect “her free-born sons” on the shores
of Cuba, this Mother of the Republic would “condemning her children” for carrying out the
principles of freedom that constitute the American republic. Ultimately, Quitman decides, if
these children of America really were going to be punished for breaching the Neutrality Act, they
should have been chastised with the “loving kindness of a mother, and not with the violence of a
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despot.” For, although he’s coopted a metaphor of juvenilia up to this point, he now declares that
Americans are not “children to be frightened into a servile obedience!” It is a strange
contradiction that these men are both fully enlightened “freemen,” the epitome of the rational
subject, the life that matters, and children that ought to be met with leniency and compassion. 48
Next, the two men’s conversation takes a turn for the truly Oedipal. Quitman imagines
the bad mother, America, engaged in an unholy union with an illegitimate, tyrannical father:
“America, walking the waters, hand in hand with Spain, protecting the crown of a
despot…scaling her unholy faith even with the blood of her children” (173). Even though Cuba
is the alluring and desirable mother to which the President/father blocks access, those
designations shift only so slightly with this rhetorical flourish, in which mother America forms a
conjugal union with Spain, compromising the “blood of her children” quite literally, should this
union result in mixed offspring. I would venture that the reason for this shift from a tyrannical
father to an unnatural mother, as the force of repression, is that it’s impossible to imagine the
idea of the President, an actual white man, as a servant. Pickens shifts the subject to a feminine
government, the maternal sphere, which serves, like a conduit always does, as a wonderfully
convenient stand-in.49 Someone who has no right to wield authority could never be a father: it is
in fact natural for a father to have ultimate say.
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Love in a Time of Filibustering
The domestic framing of the novel fleshes out the stark Oedipal structure of the
filibustering quest, with the white women of Ellawarre plantation representing alternative modes
of desire. Genevieve Clifton is a compelling opposite of her bosom friend Mabel. Genevieve is
the prototypical southern belle. She loves her betrothed, Ralph Dudley, with extreme passion,
and is petulant about his plans to leave her for Cuba. She is so anxious about his absence that, in
true sentimental fashion, she is literally on her deathbed, about to expire, by the time he returns.
Ralph, for his part, is far more concerned with glory and honor than beginning a domestic life. A
rogue young scion struggling to live up to his dead father’s name, Ralph is hell-bent on making
the filibuster his claim to glory, just as his father did the U.S.-Mexican War. The less
conventional corollary to Genevieve and Ralph’s relationship is that of Mabel and Eugene.
Mabel swings into town utterly unattached, a tour de force of charm and wild enthusiasm.
Taking the most direct route to get in on the filibuster action, Mabel selects a beau who is about
to depart for the mission. Her courtship with Eugene happens off-stage and we only learn about
it after the fact, as Mabel reports it matter-of-factly to Genevieve. It is almost as if Pickens
cannot actually fathom Mabel, the ‘hardy man’ she has summoned as her proxy, acquiescing to a
heterosexual romance.
Genevieve expresses a wealth of doubts over Mabel’s hasty courtship with Eugene. Her
main protest is that Mabel is such a full person, that romance will never suit her. Relationships
work best, she thinks, when women can look to their men as their superiors; Mabel needs
someone with “strength of character, power of intellect to counsel and direct [her] own fitful,
passionate nature” (115). But this dynamic will be all but impossible for Mabel to find, so
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superior as she is to most humans. Interestingly, Mabel does not describe her connection with
Eugene as one of willing deferral, in which she sees in her partner a superior force on which she
will happily depend. To the contrary, Mabel’s description is that soft-spoken Eugene has taken
her heart by force. The connections to Spanish tyrants are prevalent. Consider the way Mabel
describes Eugene’s effect on her: though he is “not the strong, brave master of my destiny” she
couldn’t help but fall in love with him: he cast a spell on her, entering through her “every door of
[her] heart” which she had tried to “close and make fast.” Her reservations were futile:
When he comes, with the magic charm upon his lips, the portals unclose like
receding waves, and he enters like a conqueror and a king. With royal grace he
stands in the deep secret chamber of my soul; and as his dark, glorious eyes beam
with mocking tenderness, he whispers, Thou art mine! my treacherous heart
fervently responds, amen (116).
This is precisely the language Pickens used to describe the Spaniards approach to Cuba, which
raises the question of whether white men liberators or ensnarers, or, if this is not the question,
then whether or not Eugene is properly white. Would his relations with Mabel amount to an
ensnarement of this white woman, and thus a racial denigration of her bloodline? Pickens later in
the novel repeats the tale of dark seduction in reference to the Spanish, using the language of
Eugene’s courtship:
Hundreds of years have passed since Cuba, the Island Queen, smiled in the
gorgeous splendor of her beauty on the dazzled and enraptured Spaniards. Filled
with wonder and delight, they stood amazed at the wondrous beauty of the oceanborn goddess…With false promises on their lips, they encircled in their dark,
treacherous arms the fairest child of the southern waters. Once possessed, the
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deadly grasp of avarice and oppression crushed and marred her glorious
loveliness, sending her from torn bosom, a piteous and continued cry for mercy
and relief. No ear heeded the sweet, complaining voice; no breast heaved with
compassion for her wrongs; she wept over her bitter suffering in agonized
endurance, for there was no arm to screen or save. (168)
This implies Cuba’s colonization began with the island, a welcoming, nubile woman, being
deceived and imprisoned by rapacious Spaniards. Who is the ensnarer, who is bewitching who?
The island, like Mabel, seems to have the preternatural charm, but suddenly, as if on a whim, the
dark and deceitful man (Spaniard, Eugene) manages to disarm her. The whole telos of the novel
is ostensibly to free oneself from the shackles of tyranny, to save this “island queen,” another
white woman in distress, from rapacious men of color. Thus, how could the heroine’s courtship
story run parallel to this? It’s no wonder Eugene must be done away with, decapitated, for that
enacts on one level an overthrow of the (heterosexual) oppression to which Pickens/Mabel is
opposed.
The scene of Eugene’s execution alongside William Crittenden represents a kind of
unfulfilled consummation that would have been a perfect return to the mother and the Real but
that turns out to be a disruption of the potential heterosexual future between Mabel and Eugene.
The execution scene thus becomes a scene of latent homoerotic communion. Conveying the
height of nineteenth-century high sentimentality, the narrator invokes the executioners as
masculine projectiles: “Above the deep thunder of the drum the death-signal is given. They
wheel, they aim, they fire, and Cuba’s fate is sealed” (143). Of the martyrs and the “Island
Queen” they died for: “The rich, hot blood of the patriots dyes her soil, and consecrates her for
ever. She receives the baptismal drops of freedom, and she will be saved” (143). Between the
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executioners’ reckless, freewheeling emissions, to the soldiers’ bloody consecration of the
feminized earth, the scene is one of exploding erotic force. The scene that would otherwise be
one of intense intermingling – the Spanish’s spray of bullets, the Americans’ blood, and Cuba’s
earth, stops only slightly short of a proper consummation thanks to Crittenden’s refusal, his
promise that he would not kneel to another man. Even still, this brings to mind the specter of
coerced fellatio, the male rape that must be constantly kept at bay vis-à-vis images of the white
slave girl.
Averting the crisis of that specter, the scene returns safely to such an image of
heterosexual sex in the succeeding images of the executions’ aftershocks. Though Crittenden and
his men suffered brutal defeat, the narrator claims, the indignity of what transpired will live on as
[a] fire of indignation that is glowing in great and good hearts; its flames may be
suppressed, but they cannot be quenched; they leap higher, still higher; they burst,
they rage on the tyrant-trodden shore of the ‘Antilles Gem.’ (143)
The narrator anticipates they will have released a “fire” of revolution that, though perhaps
“suppressed” in the U.S., will live on in Cuba, bursting and raging along the perimeter of the
island, the precious pearl, the Antilles Gem.50 It is hard not to read this pulsing, bursting
language of indignation as an elevation of that most sacred, hidden, and protected gem of all –
women’s genitalia, the sublime and sacred entrance into that most Holiest of Holies that is, in
colonial discourse, made out to be the most precise symbol of sexual vulnerability.51 The fire of

Nineteenth-century sobriquets for the island include “The Queen, the Gem, the Pearl of the
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indignation that bursts in the wake of Crittenden’s beheading replicates this logic of preserving
female sexual purity. The narrator specifies that his fire will have a purifying effect, and that the
results will be that “the dross is consumed, the gold is refined; López is vindicated; Crittenden is
avenged and Cuba is free” (143). The invocation of various metals of differing value, mined
from the earth, is important. Gold signifies the undeniable value that burns through after the
noble mission comes about, unmediated, unquestioned value that withstands constructions of
society or time – unlike the masculine phallus that clearly could be so easily cut down – the
vagina, the womb. This should make us reflect on Mabel’s prior mention of dross as a descriptor
of herself as being full of dross, nothing like pure gold.
The fact that the novel’s sentimentalism, along with its deployment of women’s bodies to
convey that sentimentalism, leads irreducibly to a discussion of gold, relates to a broader
psychoanalytic argument about gold as a symbol of worth. These questions of inherent value are
always framed in terms of the phallus, made out to be the placeholder for worth in the excess, a
value not translatable with words or numbers – the same way gold is.52 In the above passage, of
course, the insinuation of female genitalia as the most precious element, to be revered and
protected, leads to the mention of gold, but we know this was only a quick detour to protect the
phallus, to pin women as the vulnerable entity (in the way that the white slave girl trope is used)
and to deflect from the truth of Crittenden the hero’s body as violable. This elaborate cover-up
shows the rifts in metrics of value – is gold so synonymous with the phallus after all? And what
is to be made of all these strains of male aimlessness and worthlessness that actually structure not
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just López’s filibustering mission but also the novel itself, as a recapitulation of this mission? I
would argue that Pickens, via Mabel, capitalizes on men’s need to escape a sense of the self as
“dross,” rubbish – to purify oneself back to gold with a mission that appears to do just that. Of
course, this moment of over-extension, of sticking one’s neck on the line that always
accompanies the imperial venture, is the optimal moment for Pickens to plunge everything into
the intermingling of dross of which she is so fond, by which she characterizes her very self.
Burning away the dross is a ritual of purification that only leads to a miscegenation-like
intermingling is replicated with another pseudo-stand-in for Pickens, in the surprising execution
scene of an aristocratic Cuban woman, who perhaps comes closest and most graphically to
represent the perils of being entrapped like The Greek Slave. We meet the stately creole woman
Oralize, only just the most imperceptible shade from white, through Scipio. After Scipio and
José manage to retrieve Eugene’s bullet-ridden body and bring it to José’s abode, tall, beautiful
Oralize woman enters the dwelling. She is a vision: speaking the “gliding music of the Spanish
tongue,” she cuts a statuesque figure in a “white dress was gathered low off her beautiful
shoulders, fastened at her breast by a rich girdle of gold and purple silk. Her large, lustrous eyes
were sad, even pitying, shedding a holy, Madonna expression” (145). She is of high birth, with
finely cut features and an “exquisite Grecian head.” Her mother was a Louisianan Creole, and
she “love[s] all Americans” (145). She is the cosmic, almost primeval, glowing figure of
maternity – immaculate, of course – while signaling strongly as the statuesque The Greek Slave.
Oralize is deeply moved by the sight of Eugene’s dead, improperly buried body, and seeks to
grant him proper funeral rites. While doing so, she retrieves from him a little flag that Mabel had
sewn for him and weaves it into her own hair. She then pens Mabel a letter. “Lady, we are
strangers, but I have wept for you and your brave countrymen,” she writes. “I am standing where
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you would sacrifice your life to stand” (147). As a stand-in for Mabel, Oralize completes a
circuit of women facilitating men’s endeavors, at the beginning, end, and throughout life – a
mother in birth; Mabel in encouraging the filibuster; and Oralize in commemorating it. Scipio
carries this letter back to Mabel, rounding out the circuit of sentimental labor around Ralph’s
death.
Just as quickly as this circuit comes together, it falls away. Thanks to her family’s
support of the rebellion, Oralize is hauled off to be interrogated about the whereabouts of some
important papers. The life of her father, already imprisoned, hangs in the balance. Oralize refuses
to cooperate, condemning herself and her father to death. Thus we get the second of three
dramatic execution scenes. This one, described with all of the sentimental conventions of
women’s suffering that animate works such as The Greek Slave, is particularly stunning, because
the looming threat of bodily harm that haunts images of white female slavery now come to a
head. Oralize is offered up as a sacrificial lamb, her whiteness evidently not pure enough to
protect her within the novel’s race/gender hierarchy of worth.53 Oralize “covered her face with
her hands, and the low groan of a woman’s agony thrilled the room” (153). She refuses to yield
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to their request to give up the rebels. “You may crush my limbs with torture, you may throw my
body on the rack, but you cannot, you cannot bring one word to my lips. Thou art already drunk
with generous blood; does it need a woman’s agony to complete the unholy feast?” (152), she
demands. She would rather die than carry a “guilty soul from a darker crime” (152), which here
means betrayal, but in a more conventional setting, might mean letting oneself fall victim to rape,
losing one’s purity through intercourse. Praying to “our holy mother, our blessed Virgin,”
Oralize commits herself to a purity of the soul, refusing to betray her father but simultaneously
condemning him to death.
Thus in maintaining her purity, Oralize loses her head. The scene is uncannily like one of
castration. An axe, wielded by a “negro” of “revolting appearance,” severed her “frail neck”
(153/4). As in Crittenden and Eugene’s executions, this moment of release and detachment – the
swing of the axe, the drop of the head – is followed with the florid language of intermixing: “The
warm rich blood of the young Cuban gurgled on the luxurious carpet.” Though “[e]very vestige
of the bloody deed was removed,” with no remaining sign of “how the life-stream of the Cuban
girl mingled with the strong blood of freemen” (154), there if finally a welcome immersion into
all of the jouissance that Pickens has been seeking: “Darkly, silently,” the chapter ends, Oralize’s
body “was cast into the sea” (154). Along with the “foreign-looking” Eugene, gone is another
person whose whiteness was an illusion. Both were impeded before they could procreate; white
colonization of the island would in this way be magically devoid of the kind of broken down
racial barriers that in some moments so excited Pickens. But even with these lives brought to an
end, the execution was something Pickens could revel in. In a way that Mabel fantasizes about in
her talk of feelings and connections without wanting to empiricize them, Oralize literally loses
her head and returns to the great mother of the sea.
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Slumping Swords, Queen Mothers
Pickens’s recitation of the events of the filibuster was largely true to history, though
always imbued with pregnant symbolism. After López and his men are waylaid in the island’s
interior, for instance, she describes their sinking morale and desperation for supplies with a
literal slump. In an embellishment of a true story, López realizes he must kill his horse to feed
his men,54 but cannot do it himself – he “had a strange, yet natural attachment for the animal” –
and so delegates the task to a soldier, who becomes an “executioner” standing “irresolute” (159).
Pickens declines to describe the actual slaughter, instead waxing poetic about the animal’s
bravery, but we can infer that the soldier completes the task. “At last his sword (the only weapon,
besides the one worn by López, which they possessed) drooped, and he walked away” (159),
seemingly in shame. The drooping sword, not to mention the scarcity of these phallic weapons, is
a signal that the father has failed irredeemably. López has led his men to certain defeat.
Compounding this, in a move that is undertaken selflessly but stings like a father’s repudiation,
he deserts his men, knowing that being captured in his company would be a death sentence to
them.
López is eventually captured and publicly garroted at the behest of the Spanish queen. In
actuality, his execution was a massive spectacle, attracting crowds in the thousands.55 Pickens
goes to extra lengths to recast what was a castration of sorts as a brave martyring. To her, López
dies a veritable saint, “a shining form of light” illuminating his body (185), his only fault having
been being too trusting a soul. Echoing Crittenden’s refusal to kneel to any man, López
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proclaims, “I acknowledge no Queen” (181). Crittenden’s refusal is, interestingly, reconfigured
here as a rejection of the all-powerful mother. López will acknowledge no female power that he
has in fact previously identified as the very allure of Cuba – a natal, womblike birthplace “from
his earliest recollection he had loved Cuba with the strong peculiar love which men feel for their
native land, that love which had made her his destiny” (174).56 But perhaps there is a way to
return to this natal mother without acknowledging the queen. He manages to look past the priest,
a “holy father” presiding over the execution, and the executioner with a “white cap over his face”
(185), in order to stare out at the Cuba he loves so much, “forgetting all, he gazed fondly in the
distance on the purple mountains and the waving verdure,” calling out, as if to a lover, “Cuba –
dear Cuba! – adieu!” (185).
The great, immaculate mother and the sadistic monarch are dangerously proximate here.
These roles indeed mark out the pendulum swing that structured Lacan’s sense of the Real. The
mother’s role in nineteenth-century American culture was to exert an enormous amount of
influence in the domestic household. Ken Parille writes of “domestic ideology’s tendency to
figure the mother as the locus of familial sentiment” in the nineteenth century, an arrangement in
which children were imagined to learn and grow in response to appeals made by their mother, on
the basis of her moral and emotional bonds with them.57 Women were supposed to be constantly
teaching, constantly emitting emotional information. This is partially how Pickens understands
her literary project, meant to inculcate readers with patriotic feeling and political action. As
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Mabel explains that women “exert on society a great and good influence,” in a manner that is,
predictably, about women’s function as a facilitator:
Woman has great power, if she would realize and accept it. It is conceded that
early education has much to do with a man’s future course. Then the mother,
though she cannot herself struggle in active life, yet in the mind of hers on she can
lay the foundation of that strength which may, in after years, hold the storm of
strife obedient to his will. The mother may implant in her boy that love for right
and truth, which will fill the man with lofty aspirations for good. It is woman,
after all, who crowns the hero. (105)
The idea that woman “crowns the hero” feels strangely monarchical, passing the sovereign good,
the phallus, the love of what’s right and good, down the chain of posterity in the form of a
crown. As in López’s execution, where he repudiates the queen but relishes returning to a great
mother, a natal wonderland, there is everywhere ambiguity about the status of femininity.
In part, because Pickens is invested in sending her “sons” to the garrote, a castration that
works towards a blissful realm of non-differentiation, she is less able to imagine a novel that
actually carries through on its pedagogical promises to teach, to inculcate readers to be sage
readers of the publics to which they belong. The worst advice, championed by Mabel who insists
everyone goes to war, is followed, while Genevieve’s sound advice is dismissed. “Ralph,”
Genevieve pleas, “a patriot loves his own country, and respects her laws. Will, then, a truehearted American involve his country in trouble because of a miserable, cowardly race, who are
no quite determined if they will say yes or no to the daring band of adven–” But Ralph is
unprepared to be shaped by a woman. Like Mabel, he is an orphan, and lacked a model of
restraint and rectitude. For Ralph, reason does not matter, or at the very least, it cannot come
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through the channel of a woman’s mouth: “how absurd a woman is when she attempts to
reason!” (68), he interjects.58 Clearly, the typical mother as pedagogue is not in play; the
repressive function has petered out, and full steam ahead is a dive into the gurgling blood,
tortured groans, and lopped-off heads that abound in Cuba.

Rovin’ Dispersition: Seeking Worth in Gold
How to explain all of this libidinal negativity, this embrace of radical defeat, abjection,
and nothingness? A theorization of worthlessness, of what Mabel considers her close proximity
to “dross,” rubbish, brings us to a discussion of just this negativity. Specifically, that is because
her relationship to it is not one of shame – she is in love with herself and wants to recuperate
dross as the glorious and impure thrill that it is. So, really, this becomes a question of how
Freudian psychoanalysis narrates the castration complex, a linear trajectory that moves male
individuals from a place of fear and insecurity (ideally) to one of having overcome this neurosis,
and women – excluded from this complex from the very beginning – without a way to overcome.
Their worthlessness, it turns out, must always be held in suspension.
Freud posited men’s fear about their penis dropping off or being castrated as the driving
force of everything – certainly the reason the father needs to be killed off. The value imbued to
the phallus, as above and beyond just the physical penis itself, is unmatched, and so society is
organized in a perfectly phallogocentric way. But as Calvin Thomas and others point out,
castration anxiety as an explanation for all fears and anxieties is a bit of a deus ex machine
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intervention in a saga of human development that might be far more troubling. Elsewhere, Freud
himself claims that children identify themselves with its feces – “It is a universal conviction
among children,” he writes, “that babies are born from the bowel like a piece of faeces:
defaecation is the model of the act of birth.”59 Based on the notion that detaching parts of the
body and extending them as gifts brings “[f]aeces – money – gift – baby – penis” into symbolic
parity, “represented too by the same symbols,”60 Freud acknowledges that the confusion or
perhaps unconscious repression regarding the mother’s anatomy leads children to believe that
they came from the same place that produces refuse. Refuse itself is a troubling category since
caretakers are both so encouraging of these small gifts produced by children, and teach that it is
to be disavowed, a waste product literally refused. In the infant’s economy of expulsions, all that
which is detachable – feces, babies, and penis (since mom does not have one) – can be construed
a generous extension of the self, interchangeable gifts.
Interestingly, however, Freud casually drops the troubling equation that arises here
between self and waste is, pursuing castration as a primary source of conflict. Thomas suggests
this is because the former revelation is simply too unsettling to sit with: “[t]here is something
quite undividable and unstable about anality that phallogocentrism wants decided, wants to
escape, occlude, repress, or secure.”61 It is better to imagine there is something fundamentally
valuable vested in the penis, and that the overriding cause of neurosis is not the precondition of
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disposability but the fear of losing this value. We cannot open ourselves to the possibility that
we, too, are refuse, dross. What’s more, the phallogocentric line erases the mother as a generator
of primal desires and anxieties, displacing them onto the father as the potential castrator only.
The malaise that accompanies the possibility of being worthless certainly hangs around
Ralph. He assumes that Mrs. Clifton, his betrothed’s mother, dislikes him, but her feelings are a
little more nuanced. She does not think he’s worthless, but she certainly thinks he acts in ways
diametrically opposed to pure masculine honor. “Though brave, generous, and unselfish, he was
passionate and wayward – impatient of the slightest control; rash and daring, he followed every
fresh impulse, regardless of everything but his own honest conviction of its worth” (76). Ralph,
in addition to being rash and impulse, is awfully lukewarm on committing to a domestic life with
Genevieve. The valiant work of rescuing Cuba is far more alluring, and puts him in close
proximity with great, honorable men. Although he doesn’t consider himself “a worshipper of
Heroes,” and denies having “servile admiration for men of high estate,” he is a stalwart fan of
López. He concedes,
I do respect that power which makes, which takes position…I mean that station
which he [López] holds, who has by the stainless purity of his political career, by
the honest sincerity and integrity of every purpose, enveloped himself in the
confidence of a people whom he has faithfully served. Ah! This is real fame. (69)
Ralph adulates the power and position López wields by virtue of his good character (a trusting
nature that, as we come to find out, is his fatal undoing). Ralph’s restlessness and avoidance of
matrimony, and his adoration of fellow soldiers, may indeed be connected. As Zachary Lamm
points out, the novel certainly presents separate spheres charged up with homosocial energy, a
division of the sexes that enables queer fantasy. The novel is a “queering of domestic fiction,
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exploiting the erotic potential of the homosocial spaces produced when men disappear for the
front, leaving women home alone.”62
The distinction Ralph makes between being a servile admirer of men in high positions
and actually loving men for their honor and integrity suggests that what he’s prioritizing is a
quality that is ineffable, in excess of what can be articulated, the same characteristics as the
phallus. This is the impulse behind Ralph’s desire to filibuster – pursuing an alliance with the
phallus. Unfortunately, the filibuster provides no opportunity to perform masculine heroics,
dismal failure that it is. Ralph will have to continue contending with the sense of worthlessness
that propelled him to embark on the expedition. He survives in the interior of the island, guarding
López until the latter finally stakes out on his own. Ralph returns to Louisiana just in time to
revive the delirious Genevieve. Marriage is still not, however, in the picture: the filibuster has
bankrupted him, and he plans to sell off his estate. Feeling useless and ashamed because of his
poor financial choices, he tries to disappear into the night and renege on his betrothal to
Genevieve. Ralph writes Genevieve’s mother a letter confessing that he must leave for a distant
home, insisting he must “now be the ‘architect’ of my own fortune.” This is now peak
worthlessness, for the honorable white man who must be a steward of his bloodline: “Lost—all
lost, but life, and that hangs like a curse upon me.” He’s lost the “home of [his] forefathers”
(194). Reduced to selling the estate to strangers, he will be a “guest in the halls of my ancestors.”
“I know depression is unmanly,” he concedes, but he cannot marry Genevieve while he is
wretched and penniless. “Though I free her, yet I cannot free myself,” he offers valiantly, always
the freer of bonded women.
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While a woman tried to talk sense to Ralph before, it is now his slave Marmion’s turn to
talk some sense. Marmion encourages Ralph to take a mortgage and go to California to strike it
rich. This sage adviser knows Ralph’s solution would be an unacceptable dishonor to the family:
“you better uv died, sir, when you wus a little fatherless boy in dese ole arms, ‘fore you brung
disgrace on you an me too, an’ dem dat’s gone. God a’mighty hep me! my master’s chile dun
give me up…” (201). Marmion advises him, “you know, ef money en be made, he’ll make it;
and he luvs you is he luved yo father fore you; and ef you wus his own son, eh wouldn’t do no
better part by you. You’s got a rovin’ dispersition; you ken go to Callyforny, and nothin thought
of it; when you cum back, den all’ll be straight an hushed up, an no hard feelings against
nobody.” And so Ralph strikes out for riches in “the Eldorado of the western world – the gold
breasted shore of California” (203), a hail Mary play to avoid confronting one’s worthlessness.
In one sense, Ralph’s eleventh-hour detour to California brings full circle the novel’s
discussion of the Mexican-American War, of which his father was such a star participant, thus
drawing Ralph’s admittedly failed exploits in the Caribbean into a continuum with those out
West. Mainly, however, the significance is psychoanalytical: poor Ralph seeks an unmediated
form of value, something to shore up his inherent sense of lack. If it doesn’t work in Cuba, then,
ideally, it will in the gold rush. It is no coincidence that this moment of heightened worthlessness
and depression is assuaged with a brush of cross-racial identification: “Ef I was white, I knows I
could fix it straight fur you” (198/99), concludes Marmion. Equally remarkable is Ralph’s
response: “I wish to God you were, and I in your place; we would see what you would make of
this” (199). If readers are left with the sneaking suspicion that masculinity is fallible, that the
phallus has taken a hit, then we should be able to anticipate a resurgence of these minstrel
themes.
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Shortly prior, Ralph had been rescued by another of his slaves in Cuba. Scipio had
managed not only to recuperate and bury Eugene’s body, but also discover Ralph passed out
from starvation in the island’s interior, about to be bludgeoned by a Spanish soldier. Scipio
sneaks up from behind and kills the assailant, performing a deft feat that white men’s code of
honor would have forbidden. He also, importantly, steals enough money from the Spaniard to get
Ralph and himself off the island. Both slave characters, then, produce the economic means to
keep their white counterparts afloat in the crises they have created for themselves, in literal,
transactional ways and not merely abstractly, through their unpaid labor.

You Would Be Mine: Forging Chains of Alloyed Dross
Not surprisingly, by the time Ralph returns to Louisiana, bereft of any self worth, he is
quite amenable to the idea of aligning himself with a form of unmediated value – “the goldbreasted shores of Eldorado” (203). Elizabeth Ferry describes gold’s quality of having selfevident value, what she calls its “immediacy” of value – “the emphasis of gold’s physical
qualities as ratification of that immediate value.”63 What’s been lost in Ralph’s adulation of the
phallus can be rediscovered in Eldorado. Gold functions in the way the phallus was supposed to;
it “claim[s] to exist beyond signification.”64 Gold literally restores Ralph’s good name, enriching
him and allowing him to compensate for his many faults. The novel wraps up like any comedy
would, with a double wedding between Ralph and his ever-patient Genevieve and Mabel and the
new suitor for whom she has settled, a certain Stuart Raymond.
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The plot moves from Mabel expressing concern for “poor fellow I am to marry” (111) to
her veritably being that white woman in chains – for Raymond really goes to possess her. It is
unclear why Mabel resigns herself to this entrapment. Perhaps that Pickens can’t actually figure
out a way for Mabel around this heterosexual paradigm. She was not able to in her own life, in
any case. After losing her beloved Crittenden in the filibuster, Pickens found herself resigned, a
few years later, to marrying the much older and very rich Francis Pickens.65 Stuart perceives her
as the conduit to all good things, and in this way, must make her his. He describes the
development of falling in love with her as a moving into self-value:
I was nothing until I knew you; then I felt that you might make me everything. I
loved you not as I had or might love another, but with that entireness of devotion,
which fills the heart but once. I felt that in all the wide world there was nothing
like you; therefore, it could exist for you alone…I knew that you would be mine;
that though you did not then love me with the tenderness of your woman’s nature,
yet you responded to my devotion, with the mental strength of your being. I felt
that my love was your destiny, and you must take it…Now,” he continued with all
that manly fondness and pride, “you are mine, ever mine, and that is all happiness.
The world may fall away, its brilliant light go out, but darkness cannot be with me
while you remain; my spirit-light! my heart-legislator! for there shall its beautiful
influence molding me into a better man…You will make me self-reliant and
strong; your glorious smile will dispel despair, and point ‘ever upward, ever
onward. (208)
Stuart describes Mabel as the force of progress, which was the same impulse that made her want
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to spread freedom to Cuba. In spite of this intrepid heart, pushing ever forward, she winds up like
the Greek Slave, which perhaps could have been predicted all along. Now, in marriage, she is
hamstrung by someone else. Owned, she is still an instrumental tool, the conduit by which Stuart
accrues his sense of worth. He claims that she offers him, paradoxically, his self-reliance, and
keeps him from despair and darkness. For a faltering masculinity after a shoring up of the
phallus, with unmediated values such as gold, the conception of men’s self-reliance as occurring
through a women seems especially troubling.
To conclude, The Free Flag of Cuba plots out a slippery slope between white women as
victors, champions, inviolable placeholders of goodness; and the opposite, the exposed, violated,
but still beautiful, still very sympathetic creatures of bondage. Evidently, the position of freedom
versus enslavement is not truly static. Women’s switchpoint function, the utilitarian role that
Stuart describes, is precisely how Cuba is made to function in the novel – as a conduit through
which enormous energies pass. Cuba becomes part of the novel’s theme of circulation and of
being a fulcrum. Mabel performs this by stoking excitement about the filibuster, insisting the
men go, and setting up a displacement that might enable a return to a sense of wholeness in selfdefinition. Cuba will offer a place of wholeness to her, filled with a desire to retain the phallic
stage. More than simply an enchained white slave, Cuba turns out not to offer quite what
woman’s bodies are always supposed to offer – refuge and return, the womb. This is a return that
beheads, which might have been preferable to Mabel’s domestic life Stuart.
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CHAPTER 4
ALL DIVIDING LINES WIPED OUT:
BORDERLESS ECONOMIES OF THE POSTEMANCIPATION HOME AND MARKET

The possibility of institutional reproduction is present as long as status
inequalities under one institutional arrangement translate into inequalities
under another arrangement.
—Martin Ruef, Between Slavery and Capitalism, 53.1

As the Civil War dragged on, early hopes for Confederate victory waned and some southerners
looked elsewhere for a place to raise cash crops, hold onto their slaves, and continue profiting
grossly from unfree labor. At various points during the war but mainly toward its end,
Confederates congregated in the river cities of Galveston, New Orleans, and Mobile to embark
on migrations to Cuba, Mexico, and Brazil, “clinging to antebellum dreams of yeoman republics
built on a foundation of hard work, docile labor, and racial entitlement.”2 Americans had was a
range of motives for leaving the United States, from being “true believers” in the Confederacy,
as Matthew Pratt Guterl puts it, to being pragmatic mercenaries seeking to sidestep the collapse
of the South’s cotton economy.3 Whatever the impetus, this exodus is an important and
overlooked facet of Reconstruction, a period most often described in domestic terms of a North
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and South coming back together.4 This alternative hemispheric mode in which “the South”
reconstructed itself – by pursuing new territory and reimagining borders – adds another
dimension to the question of what happened to slavery after the Emancipation Proclamation.
Critical interventions have managed to push against the narrative of progress that implies slavery
simply disappeared, showing how it lived on in various new forms. This argument reached
mainstream audiences recently with Ava DuVernay’s Netflix documentary, 13th, which tracks a
direct genealogy from chattel slavery to mass incarceration, showing that the economic losses
suffered by plantation owners were recouped in the form of penal contract labor.5 The legacy of
southerners leaving the United States and seeking out slave societies in Mexico, Cuba, and
Brazil, however, presents another afterlife of American slavery: not that it ceased, not that it
transmuted in form, but that it simply found new geographic coordinates.
This chapter examines From Flag to Flag: A Woman’s Adventures and Experiences in
the South during the War, in Mexico, and in Cuba (1889), Eliza McHatton’s memoir of
commandeering a Cuban sugar plantation after the Civil War. It focuses on the ways that Eliza
McHatton, the ideal paracolonial facilitator, faithfully warded off threats to the phallocentric
order that chattel slavery itself was designed to uphold. There is no signs of libidinal negativity,
only a propping up of “the penis,” its exchange rates, currencies, and stocks. That does not mean,
however, that the will to an entropic unraveling, to a violent obliteration, did not eventually rise
up to meet the McHattons. By the late 1870s, Eliza and James perceived the winds of change in
Cuba – the gradual emancipation of slaves and lax racial relations, what Eliza describes as the
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“ruinous” engulfment of a way of life, being “faxed out of existence.”6 After nearly a decade
spent taming an unruly labor force, dodging rural bandits, and contending with corrupt tax
collectors, James broke down from exhaustion and Eliza, newly widowed, packed up and left the
island for New York City. In spite of her paracolonial attempts to establish boundaries, clean,
order, guard and ward off foreign elements, the McHatton patriarch was met with his demise in
Cuba – the kind of fleeting dismantling of the white phallocentric order that she perhaps could
not admit in this earlier memoir, but that becomes more evident in the memoir written at the eve
of her death in 1912. In Social Life in New Orleans, McHatton admits the pleasures of an
intimate, racially mixed slave economy, and, particularly, the proximity it allows to the black
female bodies that she associates with security and sustenance.
Before addressing at Eliza’s archetypal performance as a switchpoint, however, I
examine another instance of Confederate migration, that of a group of settlers who attempted to
found a colony in Brazil called Lizzieland. The juxtaposition of the McHattons and Lizzieland
highlights the distinguishing features of migration to Cuba, generally undertaken by affluent,
experienced, and well-connected planters, and that to Brazil or Mexico, undertaken by less
moneyed southerners perhaps looking to get in on a landowning and slaveowning opportunity
that evaded them in the U.S.7 Those who went to Brazil left the States with notions of
reconstituting the Confederacy and achieving political autonomy and prosperity. Yet, facing
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harsh environmental conditions and failing to realize any rags-to-riches stories, their hopes for
the consolidation of a community identity quickly dissolved and most returned to the United
States. Southerners in Cuba, on the other hand, had not gone seeking the preservation of an
identity. Cuba had long been the projected site for southerners to expand their slavery
productions, with intentions of founding “a gigantic tropical slave empire.”8 Wealthy Americans
had had a foothold in the upper echelons of Cuban society long before the war, and this only
increased through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Slavery in Cuba was robust, the
aftermath of an early nineteenth-century “Sugar Revolution” spurred by France’s loss of
plantation holdings in Haiti.9 Major cities like Havana and Santiago de Cuba were developed by
the Spanish elites who exploited brutal systems of chattel slavery and, later, coolie laborers,10
and technology and infrastructure was constantly improving.11 For Confederates moneyed
enough to participate in the already flourishing slave economy of Cuba, migration from the
South was a far less risky prospect.

White Racial Fantasy
Part of the enthusiasm of Ballard S. Dunn, Lizzieland’s founder, for moving to Brazil
was the fantasy of gaining dominion over land and laborers, a position of power that had
seemingly evaporated for the defeated white man of the Reconstruction South. Here, as the
8
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aspirational slave-owner, he could hope to resume a position of unchallenged racial dominance.
This worked along an axis of gender as well. Southern men, emasculated by their capitulation to
the federal government, were libidinally invested in possessing the feminized Brazilian
landscape, claiming it, somewhat paradoxically, as both the site of virgin soil and a fecund,
pregnant Mother Nature. The dynamics of race and gender worked slightly differently for
McHatton. Her experience was animated by the chance to take transnational capitalism to its
logical conclusion. In her memoir she paints herself as a homeless, stateless sojourner who was
merely the figure of a circulating bank, doling out valuable forms of capital where it promised
the greatest returns. The capital she safeguards is not just seed money to run the Cuban
plantation but also the human capital of an Anglo-Saxon work ethic and feminine
trustworthiness; it is her identity as an upstanding white woman, in contrast to the army of black
and Asian men laboring around her, that she believes makes her a safe repository and cultivator
of value(s). She affirms the premise of which Irigaray is skeptical, that women could be so selfabnegating as to labor only the preservation of the phallus. While Dunn moves to Brazil in
search of a range of pleasures and affirmations that would build himself out as the patriarch,
McHatton holds herself entirely at bay to serve the phallus.

Dead Wives and Fathers: Rearing Monuments in Faraway Lands
Encouraged by a welcoming Brazilian government, numerous civic and religious leaders
in the South proposed a relocation of the Confederacy to Brazil after the Civil War.12 They

“So numerous were the searching parties that they found themselves encountering each other
out on the hunt, and sometimes negotiating for the same tract of potential cotton-growing land.
But the memory of shared hard times in the South brought out the best in them, and they worked
cooperatively in most cases. Over a dozen groups were exploring along the coast and into some
portions of the interior of the state of Sao Paulo. Harter, 33
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managed to pique the interest of many middle and upper class southerners, on the whole inciting
an estimated 4,000 “Confederados” to migrate as individuals or groups.13 One of the more
notable recruitment profiles was that of the charismatic Reverend Ballard S. Dunn, minister of
St. Philip’s Episcopal Church in New Orleans, who convinced several hundred southerners to
trade the war-torn South for a colony he was erecting in the lush São Paulo region.14 Dunn had
billed “this modern Eden” as the picture of tropical plenitude, brimming with cheap labor, free
land, rich soil, and profitable crops.15 In the winter and spring of 1867, his followers reached the
huge tract up the Juquiá River that Dunn had christened “Lizzieland” after his recently deceased
wife and slowly began to settle it.16 Before the year was out, though, the region suffered a
terrible flooding and Dunn absconded with the colony’s loans. Lizzieland was promptly
disbanded.17
Dunn had not gone about establishing Lizzieland halfheartedly. He had made a
preliminary scouting trip through the southern Brazilian interior. He had also published a popular
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book, Brazil: A Home for Southerners (1866), highlighting the untapped potential of Brazil and
the impossibility of a southerner remaining in the United States. The text is akin to Thomas
Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia, a survey of the country’s climate, soil, livestock, labor,
government, and society. Brazil is a persuasive guide, imploring southerners to take up the
opportunity for colonization at every turn. It is also rather emotional: Dunn is clearly enraged by
losing the war. His preferred mode of describing northern oppression was through the idiom of
cultural plunder, implying that what was really being stolen in the South’s defeat was not slave
labor, but culture in the form of southern sophistication, arts, and identity. On the telltale signs
that the South was being gutted by a rapacious North, he asserts:
Hear, perhaps, the familiar tones of the identical piano, over whose keys once
swept, with magic power, the taper fingers of my own loved cousins, tortured by
the clumsy paws of one who never could have been mistress of such an
instrument, but for the fortunes of war; see, possibly, upon the shelves of a
Massachusetts cobbler, the choice volumes of a Southern gentleman’s library; or
hear the harsh voice of a New England auctioneer, crying off, to the highest
bidder, the rare paintings of the first masters, the accumulations of years of
judiciously exercised taste.18
Northern carpetbaggers were not fit to wield the finely tuned instruments of southern culture,
Dunn argues. He foregrounds a theft of culture, as though this was the field in which the South
was most distinct – not in economic or labor systems, the chattel slavery that actually was
abolished by the federal government.19 Dunn misrepresents the threat to a so-called southern way
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of life – a theft of arts and not labor – which allows him to portray Brazilian colonization as a
cultural venture. Migrating to Lizzieland will be the reclamation of a cohesive cultural identity.
But the unscrupulous reverend abandoned his design at the first sign of difficulty, meaning that
his commitment to the principles of southern migration was at best middling and at worst, a ruse.
Was this to be a home for southerners, or a get-rich-quick scheme? The establishment of a
culturally unified colony, or a ploy to capitalize on cheap labor and open land (a maneuver
which, when thwarted, would send Dunn packing immediately)? The distinction is important,
since the notion of a fundamental southern culture is often invoked to shield racial and economic
regimes of violence from reproach.20 If Dunn was claiming a desire to preserve southern culture
but was in fact only a mercenary, his would be an instructive example of the rhetorical
maneuvers used to prop up transnational capitalism and foreign occupations.
Southerners were motivated to migrate by a range of social and economic factors, in part
responding to the novel situation wrought by the Civil War and in part simply carrying on an
earlier strain of hemispheric expansionism, which had long been a feature of American public
discourse. Claire Wolnisty observes that expansionism had never been perfectly uniform in its
causes and outcomes, and that before the Civil War, sectional interests, debates about
designating new states free or “slave,” interpretations of the Monroe Doctrine, and the push to
secure trade routes were some of the varied factors in western migration, each outweighing what
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is popularly thought to be the major impetus, the ideology of Manifest Destiny.21 A certain kind
of manifest destiny had indeed been at play in slave-owners’ interests in the hemisphere, and that
was to realize the “southern dream of a Caribbean empire” through filibustering or commerce –
somewhat different than “the great experiment of liberty” that was Manifest Destiny’s original
definition.22 But the dream of any kind of empire dissipated after the war and the pursuit of
territory in the Atlantic world became more privatized. “Unlike their expansionistic filibustering
predecessors,” Wolnisty writes, “southern emigrants to Brazil endorsed ideas devoid of nationbuilding rhetoric. Southerners promoted escapism and individual enterprise in Brazil instead of
advocating for the creation of an Anglo-Saxon slave empire in the West and Latin America.”23
This approach certainly marks a change from that of Eliza Pickens, who viewed the filibustering
of Cuba as a way to put the U.S. South in a position of hemispheric leadership, and embraced an
at least abstract vision of transnational connectivity. After the Civil War, to the contrary, the
conversation around the American presence in Latin America was far more individualistic and
private.
Dunn sought to reinstate a certain kind of nation – the Confederacy – and distanced
himself from the idea that colonization was a cash grab. He prefaces Brazil by stating that
immigration should not be motivated by greed – “not that I believe [Americans] could not
improve their pecuniary condition by immigrating to Brazil, but because this is an unworthy
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motive from which to leave one’s country.”24 At the same time, if great riches happened to be
waiting elsewhere, if emigrants’ “destiny must be onward and upward to a degree of prosperity
unknown to other countries,”25 who could be blamed? While one shouldn’t emigrate solely to get
rich, one should renounce one’s motherland when it is no longer a hospitable home. “Why
should we remain in a country,” he demands, “where we find that there is neither present, nor
prospective, security, for life, liberty and property?”26 Dunn’s argument follows that the
indignities rained down upon southerners made it practically unmanly to remain in the U.S.
Under the rule of Reconstruction, southern property in the form of taxes, women, and estates,
including land and formerly enslaved African Americans, was far too easily commandeered. The
insult was just as much cultural as it was economic, and he figured both types of injury were
resolvable through migration.
One Dalton Yancey, son of notorious Alabaman fire-eater William Yancey, expressed a
similar set of motives for Brazilian migration. In fact, the Confederate soldier inquired with
Dunn about Lizzieland before he wound up traveling to Brazil with only his brother.27 Shortly
after the Civil War, Yancey had moved to New York City in search of cotton trading contracts,
initially hopeful that his family name would garner connections. His feelings about the North
might have been tolerable if business had come through – New York, after all, had long been the
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financial bedfellow of the cotton South – but the failure to find work was crushing. In a letter to
his mother, Yancey attributes his reasons for moving to Brazil to
[m]y dislike & disgust for this Gov’t & my desire to establish a home for myself
& the family are the first. But there is another, which is more cogent still & which
finds a deeper seat in my heart. To the attainment of my object, means are
essential & I go there to obtain them. The result of the war has blasted all my
hopes, and history, as will be written by Bancroft, will attempt to take from us our
character & honor. Hence my purpose. I would rear a monument over the ashes of
him who has gone [his father], that would be a fit emblem of his greatness & that
would outlive the nation that would dishonor him.28
Yancey indicates a desire to establish a home for the family. For him the U.S. was no longer
symbolically home – his point of view was to be written out of history – and because it was not a
place where his economic hopes could be realized, it could not be the site of a physical home,
either. His resistance was fleeting, however. He returned to the U.S. shortly after finding
disappointing prospects in Brazil, and managed a perfectly active career in the legal field.29
Evidently, being at home in the national family meant having one’s patrilineage
recognized and honored – indeed, having one’s patrilineage be that of the national family. By
stating that moving to Brazil would enable him to “rear a monument over the ashes” of his father
“that would outlive the nation that would dishonor him,” Yancey reveals a longing to take up the
mantle of and do justice to his fire-eating father’s politics. Reconvening the Confederacy in
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Brazil would make a fitting tribute, as southern emigration represented a kind of postwar
secession. It was a repudiation of the nation-state, just as declaring war had been. Yancey might
not have intended to erect an actual monument to his father, but he could symbolically rear a
monument to what was lost in his father’s death by carrying on his secessionist ethos. In this
sense, the way Yancey describes his reasons for leaving resonates with Dunn’s, who named the
colony after his dead wife. Considering these tributes to dead wives and fathers, we might think
of postwar migrations as recuperative gestures in the wake of loss even as we see them as the
land grabs they were. Indeed, Dunn characterized southerners who went to Brazil as “the
patriotic lovers of their late companions in arms” – men and women bound by their loyalty to
those who died fighting for their cause.30 Emigration was figured as the memorialization of a
severed community and an attempt to recoup it in financial and social terms – an event, in any
case, governed by a sense of lack.
It is interesting that for Dunn, Yancey, and numerous more such as George Barnsley of
Georgia who bemoaned that “all save honor [were] gone, [so] then why should I remain to weep
over their graves?”31 The process of memorialization did not need to take place on home soil.
Even though the Confederacy had just waged a bloody war for southern soil, renouncing that soil
to raise a memorial elsewhere did not present a contradiction. In fact, this kind of displacement
was common in southern grapplings with the war. Mason Stokes points out that The Birth of a
Nation, D.W. Griffith’s infamous Reconstruction film, ends not with the protagonists taking
refuge in the enveloping mob of the hooded Klan, but with a transposition into a mythic,
otherworldly realm of centaurs and men in togas – “the City of Peace.” This clumsy transition,
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Stokes argues, “announces an escape, motivated by suspicion and fear, from the real to the ideal,
from bodies to abstraction.”32 The sanctified brand of whiteness for which Confederates were
calling was too endangered in the material world and had to be relocated to an impossible fantasy
space, removed not just from the threat of miscegenation but from heterosexual reproduction (by
definition, a corruption of DNA) in general. I would suggest that Brazil served a similar purpose
to the fantastical “City of Peace” by acting as a removed, tropical haven where the question of
reproduction would be in abeyance and an agenda of rearing monuments would be foremost. A
large number of immigrants to Brazil were men going alone to try their fortune; the main
engagement was to be with the land (an encounter admittedly laden with suggestions of
penetration and reproduction) and not with the local inhabitants. What had been lost for the white
male ego in terms of the illusion of its concreteness, infallibility, and purity stood to be regained
in the speculative gamble of Brazilian colonization.
Fantasies of escape and deferral had bearing on the question of national reunification:
how could a nation be stitched together if southerners had checked out, either by emigrating or
by fantasizing about the otherworldly? It was, in fact, this tendency to be fanciful and place stock
in hemispheric networks that tore the nation asunder in the first place, late nineteenth-century
historian Oliver Morton argues. Of the antebellum ambitions to form a slaveholding empire, he
recollects in language anticipating Griffith’s City of Peace,
Such the dream! Truly, a regal concept of barbaric splendor, as alluring to the
adventurous as the cloud-built city of the Sun, which sits enthroned at the horizon,
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a gleaming cluster of golden minarets and spires. Was it as insubstantial? Was it
but the despairing hope of the fatuous, the idle fantasy of the fool? Let us see.33
Morten goes on to offer a disquisition on why the answer is yes – that in their hubristic flights of
fancy and their unrealistic obsession with expanding slavery, Confederates disregarded all tenets
of the constitution.34 Consequently, they were irreconcilable with a free republic. It is telling, for
the purposes of understanding why the chivalric charge into Brazil took place, that the way
Morten describes Confederates’ supranational qualities is in the register of the epic or mythic,
effectively placing them in the realm of the insubstantial. It is not an association easily shed.
For all the work this fanciful dreaming did to bring about secession, forays into fantasy
also played a role in narratives of reconciliation. Christopher Bundrick, who for argument’s sake
considers “the South of the mid-to-late 1800s as a region obsessed with the continuation of the
past while the rest of the United States looked forward to change in the form of economic and
spatial expansion,” suggests that the Reconstruction romance novel – a widely popular literary
form of the 1880s and 90s – worked towards the alignment of these disparate regions: “If the
South could learn to look forward rather than backward, Reconstruction policy seems to suggest,
its social and economic values would start to look a lot like those of the rest of the nation.”35 The
romance might have been about bringing everyone up to speed, but the fantasy of the South is
always about difference – Jennifer Greeson argues that the symbolic function of a nation having
33
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a South is to register social, psychic, and legal differences.36 Depictions of the South as
regressive or defunct were a crucial part of the fantasy of the South, and of whitenesss.
Elements of the fantastic are carefully managed in Thomas Nelson Page’s popular Red
Rock: A Chronicle of Reconstruction (1880). This quintessential intersectional romance features
northerner Ruth Welch marrying southerner Steve Allen in order to advance national progress:
the marriage helps Steve avoid prosecution for his regrettable involvement with the Klan, which
is cast as an archaic vestige of some pre-national id. The couple wards off this regression in order
to stare down what the protagonists of The Birth of Nation could not – fleshly, nuclear family
living in the present, the building block of a growing republic. For the disabled soldier Jacquelin
Gray, however, the possibility for futurity trails off when he is pulled backwards by the loss of
his estate to lowbred scalawags. Gray’s claim to his estate may no longer have been in terms of
an official deed (mere paperwork symptomatic of a rising system of bureaucracy), but it is
“rightfully” his because of how it came into his family generations ago. Enter the fantastical.
Gray is gripped by the lore of an ancestor who killed an Indian at Red Rock to avenge the death
of his wife. The ancestor thus established the right to ownership through what Jennifer Greeson
calls “transitive logic,” the conflation of “colonization and marriage, possession of land and
possession of women.”37 The ghost of this ancestor haunts the young Gray, his fiery portrait
seeming to come alive above the old hearth. For Bundrick, “[b]ringing the Old South back into
the picture in the form of legends and insubstantial ghosts allows Page to frame his resurrection
of the Old South safely in the realm of the mystical and imaginary, the realms that cannot
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ostensibly threaten the modern, rational world that the rest of the nation represents.”38 These
mystical elements are key, then, for defining what a rational nation is not. Because of Gray’s
preoccupation with outdated standards of legitimacy and conduct, he cannot move forward into a
reproductive future with his betrothed. In a sense, he offers us the domestic equivalent of taking
off for Brazil to resuscitate the past – a move that seems to misread forecasts of where the United
States, and new modes of accumulation of wealth were moving in the near future.
Gray’s is a memorializing in situ, right down to the same red rock where the storied
killing took place. As I have begun to address, an analogous affective structure was occurring at
a distance, as southerners left for Brazil, Cuba, and Mexico to rear monuments and stake out
fortunes. It is worth noting that cultural scholars have widely recognized the body of work on
domestic Reconstruction, which includes canonical hits like Gone with the Wind and novels by
William Faulkner. Readers are very familiar with the figure of the immobilized Confederate who
inhabits a ghostly past or grips desperately to the land. Yet, in spite of the many accounts in
diaries, travelogues, novels, memoirs, and letters of Confederates taking to the hemisphere, these
events do not populate the terrain of U.S. literary criticism. This critical elision should prompt us
to ask why there is no acknowledgment of the recuperative, affective, and economic maneuvers
that happened at a hemispheric remove, when another type – the lost cause, antebellumnostalgic, never-let-go-of-Tara type – is frequently recalled. What does that strain of narratives
do for a collective sense of American heritage that Confederates dispersed throughout the
hemisphere cannot?
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Wolnisty notes that historians have begun to read the Civil War within a global context,
but there has been a persistent lag in including Latin America as part of this “global” context.39
Even with the growth of transatlantic and global perspectives in English and American Studies,
academics in these disciplines continue to represent the nineteenth century in ways that reinscribe the category of nation, returning time and again to a teleological account of national
expansion, civil rift, and national consolidation. Studies tend to focus on works that stage the
differences between discretely bound regions or that make the Civil War a narrative pivot
(Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass (1845), Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852), Walden (1854),
Little Women (1880), Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884), for instance). This consequently
lays the groundwork for tales of the advancement of U.S. liberalism, a reminder that the good,
abolitionist North won out and that the ensuing federal government took on its defining features
as its own.40 More so than placing the Civil War in a global context, we should seek to decenter
it, along with its ossification of regional difference, as the decisive event of the century. Dunn’s
ability to return to the U.S. immediately after forsaking it, much like Yancey’s and the majority
of Brazilian immigrants, suggests that rather than binaries of North/South, foreign/domestic,
geography was organized according to places where money could be readily made and where it
could not.

Dunn’s Land as a Virgin Mother
In Brazil: A Home for Southerners, Ballard Dunn exploits tropes of race and gender to
depict colonization as not only beneficial to all parties, but as the absolutely logical step forward.
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Dunn claims his followers will discover an arable wilderness that can be domesticated and made
into a home. According to the transitive logic in which owning women equals the ownership of
other property, assertions that land is free for the taking are most legible when that land has been
feminized and cast as unspoiled. He thus invokes the rhetoric of a virgin land that can be
penetrated and settled without resistance.41 Anne McClintock notes that “[w]ithin patriarchal
narratives, to be virgin is to be empty of desire and void of sexual agency, passively awaiting the
thrusting, male insemination of history, language and reason” (30). Examples of this abound in
Dunn’s text: “Let these level lands be torn up by the fertilizing plow” (113); “we thought it
expedient to penetrate somewhat the interior” (144). So, in addition to granting settlers’
legitimate possession of land, the rhetoric of virginity necessitates men’s fertilizing capacity for
the wilderness to grow into a civilized home. Interestingly, and in contradistinction to the
nineteenth-century cult of domesticity featuring a mother who reigned supreme, this is a home
where the active agent is the father.42
Dunn’s homemaking quest relies on the dispossession of women so much so that they
would most expediently be absented from the whole production. He named the colony after his
deceased wife, but she is not once mentioned in the lengthy Brazil. As Lizzieland, she can be
conflated with the land itself, ghosting the whole enterprise and in some ways, justifying it by
requiring memorialization. The symbolic usefulness of Lizzie as a project or a quest pertains
mainly to the anticipatory register of fantasy, the abstract planning stages before actually setting
off for the interior. But, once the ground is broken, it gets tricky offering up one’s spouse as the
figurehead of agricultural and economic reproduction. Dunn describes Lizzieland in a way that
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shifts from the metaphor of virginity to an anticipation of her “insemination,” a fertilization that
will, by necessity, be a collective undertaking. Lizzieland is to be the communal bearer of all the
colonists’ fruits:
Her soil yields everything that tropical and temperate climes produce; and, if there
were but sufficient labor, she could easily become the source from which Europe
would obtain, not only her luxuries and her comforts, not only the staples which
feed her manufactures, the dyewoods, the indigo and the cochineal of her dyers,
the drugs, gums, balsams, and resins of her druggists, but even the grain and cattle
with which she nourishes her population.43
Teeming with the resources to satisfy every need and desire, the land needs merely to be tilled by
enough field hands to regenerate its yield tenfold. But this all-hands-on-deck mentality is a
potentially troubling wager for a husband who has staked the legitimacy of his ownership on the
pristine emptiness of his virgin land. The violence waged over the wife of Jacquelin Gray’s
ancestor, for instance, granted only one man transitive ownership over the bloody site of conflict.
The dead wife’s symbolic usefulness did not work to grant a host of other settlers ownership of
the area. In the same way that uncertain paternity spurs the question of a child’s legitimate claim
to a bloodline or an estate, too many fathers seeking consummation of their ego in the same tract
of land throws the question of legitimate ownership into doubt. In the fantasy of dominion that
the imperialist quest is to offer, it is suddenly disruptive to have others populating the landscape,
turning virgin soil into an overused, easy till.
The slippage between the virgin and the mother, the Madonna and the (multiply
inseminated) whore reveals that these are two sides of the same coin, narrow representations
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meant to manage and capitalize on women’s sexuality. It also reveals what a fragile and
provisional construction of ego comprises in the colonist’s psyche. Colonists had come to Brazil
with the intention of taking up uncontested possession of property. After experiencing a loss of
property during and after the war, it would have been reassuring to learn that in Brazil “[t]he
rights of property, as guaranteed in the constitution, are carried out to the letter.”44 But the
comforting notion of absolute ownership of the supplicating, feminized land was threatened the
moment that landscape revealed itself as the powerful, dangerous, and bountiful Mother Nature.
Alas, this “home for southerners” could potentially be as inhospitable and as damaging to the ego
as the one left behind. Amy Kaminsky theorizes, “Woman, especially as mother, serves as a
metaphor for the nation that gives symbolic birth to the ideally male citizen. Then, like the
Freudian, phallic mother whose power is ungraspable, and for whom the son’s desire is both
inevitable and illicit, she ejects him from her midst.”45 Governed by desires both inevitable and
illicit, southerners came to Brazil seeking a new motherland to remake them into the “ideally
male citizen” of another imagined community. But, since this flight of fancy had been motivated
by avoidance and deferral – an impossible fantasy of rebirth that could circumvent biological
reproduction – and not by a move forward into a viable national sphere, these colonists were illprepared for the merciless Mother Nature that awaited them and eventually ejected them from
her midst. Some Confederados remain in Brazil today, yet so many more had quickly returned to
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the U.S.46
Lorenzo Veracini’s Freudian reading of settler colonialism is instructive here. Settler
colonialism, he shows, entails a violent encounter between the colonist and the indigenous
population, as well as a violence waged against the land. Contact with natives is, for the settler,
akin to the primal scene, defined by Freud as a subject’s witnessing sexual intercourse between
its mother and father, what appears like a grotesque violence on the part of the latter. Veracini
describes it as the event when “the moment of inception of the subject’s memory, which
coincides with the moment when the illusion of a perfect origin, as a state of plenitude without
conﬂicts, is disturbed for the ﬁrst time by the acknowledgement of the other’s presence.”47 The
fantasy of colonialism aimed to recuperate the wholeness of the womb, the Real of an
unperturbed relationship to the mother. But the illusion of a “perfect origin” is triangulated by
the presence of natives, who settlers stumble upon in their own version of the primal scene.
Consequently, the settler endures the painful awareness that he is not in fact sovereign, and that
there are others who precede or could usurp him. As in the primal scene, wherein the subject
responds to the father with great aggression, the settler responds to these predecessors by
denying their existence, or at minimum, humanity. He must, since the natives compromise his
insistent “libidinal economy focusing on ‘unspoilt’, ‘untouched’ circumstances, and ‘providential
gifts.’”48 The fantasy of virgin soil is adulterated by the encroachment of other settlers who
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unsettle the transitive logic of land ownership, and the colonist’s ego formation is frustrated by
an awareness of the native. As the chapters of this dissertation track, this site of frustration
always revolves around the feminine, the mother, and the origin. Female figures facilitate the
psychic and economic circuits along which men travel, but they also upend them, heralding a
libidinal negativity that plays out in these narratives as drowning floods, engulfing fires, and
bloody executions.
Dunn’s fantasies of imperial power relate not just to gender, but race as well. When
oppressive images of gender and sexuality wear thin, frayed by internal contradiction or overuse,
racial stereotypes can buttress arguments for the dehumanization of the other. Dunn argues that
Confederates ought to occupy Brazilian land not only because it is feminized, passive, and
awaiting fertilization, his argument loosely went, but also because it was housing an inferior
race. A crucial distinction lay for Dunn between the Spanish and the Portuguese in Brazil. The
Portuguese were white, aristocratic, and “boast a literature, second, only, to that of the French,
among the descendants of the Romans.”49 These Romanesque nobles headed the government
under the reign of Emperor Dom Pedro II, who actively courted the Confederates to immigrate.50
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Dunn had had some very amiable repartee with Dom Pedro on his scouting trip, and recorded
only glowing praise for the Emperor in his publication. On the other end of the spectrum were
the Spanish residents of Brazil. Dunn, tapping into an established convention of racialization,
claims that they espoused a dangerous, revolutionary ethos of “Spanish American
Republicanism” which propagated weak and despotic government, racial mixing, laziness, and
corruption. The spirit of republicanism, not to mention miscegenation, was precisely what the
Confederate immigrant was hoping to escape in the U.S. The Portuguese-descended monarchy,
though, offered Confederates a perfect fit: not the practical, everyday materiality of nation
building and its accordant reproductive obligations, but a kind of individualist fantasy of
dominion fit for a king. It was up to the southern immigrant to shore up the Portuguese faction
and help them quell whatever swarthy republicanism the presence of Spaniards seemed to
inflame.
In Dunn’s estimation, it would be beneficial to increase the number of those like the
Portuguese, and to outnumber the Spanish intruders. Dunn casts these “squatters,” although
unspecified in ethnicity, as sallow and lazy and having no desire to own the land. “Squatters”
could have referred to indigenous South Americans, formerly enslaved Africans, the Spanish,
etc., but his lack of specification only underscores his sense of the unappealing heterogeneity of
Spanish blood. His tract of Brazilian land, he assures, is the “least encumbered with squatters.”51
He claims that any squatters would gladly move further inland to make way for Lizzieland, as
they are not themselves “agriculturalists” and hope for the land to be cultivated by capable
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hands. Even those who legally own the land “evince a disposition to sell out, at very low prices.”
While these assurances reveal that the land is not properly virgin, they suggest that the current
population is so incapable of capitalizing on natural resources that it practically is. For Dunn, it
is criminal that so much land remained unexploited, and comes down to an immutable fact of
racialized laziness. Occupants, he claims, had not learned to turn a profit because they were
accustomed to a tropical climate where they “can subsist almost without exertion.”52 Their
docility makes them not unlike the “virgin” land that passively awaits domestication. This
association renders the inhabitants primitive, rudimentary creatures that require the civilization
of a superior species.
Because Dunn’s errand into the wilderness centered on a fantasy of abeyance, of not
moving forward with heterosexual, reproductive futurism that could be compliantly mapped onto
the contours of the liberal nation state, it was perhaps only possible for Lizzie to exist as
personified territory. Given all his discomfort with the native population, a dead wife meant there
was no threat of intermixing. The Brazilian enterprise could not actually be a site of a productive
integration, and Dunn explicitly hopes that the group of settlers is large and ready-made so as not
to “be merged, in a short time, in the native element by which they will be surrounded.”53 For all
this anxiety that the native elements might rise up and surround them, subsuming the egos they
had sought to build out by subjugating others – this is precisely what came to pass, but not in
terms of a racial mixing that might have anchored the colony. In a series of dramatic turns,
Lizzieland falls apart. The colony collapsed after Mother Nature drowned the place out and
Dunn, the bad patriarch, repudiated his settler family. He could not share Lizzieland after all, as
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he greedily snatched up all its value by embezzling the $4000 in mortgage loans from the
Brazilian government. A “home for southerners” in Brazil was likely to fail because, waylaid in
someone else’s home, Confederates’ project of memorialization and deferral meant they were
operating within a fantasy, refusing to engage the fleshly, material, reproductive futurism of the
United States. Spurning the U.S. government for creating an inhospitable home, Dunn needed to
posit that the colony would be a real home, a real place to domesticate and settle once again and
not just a way to strike it rich. He displayed a not insincere desire to return to the mother, the
womb, the languid antebellum South. But in the end, he was not cut out for the task. In a system
of transnational economies that rested on the vast, far-reaching movement of people and
commodities, hemispheric migrations were not the time or place for adrift fantasies of dominion
that dwelled in the past. Such a fantasy could exist for a fleeting moment at the end of a film, but
transnational migration needed, in actuality, something more – perhaps would have to mean
business and to have, as Irigaray suggested, a real, “phallicized” woman in the flesh.

Yankee Blood and Big Cigars: Blurring Gender and Geography
If Dunn failed at the business of making a home, Eliza McHatton managed it quite nicely.
Armed with planting expertise and sizeable capital, the McHattons ran a profitable sugar
plantation outside Havana for the better part of a decade. They understood the demands of
transnational capitalism and were not preoccupied with staging an idyllic return to the past. They
were not so much operating inside or outside national structures as they were alongside them,
paracolonially, generating the capital that follows its own routes and systems of exchange.
McHatton’s immigration to Cuba differed from Dunn’s to Brazil in a number of ways. She was a
socialite, she had presided over a large agricultural operation before, and she had immigrated to
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Cuba with the express intention of tending to business interests – it was urgent her husband get
to Havana, she states vaguely, “where some of his blockade-run cotton had been landed under
very suspicious circumstances.”54 This is not the over-brimming “deathless dream” of Free Flag
of Cuba’s Mabel, an electrifying return to the mother. McHatton sought neither home nor
motherland. There was already a large contingent of Confederates in Cuba, so there was no need
to actively foster a community identity. Moreover, hemispheric migration was not working as a
recuperative gesture for her. Though she lost her home, a plantation called Arlington for its
likeness to Robert E. Lee’s estate, and her infant child, who died while the McHattons were
sojourning in Texas, the move to Cuba was not intended to recoup these losses.
McHatton was born in Lexington, Kentucky in 1832 to the renowned lawyer and
legislator Richard Henry Chinn and his wife Elizabeth. Raised in New Orleans, she married the
wealthy planter James McHatton in 1852 and moved to Arlington plantation just south of Baton
Rouge. There she lived until fleeing the invading Union army in 1862.55 She and James were
resolute in their unwillingness to emancipate their hundreds of slaves, having clandestinely
transported them to a family member’s Texas plantation, and they soon decided they too would
have to evacuate in advance of a Union occupation. Instead of overseeing their slaves, though,
they follow James’s cotton trading contracts to the U.S.-Mexican border. They spent three, quite
provisional years in Matamoras, facilitating the blockade running of cotton into Mexico.56 At
war’s end, they relocated to Cuba with their two children and two slaves (now technically free).
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They purchased an expansive plantation in the Matanzas region and lived there until James’s
death in 1872.57 Because the African slave market had drastically slowed by their arrival,
planters like the McHattons employed a number of Chinese indentured laborers, or “coolies,” for
field hands and domestic service. It was a situation to which McHatton had to adjust, but
eventually found preferable.58 In addition to her memoir, which concluded with details of her
move to Brooklyn as a widow, McHatton wrote for women’s home journals about the decadent
southern past and the benefits of coolie labor, as well as another memoir, Social Life in New
Orleans, published the year she died in 1912.
One of the most surprising and instructional moments of the memoir is the declaration of
leaving Mexico for Cuba rather than returning home to claim their Louisiana estate. It is a
moment that sets the stage for a radical porousness of borders, and a sense of Eliza’s own utility
as a fulcrum, bridging the various disruptions to setting. With the utmost acceptance, Eliza writes
upon their departure for Havana, since, as it should be clear from this short biography, they
undertook enormous changes.
Thus faded the Confederacy. We prayed for victory – no people ever uttered more
earnest prayers – and the God of hosts gave us victory in defeat. We prayed for
only that little strip, that Dixie-land, and the Lord gave us the whole country from
the lakes to the Gulf, from ocean to ocean – all dissensions settled, all dividing
lines wiped out – a united country forever and ever!59
This adieu, at the moment of leaving Mexico for Cuba, is a strangely effusive toast to the
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victorious Union. Her almost transcendentalist vision of a seamlessly coherent nation-state
sounds just as much a toast to the Union as a benediction to carry onwards towards other gulfs,
lakes, or oceans – conveniently left unspecified. The Confederacy’s loss did the good work of
making the country whole again, she implies, and with “all dissensions settled, all dividing lines
wiped out,” it also seems to provide a warrant to capitalize on any land. McHatton suggests that
sectional differences evaporated immediately and that Confederate defeat made possible national
growth without geographic bounds. What this sentiment also suggests is that when secession
turned out to be ill conceived, she and her husband were swift to carry on with the next moneygrowing scheme. Far different from Dunn’s continued bid for Confederate nationhood,
McHatton’s journey offers a reconsideration of what Confederates were up to after the war. Her
narrative focuses on economic concerns; questions of nationhood are almost completely
nonexistent. Wishing farewell to the Confederacy was apparently not that distressing.
McHatton’s tone of acceptance of her fate – which in relinquishing Dixie is in fact a
calculated seizing of new opportunities – was not lost on the numerous reviewers of From Flag
to Flag. There are a number of reviews, clipped in the family’s papers, at the University of
Georgia, from newspapers in the northeast, Austin, New Orleans. If these reviews are any
indication, she is as good as a phallicized arrow, shooting into the field of action in contrast to
the feminine folly that was secession. Her writing “is so free from all bitterness of spirit – the
numberless privations which she endured borne with such courage, and with such a cheerful
spirit – that no one can read the book without admiration for the brave and accomplished
authoress.”60 She is said to demonstrate “the courage, endurance, versatility, and moral power of
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our best people.”61 According to the Picayune, “There is no nonsense in it, she has a story to tell,
the actual occurrences of a strenuous time, a message to deliver on which she moralizes but little,
and so she gives the facts as they arise in a photographic memory.”62 A review in Austin Daily
likewise comments on its political reception and effect, praising the fact that northern publishers
“have again shown their well-known good will to the south and her people and thus giving to the
public the trials of a plucky little southern woman a fair sample of what our southern women had
to endure during the late war.”63 As this last comment suggests, these reviews would seem to
perform an interregional reconciliation, the northern publisher showing it is good will to the
south, that is precisely about allowing for a different representation of the South. What they
appreciate so much about From Flag to Flag is that this is not a feminized south, but a place that
produced hardy, plucky women. The gesture of their “well-known good will to the south” of
publishing the work is that it is a representation of the South that enables it to regain its
manhood, through McHatton, no less.
According to the Picayune, McHatton’s writing was so direct that it was “beyond
conniving,”64 a compliment that seems implicitly to connect women and women’s writing with a
standard degree of deceitfulness to which McHatton was the exception. The Picayune remarked
that a “limpid simplicity” held readers’ interest, and was thankful she “was natural, not
contrived.”65 These impressions lend her the unmistakable air of masculinity. There’s something
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masculine about her – a review in the New Orleans Picayune introduces McHatton by way of a
jocular anecdote about her father, Richard Chinn, who loved to smoke but was asked by his
superior to limit himself to one a day:
Chinn readily assented. He went to a cigar-maker and ordered a cigar to be made
of extraordinary dimensions. Next morning when Arnold entered the office Chinn
was busily writing in a cloud of smoke, and Arnold discovered him with one end
of a cigar in his mouth puffing vigorously, while the other end rested on the back
of a chair some two or three feet distant. For a moment the old gentleman was
taken back, but appreciating the humor of the trick remarked: “Dick, smoke as
many cigars as you please.66
This is a strange way to introduce McHatton’s text, a bit of which is excerpted in the review.
Eliza never mentions her father in the work (although he does come up fondly in her later
memoir). Her narrative of wartime intrigue and Cuban commerce is noteworthy enough on its
own not to need rationale by way of her important father. Yet thi reviewer frames her work as
the intelligent output of Chinn’s offspring, a man so endowed in wit and, well, a cigar-shaped
phallus that we could only exepect his daughter to be brilliant. The sentiment may be that she is
just as smart and capable as he, that like her father got by on his wily smarts, so she will put her
pen to paper and perform entertaining feats for her readers. If this reviewer’s jocular anecdote
about her father is McHatton’s entrée into an old boys’ club, though, it certainly aligns her quite
forcefully with the image of the phallus, this time a rather overstuffed one.
McHatton’s masculine strength is also underscored by a Literary News reviewer, who
writes, “Her hardships are endured with the rarest pluck and good-humor, and her shifty way of
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meeting difficulties seem almost to point to a Yankee strain her blood.”67 To suggest McHatton
has Yankee blood is to imply that she is so brave she transcends her status as a southern belle
and takes on the characteristics of the hearty, brave, masculinized North. With the specter of
Yankee blood, the review seems to welcomes McHatton back into the national fold, the domestic
home, suggesting that any real difference is with them – the people of color she engaged in
Mexico and Cuba. Common white American blood, suddenly a biological fact with an
immutable geographic component (certain blood is “of” a certain place) was more important than
North/South distinction in an era of heightened hemispheric imperialism, anti-immigration,
domestic Jim Crow, and racial pseudoscience that was the milieu of her 1888 publication. Use a
sliding scale of gender – her southern belle becomes a straight-shooting, Yankee-blooded
masculine.

Custodian of the Specie
McHatton operated as the idealized switchpoint, an almost uncanny iteration of Irigaray’s
description of one who props up exchange rates and stock prices, thanks to McHatton’s explicitly
economic functions. In a world of skyrocketing inflation of Confederate currency, quickly
changing political regimes, and the unrootedness of travel, McHatton really did need to prop up
“the Father” while he made other investments. While her support was invariably emotional –
these were times, she explains, “that tried men’s souls, and made the bravest among them feel
the need of help, even though it were the help of a woman, whose quick inspirations often
assisted her husband’s deductions, and sometimes solved the problem by intuition”68 – a major
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material way in which she shored up the phallocentric order was by protecting the family’s most
important financial asset: their slaves. As Union soldiers began to invade Baton Rouge, the
McHattons decide to evacuate quickly, before their slaves could be confiscated. By some
clandestine process, James brought slaves to Texas and Elsa readied the family to depart.
“Knowing that my husband’s disregard of military orders by the removal of negroes from
Arlington to my brother’s plantation [in Texas] rendered him liable to immediate arrest,” the
McHattons arranged for James to sneak off alone, in night, with Eliza following up in daylight
with all of their belongings, children, and remaining slaves. The experience is harrowing, since
Eliza only barely manages to coerce her slave Willy to drive the stagecoach.
This coercive pressure continues at the port at Matamoras, when a Mexican alcalde
(magistrate) apprehends James after hearing word that they intended to bring a woman, formerly
enslaved by them, into Cuba against her will. Martha was questioned closely – “At first she was
thoroughly alarmed and confused…but when the idea dawned upon her mind that it was a matter
of separation from us, she burst into tears and implored to be permitted to “go with Miss
‘Liza.”69 It is possible to read this assertion against the grain and find that, contrary to
McHatton’s conviction that Martha “under no compulsion,” she was actually under a great deal
of pressure. McHatton’s performance of benevolence – being a loving Miss ‘Liza – keeps the
now-free laborers from straying from her side.
Another way McHatton acts as a switchpoint in Kathryn Bond Stockton’s sense of a
circuit breaker, “a point of connection between two signs (or two rather separate connotative
fields) where something from one flows toward (is diverted in the direction of) the other,”70 is by
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managing the flow of goods and capital around and through her family. By the time the
McHattons reach the Mexican town of Piedras Negras, supplies are so low because Confederate
was currency so utterly inflated and worthless, and the blockade keeping supplies from moving,
such that it is almost impossible to procure any type of goods. But Eliza is always optimal as a
lever of conversion, a controlled site of exchange. A trader passes with dry goods but refuses to
open his stores to Eliza and her friend. A good capitalist, McHatton is willing to pay the
outrageously inflated prices she expects the products to bring. “The Jew was polite, but
inexorable,” she says of his refusal to sell to her. He insists that he has to bring his wares to his
destination untouched. This transactional impasse is dislodged, however, by a sentimental
exchange that positions her as the angel of the house. The trader suddenly recognizes her from an
earlier leg of her journey. “I was the sick man you made custard and soup for,” he recalls. “You
and your friend can have anything you want.”71 Eliza gets her knitting needles, but the “grateful
Jew” declines payment, making this an exchange occurring squarely outside the realm of
commerce. That is not to say that value is not circulating: that value is her, the American woman,
the angel. Where money is not accepted, her own embodiment as the safeguard and disseminator
of good values will get the pass.
The value of white women in these rapidly shifting, uneven contexts, in addition to their
being symbolic of free land, as per Dunn’s venture, was their role in grounding economic
ventures with a sense of moral righteousness. On the imperial frontier, the site of the domestic
home might be suspended, but the angelic wife and mother could still offer a rootedness by
standing in for immutable values of benevolence, refinement, and chastity. Being brought into
these environments to provide that moral standard, they also open up the possibility of
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contamination from the elements to which they stand in contradistinction. James was constantly
running his own Texas-picked cotton through the Union blockade and was often away from Eliza
at their Mexican homestead. Thus leaves the “value” of her chastity unprotected, a threat that she
never explicitly describes but often seems to hint at. Of course, the borders between the protected
home and the vast outdoors are always more nebulous than are imagined. Amy Kaplan agues that
the home did not function as a “bounded and rigidly ordered interior space” in contrast to the
“boundless and undifferentiated space of an infinitely expanding nation.”72 It is fine, in other
words, for the imperial project to place McHatton outside of “the home” and elements of it
inside; the notion that she’s left unprotected only heightens the value of imperial practices.
McHatton’s understands her embodied value, her white femininity, as a distinctly marked and
noticeable trait that accompanies her, talisman-like. In Laredo, Texas, all the children are amazed
to see the first white woman, who, to them, might as well be the Queen of England. Upon arrival
she sees the young “muchachos” running through the streets. Imagining their intense interest in
her, she issues herself forth as a benevolent piece of civilizing knowledge: “If they had ever
heard of Queen Victoria, they might have thought she was coming to town, for I was the first
white woman and my attendant the first black one the generation had seen.”73 The white
American woman, as a generic copy of that imperialist Queen Victoria, defines the limits of
Eliza’s value, and positions her as the steady constant in opposition to the mobility of men
engaged in commercial and militaristic pursuits.
This is a repeated trope, showing up in another Civil War era text by an affluent Louisiana
plantation mistress whose journey followed the same circuit to Texas, Mexico, and then Cuba, In
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one passage of Frances Fearn’s Diary of a Refugee, locals mistake the diarist’s young daughter
Clarice for the Virgin Mary. Walking in Laredo, the American group overhears chanting in an
adobe hut and Clarice pleads with her father to enter and observe. He grants her permission and
she enters to find “about twenty dark swarthy Catholic Indians were there, down on their knees,
praying with extraordinary fervor to the Virgin.”74 Clarice, so blond and translucent in her white
muslin gown, enters just as “a ray of sunshine fell upon her, and as [the locals] had never seen so
fair a person before, they took her for a vision come to them in answer to their prayer. They
crawled on hands and knees to her, kissing the hem of her garment.”75 She blesses them,
“put[ing] her hands on their black swarthy heads,” and at that instant vowed to devote her life to
serving God and “uplifting the poor and suffering ones of this world” – the white woman’s
burden. This revelatory moment gives way to the diarist’s meditations on the importance of
being the perfect domestic angel.
McHatton records no experiences quite as hackneyed as this one, but transfuses her
writing with the same racial sentiment: her person is the embodiment of a gold standard. While
in Mexico, her body serves to stabilize the risks and unknowables of trade and speculation, a
keen example of this is the way she literally houses people’s valuables, like a bank. The
McHattons lodge with a Confederate tax collector, who is earning tariffs on the commodities
exiting Confederate lines. Eliza is enlisted to help;
The collector made me feel very important at first, but I was fearfully burdened
afterward by his appointing me custodian of the specie. There was no bank, of
course, nor any other place of deposit for valuables in Piedras Negras, as the
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natives to the manor born could carry on their persons without effort everything
they owned, clothes and all.76
Her reputation for acting as a surrogate bank precedes her, and when Jewish traders learn “there
was an American woman in town,” they approach her for the same service. Employing the
dehumanized language of a machine or a zombie, she writes that for “two months I sat on
money, slept on money, watched by money, not knowing the amount, the names, nor often the
faces even of the trusting depositors.”77 The tumultuous conditions of life on the frontier render
her unhealthily obsessed with securing money – and it feels like a strangely un-reciprocated act,
with her not knowing the names and faces of the men who leave her with their most precious loot
(and if she was being compensated for her services, then she never says. Nothing keeps this
system of a collective notion of value from collapsing; being “an American woman” does not
necessarily mean she won’t run with the money. Thankfully for the traders, she’s no Dunn.
When Jewish traders learn of McHatton’s safekeeping services, they eagerly seek her out,
like sly dogs: “with courteous though cautious manner, casting keen glances at my face and
around the room.” This is now the second mention of Jewish traders, the first about one who was
predisoposed to shut things up tight off limits, but who could be coaxed to open up. In this
scenario, it’s herassistng them in enclosing and safeguarding their valuables: “they would slyly
bring out the inevitable bag from a deep pocket and ask me to keep it "till to-morrow’” This
depiction of the Jewish traders is meant to demonstrate how their practice of hoarding is different
than hers, which, in its rhetoric of safekeeping, is overlaid with conceptions of chastity, virginity,
femininity, and whiteness. She makes the Jewish traders a counterpoint to herself in order to
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make manifest the borders of her own value. Unlike her and James, they are “that class of men of
peace always found where there is a chance of money-making.”78 The difference between the
McHattons’ and the Jews’ approach to moneymaking is ostensibly that they latter holds onto
their gains while the McHattons see fit to circulate capital. Perhaps McHatton also takes
exception with the fact that the Jews aren’t dealing in specie, but bring their “precious bags of
hoarded gold, en route for the interior of Mexico.”79 According to Michael O’Malley, the
symbolic difference between gold and other forms of specie is that there’s a tradition of gold
representing absolute value, a sense of meaning, he argues, that is always overlaid with
imaginaries of racial supremacy.80 Bank notes, on the other hand, require an agreed-upon,
collective pact to make uniform their sense of value, and thus they are seemingly more
democratic. You might hoard gold, but notes have to circulate and be in relation to something
else in order to have value. They are a requisite part of transnational capitalism, the slave trade,
and commodity markets.81 In addition to what was doubtless a tinge of anti-Semitism, she does
not appreciate the Jews’ hoarding of a valuable resource that made more happen when it was
fungible exchanged into a note to be circulated.
Money is all about circulation – a private need, lack, emptiness, or placeholder that, taken
into a public sphere of signatory notes, checks, and currencies, is spurred on by the same initial
lack. Money itself is empty of value – that’s the leap that gets made in an economic system –
and, in Freudian terms, it signifies the absence of the represented object. A love of “money” is in
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fact a misrecognition, a thinking that there’s inherent value in and of itself. For a person with
love of hoarding money, for instance, handling it or being able to identify with the fact that they
have it is a repression. It avoids the fact that they are full of desire, and thus that there’s lack,
because the lover of money makes it seem like that’s the end in and of itself…in this way, it’s
what Bennett thinks of as neutralizing “the symbolic debt of castration”; to not admit to desiring
a deferred realm of wholeness. Gilles describes the way theorist Pierre Martin addressed this by
pointing out: “money preserves for the Ego its phantasm of omnipotence, since it is power to act.
The miser’s act of hoarding can be construed, from this point of view, as primarily aiming to
restore to the monetary symbol its value as object, even to the point of fetishizing it.82
I have been suggesting that part of the gender fantasy McHatton engages as part of her
transnational ventures is the role her body can play as invested with value. Different than being
flattened into the personification of land, like Lizzie, McHatton’s value as a white woman
actually accrues through circulation, through the safeguarding it promises and the imperialist
violence it seems to justify. During her groups travel to Mexico, they joked she should carry their
valuables, “for, if the Mexican outlaws should pounce upon us, surely they would not search the
only lady in the party.”83 It is helpful to have a female body in the group, as the logic of the cult
of true womanhood dictates that such a body is inviolable. A singular, womanly presence would
appear to have a civilizing effect, not just on Mexican outlaws, but on the band of Confederate
men trailing south, bringing their exploits into the realm of respectability. This assurance that she
provides the perfect safeguard, however, is shadowed by the unspoken possibility of its inverse –
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of what would happen if her body was not so “surely” unsearchable. The suppressed threat of her
violation by a band of Mexican outlaws routes directly back to the rhetorical strategy of using
white women to justify imperialist theft and racial violence. If the borderlands reveal themselves
to be a space where white womanhood – the protection of which was “a pervasive fixture of
racist ideology”84 is not venerated, then it lends more credence to the idea that territories
inhabited by people of color required annexation by upright, white Americans. While her
hoopskirts conceal the family’s treasures – jewels, gold, coins, imperialist violence will protect
the family’s most precious asset of all – her loins. The narrative of her vulnerability, finally, has
the desired effect of skewing reality: men were also vulnerable bodies out in these regions, but
it’s reassuring to frame the imperial story as about female fragility. Women are an alibi and a
displacement.
Once the family settles on their Cuban plantation, Desengano, or “disillusionment,”
McHatton is all the more of a pivot or switchpoint. One of the qualities that makes McHatton
such an ace facilitation of her husband’s business is her willingness to be unanchored to a
particular place, as seen with her farewell to the Confederacy. There are times, however, when
her emphasis of her Americans is precisely what aids James’ Cuban business. She dodges
unscrupulous tax collectors by feigning a close alliance with the U.S. federal government. The
collector’s threats of confiscating slaves or sugar in payment for taxes are leaving James “almost
daft” – an insinuation of hysterical, feminine powerlessness. But McHatton, recently returned
from a visit to the States, is able to produce an “elegantly engraved breakfast invitation” that her
Connecticut friends had received from President Grant and his wife, and which McHatton had
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carried back as a souvenir. One flash of the invitation convinces the tax collector that the
McHattons are important Americans not to be trifled with. This solution, an alternative to putting
up physical or legal resistance, is a ruse tellingly fashioned through feminine channels of
souvenir collecting, social calls, brunches, and a stationary industry for the “latest style of
invitation-cards.”85 McHatton is able to leverage traditionally feminine circuits to go toe-to-toe
with the officials of a “despotic” Spanish government, or, as James fears, “impecunious knaves
masqueraded as tax-collectors.”86 In being able to call on and access a sense of the authority
ultimate patriarch’s, the president wields far more power of persuasion than her husband.
I would argue that unlike the Peabodys and Eliza Pickens, whose championing of
patriarchal orders does not preclude slipping into alternative fantasies of libidinal negativity –
(acid to the face, engulfing fires, execution squads) Eliza McHatton’s espouses no such shadow
impulses in From Flag to Flag. She renounces pleasures of mixing and difference: Cuba is not
an adventure into the ends of the self but a business venture. However, just because she’s not
secretly gunning for her husband’s castration does not mean she can always hold the dangers to
the phallus at bay. What she can do, when calamity strikes, is go about her paracolonial
facilitation. One day, while riding about the Cuban countryside on horseback, James is shot in
the neck by two bandits. The terrifying incident leaves his condition touch and go for a while.
His strength is mightily diminished, leaving McHatton to take charge of the household and to
seek justice. She reports in From Flag to Flag that “we dispatched letters, written under intense
excitement, giving alarming accounts of the whole affair to the American consul, to our
merchant, and to a friend, a wealthy and influential citizen, President of the Bank of Commerce
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in Havana.”87 One of these letters, perhaps to her merchant, survives in the University of Georgia
archive, and whether or not they wrote them together in a flurry of excitement, it’s she who pens
them, addressing these men directly on behalf of her husband: she is direct and assertive, asking
if we have any friends of influence in Havana to bring the unprotected state of this
section to the police authorities - the Captain of this partido seems to be efficient
but he does not appear to have the necessary facilities to accomplish the work of
ridding the neighborhood of such desperate characters. The case has been
presented to the captain general of the American consul…feeling that your
influence would be of avail and counting largely upon your kindness from
evidence of the past.88
The letter reveals her furiousness that this lawlessness is allowed to exist, in spite of the fact
that’s precisely this lax social and judicial order that makes Cuba a welcome climate for form
American slaveholders. The record does not state whether James’s would-be beheaders were
ever brought to justice, but she propped him up just the same.

Coolies
Besides its fertile soil and huge slave economy, Cuba was an attractive destination for
slaveowning holdouts because of its growing coolie labor force. The transatlantic slave trade
long abolished, a large influx of Chinese coolie labor had been introduced to relieve the scarcity
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of slave labor by the time the McHattons had arrived.89 The McHattons contracted thirty-five
coolies to work at Desengaño. The merits of the coolie trade were argued vociferously in the
U.S., and though there was significant discomfort at the idea of China “opening up its bowels”
and letting its lowest ranks pour into the United States,90 proponents insisted that coolies were
desperately needed following emancipation of slaves. Detractors saw only an influx of
unassimiable “asiatics,” But these were the concerns of one who would seek to control the racial
composition of a putatively boarded nation. That’s not McHatton’s issue at all.91 She wrote
favorably about coolies in American journals, and she’s not thinking in terms of nations or even
a rooted home: coolies are simply the menas to a most efficient and profitable end.
Given their construction as liminal subjects – neither slave nor sovereign – coolies are a
means for McHatton to reflect on the fitness of certain bodies to be laborers without raising the
question of how this fitness participates in the process of domestication or narratives of
colonization and naturalization. In other words, coolies can toil away in a machine-like trance,
cooking her meals, cleaning her home, and cutting her sugar cane without ever raising the
specter of their being domesticated or brought into the home. She praises their perfect
movements and their uncanny ability to mimic gestures and repeat them ad infinitum. “He was
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like a machine wound up when he kindled the morning fire,” she says boastfully of her coolie
cook, “and run down when he turned the key in the court at night” (184). In a word, the coolie
labor force falls perfectly in line with the landscape of technological innovation and development
that sits on the horizon, and as such, she is amenable to working out a revised economic
relationship to labor that surpasses the terms of racial slavery. She has respect for the coolies,
once she learns to manage the swarthy “rascals.”92 But learning how to manage them is no
sentimental story. When they rise up in arms to protest their paltry rations, and her husband is
out of town, she has a desparate moment of wondering if Zell, her trusted slave from Lousianan,
can protect her with only a single, old blunderbuss gun. She calls upon the colonial authorities,
and Spanish soldiers arrive to chop off their braided pigtails. She relishes in how the soldiers
take “each by the long pig-tail and with one blow severing it close to the head…How quickly
they wilted! how cowed they looked!” She rules with a stiff thumb to keep down the costs of
production and stomps out any signs of femininity or androgyny in her laborers. It might not
have been her doing the chopping, but it was her will just the same, and a powerful display of her
ability to castrate her laborers at any time.
The fact that she was so pleased with coolies that would toil like literal machines
suggests she appreciates the kind of extreme efficiency capitalism that boils down to bare life
and major profit. But as David Bennett writes, the notion of economic rationalism is a fallacy:
Since the time of Smith and Hume, economic theory has been operating with a
model of homo oeconomicus as an autonomous, rational, self-interested calculator
of cost-for-benefit. This presumed rationality of ‘economic man’ supposedly

McHatton’s brother’s friend’s journal entry, in conversation with brother. Ctd. in Guterl,
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guarantees, in turn, the fundamental rationality of the ‘self-regulating’, ‘efficient’
market.93
Indeed, given how angry these coolies were, would it not made more rational sense to just feed
them better? Fresh food was in no short supply on the island. The McHattons want to be coldly
circulating packing up and leaving. Whenever conditions cease to be optimal, but they are so
caught up in the control frame of certain ideas of race, that they’re not managing as rationally as
possible. It’s the same way that Dunn, if he had wanted to make money first and foremost, might
have organized himself around trading or some other commerce, rather than instantiating a socalled family there. For McHatton, the irrational calculation is starving hungry laborers, for
Dunn it’s trying to graft a colonial network where he’s simply trying to come out ahead.
In McHatton’s first memoir, she is the perfect paracolonial switchpoint, keeping all at
bay, and having to (what she imagined to be) the homo economicus model. There is a full
inversion in her later memoir, Social Life in New Orleans, a dip into mixing, immersing,
recursive returns rather than anymore forward. In this, she hardly mentions the Cuba leg of her
life, and focuses only on her youth in what she portrays as a precapitalist swirl of bodies and
currencies mixing. But that’s not to say that this earlier time was not rigidly hierarchical,
structured by the brutal violence of slavery. But whereas she is often disdainful and repulsed y
blackness. Social Life in New Orleans is awash in nostalgia for a strictly defined, Southern racial
and cultural identity. From her vantage point as an eighty-year-old Brooklynite, disgusted by
what she feels is the advanced stage of transnational capitalism, distinct regional identity seems

David Bennett, “‘Money is Laughing Gas to Me’: A Critique of Pure Reason in Economics
and Psychoanalysis” New Formations, Number 72, Autumn 2011, pp. 5-19, 5.
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far more preferable than an ever-universalizing to her than some trajectory of national progress
(never mind that she had praised this in her earlier, reconciliationist memoir).
Her nostalgia in Social Life for the down-home, the womb-like, the welcoming, is
motivated by her recognition of the country’s vast expansion. She expressly situates her
childhood “before California gold mines, before the Mexican war, before money was so
abundant that we children could turn up our little noses at a picayune.”94 Shelley Streeby
contends, “U.S. racial economies and class relationships were fundamentally transformed by the
U.S.-Mexican War and mid-nineteenth-century empire-building.”95 It is meaningful that
McHatton is so deliberate about orienting the reader in a moment that precedes these
transformations. Instead of acknowledging the sustained and serial nature of these
transformations, McHatton directly juxtaposes the fluid, picayunish days of her New Orleans
youth with the rigidly capitalistic (and, she avers, morally polluted) New York of 1912,
crumpling the time and space between the two. She thus erases the period of aggressive
American imperialism between 1848 and 1898, the advent of the U.S.-Spanish War in Cuba. She
hardly deigns to discuss her experiences in Cuba, instead depicting a teleology from the loose
economies and uncultivated spaces of her childhood to the overly standardized systems of her
present. But what she elides is the fact that her transnational commerce was part of the wave of
connectivity that lead to her presently globalized milieu. By the time the U.S. had entered the
standardizing phase of “gold mines, greenbacks, tariffs, labor exactions and nouveaux riches” the
potential for capitalist mobility had been taken too far.96 She disparages the fact that power and
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capital are no longer centralized at the top of society among a particular sort of people, and thus
ushers race back into the narrative as a conceptual tool for freezing social change.
The New Orleans of McHatton’s youth is racially and economically fluid. She describes
the marketplace as a confluence of swarthy bodies, where children, men, servants, sell their
wares and interact freely. McHatton finds in New Orleans a landscape that is thrilling for its
racial cacophony (like Cuba), and which simultaneously resists ordering and regularity at the
same time it seems to invite it. This economy is made up of more decentralized, feminine
systems of symbolic exchange. McHatton begins Social Life with an anecdote about a Boston
merchant who opened a “one price” clothing store in town. At first, no one can imagine how a
transaction could be struck without bargaining; “the fun of hectoring over price” was the most
gratifying part. But this startling innovation of setting standard prices turns out to be prescient,
and the merchant “retired with a fortune in course of time.”97 McHatton recounts her preferred
mode of exchange: a small-value picayune, the Spanish coin that was demonetized in 1857 and
worth about 6 ¼ pennies, “generally worn pretty thin and often having a small hole in it.”
McHatton offers a long treatise on the significance of picayune. She first lists the items that
could be bought with a picayune, small packs of things, sold by the marchandes, “the Indian or
black woman squatting on the banquette” for a picayune.98 The picayune was assocated
completely with smallness, worthlessness, and “niggardliness.” She longingly wishes she could
get a hold of a picayune in her old age, and recalls how, as a girl, she had wanted to collect
enough to string together a necklace, a thing desired not for its exchange value but only as a
superfluous aesthetic pleasure. The image of the coins as necklace conjures up the smuggling
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etymology – adorning oneself with jewels as an act of sneaking through, and of her other, earlier
adornment of sewing up her valuables into her skirts. In any case, the little coins have all but
evaporated. Thanks to the triangulation of northern capitalism, the Law of the Father enters the
grubby New Orleans market. In doing so the Boston merchant introduces a taste of what would
eventually be the federal government’s systematization of the currency and of the economy. This
is what McHatton opposes. She has no problem with “the North,” per se, but cannot accept a
world in which exchanges have been regulated by the private sphere.
McHatton’s discussion of the picayune is important for understanding the fluid
economies of race and labor at play in pre-1848 America. She associates these obsolete coins
with the women who labored for them, the marchandes who walked the New Orleans
marketplace selling small stacks of sweets. “Theirs was a very picayunish sort of business,” she
writes, as though explaining why their already contingent social value fell away with the
demonetization of the picayune: “but labor did not count, for one was not paying $20 a month for
the reluctant services of a chocolate lady.”99 These women, associated with the trivial and in
some sense racialized (Spanish/dark/other) coin for which they “reluctantly” labor, are discarded
in the new political economies of the post-Civil War U.S. These marchandes figure into Anne
McClintock’s theorization of Hannah Cullwick and other big-bodied, racially hybridized
laboring bodies that perform services for the bourgeois household.100 For all of the distance
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McHatton establishes between herself and this oppressed group, she receives obvious enjoyment
from transacting with them and consuming their exotic sweets. She reminisces,
Many of us must remember the colored marchandes who walked the street with
trays, deftly balanced on their heads, arms akimbo, calling out their dainties,
which were in picayune piles on the trays—six small celesto figs, or five large
blue ones, nestling on fig leaves; lovely popcorn tic tac balls made with that
luscious ‘open kettle’ sugar, that dear, fragrant brown sugar no one sees now.
Now, she writes, when she sees someone eating pralines with brown sugar in their coffee, she
wells up with memories. This world of the marchandes, she prefers this to the financialized,
racially dichotomous Jim Crow of her 1912 present, which demanded a repression of desires for
hybridity even as it split imagined categories of race along stricter lines. Another complaint
McHatton voices about “the degenerate times” is about racial blurring in a way she disapproves.
She claims that girls have become brashly un-feminine, incapable of domestication and
safeguarding chastity (and whiteness). She was horrified to see “young society girls” run around
a country club, playing golf with exposed arms and faces.101 In her day, she recounts, a tan
would have called for an unpleasant nankeen treatment overnight to reduce any coloring. In this
way, the threat of the nouveaux riche always seems to be inflected with racial contamination.
People have become too rich and too loose, in their ways of mixing – too free – not like the rigid,
defined intimacies of slavery, which for her was all precapitalist connection and warmth.

another – their lives totally overlapping yet taking perfectly convergent paths. Anne McClintock,
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McHatton’s nostalgia in Social Life enacts a cathexis to the past, to a social or economic
configuration of which she cannot let go. “We lived, indeed, a life never to be lived again,” she
opines, and issues an oft-repeated refrain, “seventy years ago” or “three-score years and ten.”102
Herein lies the paradox of McHatton’s support for national advancement: to linger in “that little
strip, that Dixie-land”103 – to attempt to re-live a life that can never be lived again – would
necessarily place her outside the progressive, federal, officially anti-racist movement forward.
And as her own teleology in From Flag to Flag charts, it is this movement forward that promises
to be economically viable. Languishing here would mean remaining tied to the labor system
rendered defunct by the Civil War. But, she loves to look back and relish the more fluid, blurred,
maternal space of the public sphere it enabled. And while the openness of this made for
particular race, class, and gender anxieties, McHatton names a number of occasions for
unpalatable mixing enabled by bourgeois city of the twentieth century. She describes this as a
maternal, fluid, public space, but interestingly enough does not explicitly frame it as such. She
defines Social Life in its preface as a collection of “oft-told tales at my fireside – others were
written to record phases of the patriarchal existence before the war which has so utterly passed
away.”104 In some respects, she thinks of New Orleans as a patriarchal space, which makes sense
given the paternalistic nature of slavery, but everything she loves about it are of the realm of the
mother, or at least, the mammy figure.
McHatton devotes a chapter in Social Life to the mammies of yesteryear. She describes a
particular mammy of the neighborhood, and convivially asks her readers if any of them
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remember her. “There’s a mammy to immortalize!” she insists. McHatton “pities the little ones
of to-day with no black mammy of their very own to cuddle them to her warm bosom and
comfort them” in contrast to “the high-falutin nurses they have now, here to-day, gone tomorrow, without any anchorage in our hearts and homes.”105 Memories of the mammy usher her
into a space of connectivity and belonging, a feeling that has been disrupted by the more
globalized economy that has brought “high-falutin’ nuses” to the city’s doorsteps. The capitalist
circuits of her New York present do not provide the strong anchorage of property that slavery
did. In this moment, she appreciates the “warm bosom” of the mammy – a maternal metonym for
the laboring black body itself – as the glue, or the milk/sustenance, that makes the system of
slavery cohere – it isn’t surprising, carrying this image of the sustaining milk forward, one of the
favorite things she remembers purchasing with a picayune is the frothy mead drink, which was
better value for the one picayune price than a glass of soda. “We children liked mead. I never see
it now, but, as I recall, it was a thick, honey, creamy drink. We must have preferred it because it
seemed so much more for a picayune than the frothy, effervescent, palish soda water.”106 The
picayune is associated with milk and sustenance, and this is something she can no longer get.
Anne McClintock addresses the notion of the racialized nanny as being absolutely
fundamental to identity formation, providing the maternal structure that was often missing, as
McClintock writes that “Nannies could…inspire the devotion and dependence of a lifetime”:
In a very real sense, these children grew up with two (or more) mothers, whom
they learned to distinguish by learning the social scripts of class difference, the
meaning of uniforms, curtseys and boys, the rituals of recognition and deference
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that separated the two most powerful figures in the child’s life. The contradictions
were sharp. On the one hand, “in her sphere,” as Gathorne-Hardy notes, “the
Nanny’s power was absolute.” On the other hand, she could be rebuked,
demeaned or dismissed at a word from the mistress.107
Children male and female held a very special place in their heart for nannies, but her role was
triangulated along power roles. She might have been omnipotent to them, an all-giving, alltaking mother, but she was powerless to the real mother. McHatton might have loved her
mammy as a child, but as a mother herself in Cuba, she was absolutely vicious to the woman
employed as her cook: this role really changed, and she might have been aware of the very real
centrality of this figure to her children. She was so pleased to replace her with a Chinese coolie –
a man, which makes for a negation of this connection, a denial of this dependence.
As for her own mother, McHatton offers compelling remembrances of mother, who was
typical faint Southern woman, bolstered by the help of many household slaves, but who wiled
away her energies on particularly extraneous household chores. McHatton appreciates this
fastidiousness, though, and takes it for a sign of their stalwart asceticism. In contrast, it’s her
father who’s libidinous, entertains and lives beyond his means:
Mother was a semi-invalid; HOUSEKEEPING is vastly simplified since the days
when my mother washed her teacups and spoons every morning. I love the old
way; however, I do not practice it. …
Though we had ever so many servants, our family being a large one, my
semi-invalid mother, who rarely left her home and never made visits, did a
thousand little household duties that are now, even in families where only one or
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two servants are kept, entirely ignored by the ladies of the house. After a dinner
party or an evening entertainment, and my father was hospitably inclined—much
beyond his means—my mother passed all the silver, glass and china through her
own delicate fingers, and we did not, as I recall after all this lapse of years, have
anything of superlative value. It was not a matter of thrift or economy on her part,
but a matter of course; everybody did the same.
She reveres her own mother, who was, in spite of her own disability, was absolutely obsessed
with order and cleanliness, not in a way that was utilitarian but that was utterly superficial,
merely for appearances (and very much in spite of having numerous people to do the heavy
lifting for her – the point would have been to show off this leisure). It is a show of privileges that
she misses, that can’t be seen any longer in the South, but that she imagines exists still in well-todo New England homes. There is an emphasis that nothing was done in excess, and that
everything had a use-value. It might have been difficult to think of anything but the deferred
pleasure of cold rationalism. Like Freud’s sadistic anal stage, the refusal to circulate/insistence
on withholding bowel movement: mother was withholding, no way to get back. There is a
marked difference between this useless labor and the slave or coolie labor that was so
instrumental – the privilege to be so outwardly useless is what she misses. Again, it is not
rational, perfectly calculating, but a power move made to suggest just how valuable white
womanhood – it sits pristine on a shelf, just like the useless tchotchke and fine china she dusts.
There is an interesting distinction, between her mother’s pull to order in the excess, a
fetish of borders, which are wrapped up in her mother. It’s the opposite of this at the end of her
time in Cuba, and this is perhaps what makes her revile it so much. It was an utter pull to
entropy, towards less order, less boundary, less hierarchy. During the latter years of our
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residence, and those that immediately followed, military exactions and ruinous taxation crushed
the life out of Cuba. “The gradual emancipation of slaves was enforced, the importation of
coolies prohibited, and, as an inevitable sequence, an untold number of valuable estates were
abandoned by their impoverished owners, thereby revolutionizing the entire financial and
domestic status of the island.” She describes how sad it is that the once grand plantations of the
island were denigrated into ruin, a “forsaken wilderness”; describing it as though family’s wealth
is up in flames, that great slaveholding dynasties became “impoverished and scattered,” The
slaveholding Cuba that had been the stand-in for the antebellum south could go on no longer – it
was “wiped off the face of the earth”: “that superb province, whose natural resources are almost
inexhaustible, has been bled to death by the leeches and parasites to whom her welfare and
government were intrusted.”
As Matthew Pratt Guterl points out, by the time this was breaking down, and it seemed
that Cuba would abolish slavery altogether – things were looking pretty good back in the U.S. for
people to start up what was essentially a slaveholding south. As you Cuba moved towards
creolization, more technological innovation and equality, the U.S. was sinking into a brutal Jim
Crow South. The McHattons packed up – and by the way its not necessarily clear whether James
helped her do this: as time was coming to an end on the island, more and more brutal and
exhausting, she convinced James to leave her for six months to recuperate in the Untied States.
It’s not clear tat he ever made it back to Cuba to pack things up. We know she left the plantation
somewhat abruptly, leaving it to the command of her trusty slave, Zell, and that James passed
away around this time – she settled in Brooklyn alone. There was nothing transcendental about
these hemispheric connections, nothing elevated linking this
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In contrast to all this frivolity, McHatton maintains that her childhood was very austere
and that she was highly disciplined. “Children should be seen and not heard,” is the opening
sentence of the book – a celebration of this automatically repressive and this was just one
symptom of a very simple, unobtrusive life, where people weren’t so spoiled and filled with too
many cheap consumer goods. In the same breath, she notes that things weren’t standardized.
“There were no ready-made garments then for grown-ups, much less for children;” this was
before the Mexican war opened up vast territory with which Americans could make money, and
before gold was discovered in California. The notion of austerity as a virtue is surprising given
that she and her husband went to great lengths to maintain and grow their wealth. In her earlier
text, with her toast to the Union and farewell to Dixie, she was cheered that all dissensions were
settled – it enabled her to capitalize on resources. Yet when this settling of dissensions played
out to its fullest extent, what it actually meant was that there was less racial stratification. The
pursuits of the homo oeconomicus in effect created more democratization, fluidity, Cuba, and it
was just about productivity rather than the name of the system.
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EPILOGUE
#THISISUS; OR, A YOUNG LADY LOSES HER LIFE

The civil war ends when we actually & finally resolve the
central issue of the civil war: the liberation of black ppl &
the end of slavery.1

***
Raynard Johnson, Mississippi, discovered June 16, 2000
James Daniels, Mississippi, discovered in 2002
Feraris “Ray” Golden, Florida, discovered July 28, 2003
Nick Naylor, Mississippi, discovered in 2003
Roy Veal, Mississippi, discovered April 22, 2004
Damien Johnson, Florida, discovered September 22, 2004
Izell Parrott, New York, discovered May 17, 2006
Thomas Shantez Austin, North Carolina, discovered August 4, 2013
Lennon Lacy, North Carolina, discovered August 29, 2014
Otis Byrd, Mississippi, discovered March 19, 2015
***
These are the names of African American men found hanging from trees and swing sets
since the year 2000. Authorities have ruled the deaths suicides, though each occurred under

@breenewsome (Bree Newsome). “The civil war ends when we actually & finally resolve the
central issue of the civil war: the liberation of black ppl & the end of slavery.” Twitter, 19
August 2017, 11:15 a.m. https://twitter.com/BreeNewsome/status/898971502262886400
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highly suspicious circumstances.2 Throughout the twentieth century, lynchings were the
signature terror tactic of the Ku Klux Klan, and a frequent public spectacle. What these ten
recent murders unequivocally tell us is that the Klan is alive and well, long into the twenty-first
century. If the story of America is that we fight Nazis, repudiate Klansmen, reject white
supremacy, and exemplify a “march of progress,” as Nancy Pelosi put it recently,3 then the
racially motivated lynching of even a single person would have had the country up in arms.
The Klan has a funny way of hiding in plain sight. It might seem incendiary – perhaps
anachronistic – to refer to someone as a being a member of the K.K.K. Yet the hundreds of
memorials commissioned by the Klan to terrorize black people during the Jim Crow and Civil
Rights eras continue to be displayed prominently in public squares, on campuses, and on
buildings, suggesting that the sentiments espoused by the Klan cannot be all that passé. Until
very recently, the removal of these monuments was a political pipe dream, the mere mention of
which provoked heated arguments about “our heritage,” history’s capacity to teach, and the
slippery slope of iconoclasm. Though actual lynchings of black men did little to move the
political needle, the shooting massacre at a black church in Charleston in 2015 pushed the issue
into the national spotlight. Scaling the flagpole at the South Carolina capitol building and
removing the Confederate flag a few weeks later, Bree Newsome drew a direct connection
between white supremacist propaganda and the pathology of the shooter, thereby marking
approximately the last moment in time that one could confidently argue for the protection of
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such propaganda without having to differentiate oneself from the long-standing, fanatical white
supremacist militias that are currently making their presence known.4
Then, suddenly and simultaneously after a thousand suspensions of this eventuality,
everything changed. On August 12, 2017, white supremacist militias convened in Charlottesville
to protest the removal of a bronze Robert E. Lee, and to demonstrate that their online coalition
could be manifested in the flesh. After a morning of intense physical clashes with counterdemonstrates, during most of which the police looking on vacantly, a neo-Nazi accelerated his
Dodge Charger into a large crowd of people. He killed counter-protestor Heather Heyer and
injuring nineteen others. The gruesome scene became an instant flashpoint, an urgent call to arms
to root out Nazism and white nationalism from a country in which – all the politicians said it –
there is “no place” for bigotry and hate. At the time of writing, more than twenty Confederate
monuments have been stealthy removed, some in the dead of night, and one by a group of
activists who toppled it like a deposed dictator.5 This grave day served as an irruption of the
uncanny truth we were shocked to realize we knew all along: memorials to the Confederacy, and
implicitly to the Klan, make our national mythology of equal civil rights and protections a cruel
joke.
There was something abut the fact that a “young lady” or a “young woman” who “lost
her life” – phrases repeated ad nauseam in tweets, local coverage, editorials, and so on – that

Wang, Amy B. “One Group Loved Trump’s Remarks about Charlottesville: White
Supremacists.” The Washington Post, WP Company, 13 Aug. 2017,
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made the events of the day uniquely intolerable to the masses.6 A young black man, Deandre
Harris, was beaten by a mob of neo-Nazis with metal poles a stone’s throw from the
Charlottesville police department, but this was not a national galvanizing incident (although, in
true American fashion, Harris raised $166,000 on gofundme for his medical bills). No arrests of
his clearly identifiable assailants, caught on tape, have been made, and in the words of Donald
Trump, there is speculation that blame here could be attributed “to many sides.” The media
speaks of Heyer differently: she is beyond reproach, a white woman who fostered an abiding
sense of right and wrong in spite of her social position not requiring her to. Heyer should most
certainly be memorialized for her commitment to social justice and her willingness to put her life
on the line by virtue of her sheer physical presence on the streets, but it is telling that she was the
figure that turned Confederate propaganda removal into a cause célèbre. Violence in the U.S. is
rationalized along such specific vectors of race and gender that her killing was deemed arbitrary
and unnecessary, while Harris’s brutalization is a condition of his being alive, and a natural
consequence of the structural racism that upholds the nation.
This dissertation is intended to serve as an antecedent to the current political moment, not
because Americans in Cuba is so salient a topic, but because the question of white women’s role
in upholding the current capitalist system, a scourge of exploitation across the hemisphere and
globe, is still so wildly ambivalent. The 2016 presidential cannot be seen as a referendum on this
question – both candidates stood for a ruthless form of capitalism. However, the ambivalences
surrounding white femininity just about exploded when the exit polls rolled in. White women
devalued themselves enough to vote in the majority for an alleged rapist, domestic abuser, and
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philanderer, and a self-professed molester, while, at the same time, be held at such an sacred
estimation that one woman’s death, rather than the lynching of scores of black men, spurred an
anti-Confederate propaganda movement into feverish action. Google banned The Daily Stormer,
a Neo-Nazi website, for a disgusting post about Heyer,7 yet that same site has run heinous
content for four years and lead “doxxing campaigns” against anyone its editor takes offense with,
including white women.8 “Coastal elites” may have been shocked at Clinton’s loss, but as with
the violence in Charlottesville, the election was just another uncanny revelation that the feminine
is so strictly a repository for hate, disgust, and violence that it was inconceivable she could
ultimately be anything in the White House except a supportive, and highly discreet, wife.
Theorizing the historic and present disavowal of the feminine ties directly into my
attempt to deconstruct conceptions of the North and South. Not a defined place, The South is a
repository for that which cannot be admitted within the hallowed framing of the United States.
Things that do not belong in the republic include: the prejudiced, the perverted, the feminine, the
irrational, the tyrannical, or the anarchical. It’s not for nothing that white celebrities started a
twitter campaign #thisisnotus in the wake of Heyer’s death – the blatant syntax of disavowal – to
renounce the Nazis, even though the most visible proponent of “this” literally sits in the highest
seat of power in the country. Disavowal is such an important theme in relation to the feminine,
particularly a white femininity mobilized throughout the south, because of its associations with
sneakiness and smuggling. As per the etymology of smuggler in Chapter 1, the processes of

Mettler, Katie, and Avi Selk. “GoDaddy - Then Google - Ban Neo-Nazi Site Daily Stormer for
Disparaging Charlottesville Victim.” The Washington Post, WP Company, 14 Aug. 2017,
www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2017/08/14/godaddy-bans-neo-nazi-site-dailystormer-for-disparaging-woman-killed-at-charlottesville-rally/?utm_term=.bae7dd298e2a.
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Doxxing is to indundate a target with death threats and hate mail, etc. Usually their address and
personal information is circulated, and the idea is to intimidate to the point of ruining their life.
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trafficking goods or people through the hemisphere was as going to be about women’s bodies,
entailing all meanings relating to what is slimy, slick, surreptitious, a dark, dank hole; a
cavernous mouth or body part to slip garments or food in or through. In the logic of patriarchal
capitalism, a white woman who cannot or will not “prop up the penis,” smuggle the patriarch’s
goods through various thresholds – whether that’s traipsing away from the public eye with his
secrets, carrying his sperm to a full term infant, or convincing customs to allow human
contraband through – is a woman better off dead. Who knows what sorts of reservations
normative society might have had about Heather Heyer? There are all sorts of slurs for white
women who care deeply about black people’s wellbeing. What’s more, she was unmarried and
childless – points made by the disparaging Nazi article. She did not do with her white, female
body what she was supposed to, and instead put it in harm’s way to bear witness and resist,
sparking an anti-hate movement that – though we may be ambivalent about as only gaining
traction after the death of a white woman – I am sure glad is happening.

Don’t call us Hispanics: Cuban-Americans seal off the Hemisphere

Don’t call us Hispanics. We are not a part of that
Cuban-Americans living in Florida voted for Trump 54% to Hillary Clinton’s 41%, surprising
given his vicious comments about Hispanics but not, considering his hard stance on diplomatic
relations with Cuba. Another major factor in Trump’s success with Cuban-Americans is their
resistance to seeing themselves as Hispanic – there is certainly an exceptionalism rooted in their
national mythology. But what would have clinched the Cuban vote for Trump was the leaking of
Clinton’s comments on hemispheric trade:
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My dream is a hemispheric common market, with open trade and open borders,
some time in the future with energy that is as green and sustainable as we can get
it, powering growth and opportunity for every person in the hemisphere.9
She would build off of Obama’s work in thawing the embargo, and develop commercial policies
that were simply good for business. Trump impugned her by misrepresenting this as a statement
about immigrants pouring in and out of the country (open borders), but this was hardly her intent.
In this “dream,” people stay where they are – with the exception of rich capitalists – but money
moves and accrues irrespective of national borders. She seeks a hemispheric capitalism that is
supranational, untethered by identity. This is distinctly reminiscent of Eliza McHatton’s
assessment at the end of the War, as she prepares to head to Cuba: rather than merely “Dixie,”
the “Lord gave us the whole country from the lakes to the Gulf, from ocean to ocean - all
dissensions settled, all dividing lines wiped out - a united country forever and ever!” (Flag 124).
I am not suggesting that men don’t articulate the same desire for openness, communion, fluidity,
abandon, and, truly, total dominion. I do suggest however, that when expressed by white women,
who corner the market on functioning as switchpoints – actually generating the kind of circuits
that make the promise of openness and connection, it is time to pay attention.
I have tried to suggest all the ways this circuit-making, switch-breaking, or put simply,
“smuggling” occurs. In the case of the Peabodys, the “valuables” they brought with the to the
Cuban tobacco plantation was their New England sensibility. Mary Peabody Mann was obsessed
with the theory that by enlightening the next generation of enslavers to the cruelties of their trade
– by simply revealing to them that “the people,” the slaves, were fully human – she could help
them arrive at a kinder course of history. Of course, what this process of enlightenment does not

9
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acknowledge is that her pedagogy comes from a country fully in the throes of an explosion in
chattel slavery. Sophia Peabody, on the other hand, imports an effusive feeling of the
transcendental, with the subtle hope that her enthusiasm for the natural world might elevate her
experiential senses beyond the brute realities of slavery.
For Eliza Pickens, author of Free Flag of Cuba, the valuables needing to be put in
circulation are women’s conviction that a liberating “freedom” be imposed on fertile lands near
and far. What Pickens’ novel acutely achieves, however, is a circulating of a feeling of joyous
nihilism – a conviction that engaging with Cuba is in order to meet some luxurious, violent end.
She glorifies the idea of living in precarity, in the tropics, but also inevitably meeting one’s end
in a way that amalgamates one’s matter with the elements. In essence, she’s advocating for a
return to the mother, an undifferentiated void, and this is the idea that the main character Mabel
slips into the minds of the southern men in her company.
Finally, Eliza McHatton does all of the literal smuggling – first absconding illegally from
her Louisiana plantation, then smuggling two of the children she has enslaved across borders and
oceans, sewing gems into her skirts, and sitting atop of men’s treasure at the borderlands. Lastly,
the outlook she carries with her to Cuba is that nationality is secondary, if not irrelevant, to
generating profits. She relinquishes her hopes for the Confederacy, and focuses on leveraging the
different capabilities of the hemisphere and globe.
How do we arrive from these nineteenth-century accounts of relatively unknown women
to Hillary Clinton, Heather Heyer, and modern-day lynching? Crucially, the feminine is always
conflated with The South; both are imagined as repositories for what the masculine, lawful,
orderly government cannot admit. As repositories, though, white women must be especially
guarded, purified, and demonstrative of their fealty. Because their symbolic capacity for
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demarcating and ultimately containing elements that are culturally repudiated – for instance, the
baser desires nurtured by the chattel slavery system – they are also uniquely situated to bring
down these wide-ranging systems of power. As a lynchpin for a system of hemispheric,
racialized violence, white women’s refusal or manipulation of the task of “propping up the
penis” carries with it the capacity to cut this penis off – to castrate the patriarchy. This was, after
all, what the toppled Robert E. Lee statue looked like: a castrated phallus. Importantly, it was
Takiya Thompson, a young black woman, who carried out the deed most visibly, and her who
was slapped with multiple felony charges for misconduct. She has been hailed a hero and her
story has been widely covered. But there are no appeals to her innocence, her young age. Some
coverage even included her mug shot. Ultimately, the day of violence in Charlottesville has been
hailed as being about Heather Heyer, who, subjected to a world of Nazism and uncontrolled
violence, is the victim of something that never should have happened to her. The day has not, on
the other hand, been about responding to Takiya Thompson or Deandre Harris, whose existence
as free people is an offense that the Confederacy, the neo-Confederacy, and institutionalized
structures of white supremacy, constantly seek to redress.
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